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'USED' BIRDS' NESTS
STUDIED AT BELL ImSEUH

By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service Writer

Some are more than 100 years old and some came from as far away as the Philli

pine Islands. Some were sent by scientists and others came from people,'s back yards.

Almost 1,000 birds nests have found their way to the research collection at the

University of Hinnesota's Bell lIuseum of Natural History.

Chimney swifts, crested flycatchers, killdeers, cliff ~1allows, night hawks,

whippoorwills,woodpeckers and the now extinct passenger pigeons are only a few of

the birds whose old nests have been ilwilledll to the University, accordinr to

ornithologist Dwain Harner. The nests range from tiny, two-inch "pockets" lined

with feathers and moss to ornate tropical oriole structures.

'The chimney swift nest is one of the most unusual,n Warner said. The bird

uses its very sticky saliva to weld the nest, one twig at a time, to the vertical

inside surface of a chimney.

The crested flycatcher uses an old woodpecker cavity in a tree for a nest, but

Clredecorates" it ~lTith the shed skin of a snake. Ornithologists aren't exactly

sure why, qarner said, but think it might be a way of scaring away predators who

peer in the hole looking for eggs.

Sometimes the least elaborate nests are the hardest to collect, Namer said.

The killdeer, for example, just scapes a few pebbles together on the gravelled

ground and lays four large,brown-mottled eggs. "These are very well camouflaged,"

he said. "And in case of trouble, the killdeer also can do a very Rood broken wing

act to distract predators from the eggs. ll

(HORE)
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BIRD NESTS -2-

Quite a few of the bird nests in the collection are made largely from mud.

"These birds' descendants are in trouble now because of the drought, \' Harner said.

tithe cliff slfalloll1s probably haven't even been able to nest yet--ll1here there is no

rain, there is little mud."

But, no matter what the weather or the activities of the great, great. great

grandchildren of the birds who built these nets, ornithology students and pro

fessors can continue to study these nests--their materials, shapes and construction.

I'Bird nests are one good key to the evolution of bird species, \I l-larner said.

"Without a well-adapted nest, the species could not survive. 'I

-UHS-
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U OF 1f GETS GRANT TO PROVIDE
HOl1E CARE FOR DYIUG CHILDREn

(FOR IHI"lEDIATE RELEASE)

The University of Hinnesota School of ilursing has received a $221,000 grant

from the National Cancer Institute to provide home care for dying children.

According to Dr. Ida rlartinson, director of research for the school, the

three-year grant will enable the University to underwrite completely the costs of

individual nursing care for 10 to 12 families in the Twin Cities the first year

and another dozen families outside of the metropolitan area the second year.

By the third year, she said, Martinson hopes the program will be picked up by

existing agencies.

The program was established as an experiment four years ago by l1artinson, a

registered nurse, and John Kersey, a pediatrician at University Hospitals.
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'DEPROGRAI:1MIIIG' SUBJECT OF
COFFl1AN UNION PROGRAi:1

(FOR Il'ftfEDIATE RELEASE)

Deprogramming, the process used by some parents to pry their teenaged children

away from religious sects, will be discussed at a noon program Tuesday, July 6, in

the Coffman Union Theatre/Lecture Hall at the University of !1innesota.

An explanation of the process will be given by a deprogrammer and two former

members of the Unification Church will describe their experiences during depro-

gramrning.

Advocates of deprograrnming claim that an intense barrage of information on

the evils of the particular sects is necessary to make the individual understand

that he or she has been misled. Critics of deprop,ramming charge that young people

are kidnapped and held against their will during deprograrnming.
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UNIVERSITY OF NINNESOTA, r.1INNEAPOLIS AND ST. PAUL CAMPUS EVENTS
July 4-10

Sun., July 4---Coffman Gallery: Planographs by Thomas Slettehaugh and Weaving by
Anna Smits, Gallery II.· 10 a.m. -2 p.m. lIon. -Frio, 2-5 p.m. Sun. Through
July 30. Free.

Sun., July 4---University Gallery: Contemporary Jewelry: Techniques of an Art
i Form. Northrop Aud. 11 a.m. -4 p.m. Hon. -Frio, 2-5 p.m. Sun. Through July 16.

Free.

Stin., July 4---Bicentennial Jazz Concert: Salute to Louis Armstrong with Pigs Eye
Jazz Band and Hall Brothers New Orleans Jazz Band. Mall bandstand. 7-10 p.m.
Free.

Sun., July 4---University Centennial Showboat: "The Streets of New York" directed
by Robert Moulton. Sundays, 7 p.m., Tuesdays through Fridays, 8 p.m.,
Thursdays, 2 p.m., and Saturdays, 7 and 10 p.m. Through Aug. 22. $3.50
public, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center
and Dayton's.

Tues., July 6---St. Paul Student Center:
Gallery. 8 a.m.-10 p.m. Mon.-Fri.

Oils by Rex 11hiripiri, North Star
Through July 30. Free.

Tues., July 6---Peppermint Tent: "Scenes from American Folk Tales" and IlBean
Bag Stories" by Robin Taylor, in repertory, directed by Sue Robinson. Stoll
thrust theater, Rarig Center. Mondays, 10:45 a.m. and 1:30 p.m., Tuesdays
through Fridays, 9:15 a.m., 1~:45 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. Through July 23. $1.50.
Tickets on sale at Rarig Center and Dayton's.

Tues., July 6---Coffman Gallery: npigs Eye Sculpture Work" by Richard Colburn,
Gallery I. 10 a.m.-2 p.m. r1on.-Fri., 2-5 p.m. Sun. Through July 15. Free.

Tues.,(July 6---University Gallery: Durer Through Other Eyes.
11 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon.-Fri., 2-5 p.m. Sun. Through Aug. 10.

Northrop Aud.
Free.

Tues., July 6---Concert: High School Busicians Proj ect brass ensemble. Mall
bandstand. 12:15 p.m. Free.

Tues., July 6---Forum: IIDe-Programming li with Kathy Mills, Janice Ruchie and K~vin

Morgel. Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union. 12:15 p.m. Free.

Wed., July 7---Bicentennial Lecture: "America's Impact on the Arts: Architecture"
by William Marlin. ~mll bandstand. 12:15 p.m. Free.

Wed., July 7---Mime Performance: Mamako, Japanese mime artist, 12:15 p.m. \'lork
shop, 1:30 p.m. Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union. Free.

(MORE)



CALENDAR -2-

Thurs., July 8---Concert: High School Musicians Project brass ensemble. Mall
bandstand. 12:15 p.m. Free.

Thurs., JUly 8---universit~Theatre: "Seven Keys to Baldpate" by George H. Cohan,
directed by Kristineompson. tfuiting proscenium theater, Rarig Center.
8 p.m. $3.50 public, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale
at Rarig Center and Dayton's.

Frio, July 9---Concert: Cooper Street Band. Hall bandstand. Noon. Free.

Fri., July 9---University Theatre: nSeven Keys to Baldpate" by George M. Cohan,
directed by Kristine Thompson. t'Jhiting proscenium theater, Rarig Center.
8 p.m. $3.50 public, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale
at Rarig Center and Dayton's.

Frio, July 9---The Whole Coffeehouse: Charlie McGuire. Coffman Union. Doors
open 8:30 p.m. $1.

Sat., July 10---University Theatre: "Seven Keys to Baldpatell by George ~1. Cohan,
directed by Kristine Thompson. Whiting proscenium theater, Rarig Center.
8 p.m. $3.50 public, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale
at Rarig Center and Dayton's.

-UNS-
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HEH VIEH OF PJiERICAU HISTORY
PRESEr:TED IN U OF H HlDIAll CLASSES

By Judy Vick
University News Service Hriter

I'Before we can set out on the road to success, ~le have to knOt'] tlhere
we are going, and before we can know that, we must determine where we
have been in the past. It seems a basic requirement to study the history
of our Indian people.;' President John F. Kennedy

Neither Christopher Columbus nor Leif Erickson t'discovered' the continent which

was later to be named America--it was already inhabited by more than a million

people.

Hanhattan Island was not:'sold ll by the Indians for $24 in beads. They did not

believe 'Uother Earth" could be boup.ht or sold and, thus, only apreed to share it

tdth the ~l7hite immigrants. The beads were a mere token of this agreement.

These new interpretations of U.S. history are being taught to students enrolled

in American Indian history classes at the University of ~1innesota.

r:Our classes are different because in most traditional history courses taught

in the past, Indian people have been treated as non-existent or in an ethnocentric

manner, in reference to myths and massacres,:l sain Ruth Voights, instructor in the

American Indian studies department, where the classes originated with the depart-

ment's formation in 1969.

I:Our interpretation is from the Indian point of Vietl. vJe also try to take a

look at the history of Indian people from tribal and inter-tribal perspectives, It

she said.

About 25 per cent of the students enrolled in the history classes are of Ameri-

can Indian descent and 75 per cent are non-Indian.

Voights,a southern Ute and Stockbridge Indian, who was raised on the Oneida

reservation in Wisconsin, has a bachelor's degree from Carroll Collep,e, a master's

degree in anthropology from the University of ~1innesota and is a candidate for her

doctor of philosophy degree.



INDIAN HISTORY -2-

Emphasis in the class is placed on the study of Indian people as individuals

belonging to many different nations, rather than as "noble savages, {' as they are

sometimes depicted in general history programs which begin in elementary school.

In the University classes, the study of conflicts between tribes before the

coming of the white man reveals that all problems of Indian people did not originate

in 1492, although those that did, such as alcoholism, are also pointed out.

-'He cannot eliminate the stereotyped image of the Indian overnight, but lr-Te do

make sor;te effort in that direction," Voights said. For example, the idea that all

Indians are warriors comes from ascribing the Plains Indians customs to all. The

image of the "wild' Indian on horseback with feathers flying was unknown to the

settled, agriculturally-oriented Pueblos and other tribes.

The image of the blood--thirsty savaee of vJestern films also differs greatly

from the Plains Indian view of the warrior who sought to touch the body of his liv-

ing enemy rather than kill him. :ICounting coup," as this procedure lI1as called, was

considered more honorable than killing.

The ancient history of this continent is also being taught to some students for

the first time in these classes, although non-Indian Americans have studied Greek

and Roman history, in the RuropQsn tradition, for generations. Host of the ancient

hi """",-.,-. i- .1ua1ng stories about the oriein of the planet, come primarily from In

d.;·<1 oral tradition, but also from pictographs, calendar sticks and other non

syllabic language forms.

Other topics covered in the two courses, one which covers history from antiquity

to 1887 and the other from 1887 to the present, are the contributions of the Indian

people to the present way of life in America, the differences between the Indian's

cyclical vie't'1 of life and the Judeo-Christian i· d h i iprogress ve v~ew, an t e cant nu ng

struggle and misunderstanding over treaties between the Indian people and the U.S.

government.

-UNS-
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t~10 TO NEWS PEOPLE

Enrollment controls, the 1977-79 legislative request, building construction

standards and student representation to the University of Minnesota Board of Re-

gents are among the topics to be discussed by the regents at their monthly meeting

Thursday and Friday (July 8 and 9).

Possible enrollment controls, which would affect the amount of the University's

request to the legislature for the 1977-79 biennium, will be discussed by the re-

gents at a committee of the whole meeting Thursday at 9:30 a.m. in the Regents'

Room, 238 lrorrill Hall. The legislative request will be discussed at the same

meeting.

Construction standards and specifications for University buildings will be

discussed at the 1:15 p.m. meeting of the physical plant and investments committee

in 300 Horrill Hall.

The regents will hear a presentation on faculty tenure at the 1:15 p.m. meeting

of the faculty and staff affairs committee in the Regents' Room.

Other committee meetings Thursday are educational policy and long-range plan-

ning, 3:30 p.m., 300 Morrill Hall; and student concerns at 3:30 p.m. in the Regents'

Room.

At 8:30 a.m. Friday in the Regents' Room, the committee of the whole will meet

to discuss the recommendations of the ad hoc committee on student representation,

chaired by Regent David Utz.

The full board meeting is scheduled to begin at 10 a.m. with a presentation

of the Royal Society of Arts award to an outstanding University student.

-m:rs-
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BORHONE THERAPY FOR BREAST CANCER
J\EING ~'fUDIED AT U OF 11

(FOR I~frmDIATE RELEASE)
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JULY 2, 1976

NEWS PEOPLE: For further information
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A study to find a more effective therapy for breast cancer is underway at the

University of Hinnesota.

Oncologists at llinnesota are trying to determine if the presence of a hormone

cmarker" in breast cancer makes the tumor more receptive to hormone therapy.

The breast is the most common site of cancer in women. Some 90,000 American

women develop breast cancer each year. Cancer specialists from the Twin City area

are cooperating in the study, which will involve women over 55 with recurrent

breast cancer who have never received hormone or chemical therapy.

According to Dr. David Kiang, assistant professor of medicine, breast cancer

has an overall response rate to hormone therapy of about 30 per cent. Intensive

combination chemotherapy has about a SO per cent response rate.

But, Kiang said, the presence of estrogen receptors (molecules that find and

transport the hormone to the cell's nucleus) in a breast tumor would at least dou-

ble the response to treatment.

IlHe will be exploring the possibilities of combining the two therapies and

tailoring a combination to fit each patient's needs," he said.

Because of the importance of the presence of the receptor molecule in determin-

ing the treatment method (chemotherapy, ho~one therapy, or a combination of the

two), Kiang emphasized the test should be done at the time of mastectomy or biopsy,

in case the cancer recurs.

Funded by a $262,500 three-year contract from the National Cancer Institute,

the research will be done in the University's Medical Oncology Laboratory, directed

by Dr. B. J. Kennedy, professor of medicine.

-U118-
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ANTI-TUHOR IHMUUOTHERAPY
TRIALS TO START AT U OF H

(FOR 11'lUEDIATE RELEASE)

A new form of immunotherapy will be evaluated, in patients with advanced cancer,

at University of Minnesota Hospitals under a $365,000 contract from the National

Cancer Institute.

Initial clinical trials, with 50 patients, will be directed by Dr. Gerald

Vosika, assistant professor of medicine in the oncology section, in Masonic Memorial

Hospital.

The trials will use a vaccine made from the bacterium tl. phlei, which was first

prepared by Dr. Gary Gray, assistant professor of chemistry and biochemistry at the

University.

The vaccine, an extract of a tuberculosis-like organism which has proven effe-

tive against animal tumors, works by increasing the body's resistance (immunity) to

cancer cells.

Unlike similar preparations from other sources, Gray's vaccine is easier to

make and is expected to have fewer side effects.

Dr. Jon Schmidtke, assistant professor of surgery, will be collaborating in the

laboratory testing of the patients' immune function.

Vosika estimates that the initial testing of patient reaction to the vaccine

and the establishment of a safe effective dosage range will be completed within a

year. Preliminary results from investigations uith similar vaccines have indicated

that they may be effective for several diseases, Vosika said.

-UNS-
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'u' ART FAcm.TY EXHIBIT T-.TOP.KS

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Works by three University of !tinnesota studio arts professors are featured in

the current :'The 4 of July" exhibition on display at the Minneapolis College of Art

and Design gallery.

The exhibition includes 15 oil paintings by Peter Busa) 19 acrylic paintings

by Raymond Hendler and 10 oil paintings by Herman Somberp,. Also participating in

the exhibition is artist Hugh Kappel. All of the artists have New York backgrounds

I and are now living in ¥dnneapolis. Their work is represented in collections

~ throughout the world.
",;'~:-:";i-".,-.;,;!

The gallery, at 133 E. 25th St., is open free to the public from 9 a.m. to

4:30 p.m. Uonday through Friday and from 7 to 9:30 p.m. Honday throu~h Thursday.

This exhibition will be up through Aug. 20.

-UNS-
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U OF H FILH, PUBLICATIONS
HIN NATIOi'lAL A1>JARDS
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nReaching Out," a 22-minute color University of l1innesota film, has won top

honors in a national competition among colleges and universities in the U.S.

Produced by Wilson-Griak, Inc., Minneapolis, the film features scenes of Uni-

versity of Minnesota involvement in rural and urban settings throughout Minnesota.

"The purpose of the film is to demonstrate ho\~ an institution as diverse as the

University can touch the lives of people in many ways,~; said Russell Tall, Director

of University Relations.

\'l'Je "ranted to sho'-l, in an entertaining way, hO,"l teaching and learning occur on

the farm, in cities, on the lakes and in other places in addition to the traditional

classroom setting,lI he said.

The Grand Award will be presented to Tall at the Council for the Advancement

and Support of Education (CASE) Annual Assembly in r.rashington, D. C. July 14 and in-

eludes a gift of $200.

The film was released June 15 and is available for group showings at no charge.

The distributor for the film is the University of Tlinnesota Audio-Visual Library

Service, 3300 University Ave. SE., Hinneapolis, t1inn. 55414.

Two University of Minnesota publications and a television film series, all pro-

duced by the Department of University Relations, also received commendations from

CASE.

Update, a quarterly newspaper for University alumni and parents, edited by

11ichael Finley. and Report, a semimonthly newspaper for University faculty and staff,

edited by Maureen Smith, received citations of merit. A series of television news

clips, produced by Gail Gendler, also received a citation of merit.

The national competition is conducted annually to recognize institutions for

superior programs and communications.
(AO,2,32;Bl,10;CO,2;E20;F3,6) -UNS-
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POLITICAL SCIENTIST TO SPEAl{
IN U OF U BICENTENNIAL SERIES

(FOR U1UEDIATE RELEASE)

An expert in political science and international affairs will give a free

public lecture at 12;15 p.m. Thursday, July 15, on the University of Minnesota's

mall bandstand.

Robert Gilpin, professor of politics and international affairs at Princeton

University, unl speak on "Exporting the Technological Revolution. '1 His talk is

the fifth in the University's Summer Session Bicentennial series.

Other events scheduled for the bandstand next week include a jazz dance,

lecture-demonstration by Ken Delap at l2~30 p.m. Tuesday, July 13, and a talk with

taped music at 12~15 p.m. Hednesday, July 14, by John Lucas, a jazz drummer and

professor of English at Carlton College. Lucas' topic will be "Lester and Oscar:

Two Late Greats Hho Wall<.ed Through the Streets of Our City. 1:

Prismer's Luck will play folk music, blues and bluegrass on the bandstand

Friday. July 16.

All bandstand events, which will continue throughout the summer, '\-Yil1 be

moved to Scott Hall auditorium in case of rain.

-UNS-
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UNIVERSITY OF IHNNESOTA, IUmoffiAPOLIS AND ST. PAUL CAMPUS EVENTS
July 11-17 i

Sun., July ll---Coffman Gallery: "Pigs Eye Sculpture t!orkH by Richard Colburn,
Gallery I; Planographs by Thomas Slettehaugh and Weaving by Anna Smits,
Gallery fl. 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Mon.-Fri., 2-5 p.m. Sun. Through July 15. Free.

Sun., July ll---University Gallery: Contemporary Jel'lelry: Techniques of an Art
Form, through July 16; Durer Through Other Eyes, through Aug. 10. Northrop
Aud. 11 a.m. -4 p.m. Hon. -Frio, 2-5 p.m. Sun. Free.

Sun., July lI---University Centennial Showboat: lIthe Streets of New York" directed
by Robert Moulton. Sundays, 7 p.M., Tuesdays through Fridays, 8 p.m.,
Thursdays, 2 p.m., and Saturdays, 7 and 10 p.m. Through Aug. 22. $3.50
public, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig Cente~

and Dayton's.

Mon., July 12---St. Paul Student Center:
Gallery. 8 a.m. -10 p.m. Hon. -Fri.

Oils by Rex Hhiripiri, North Star
Through July 30. Free.

Mon., July 12---Peppermint Tent: IIScenes from American Folk Ta1est: and i'Bean
Bag Stories" by Robin Taylor, in repertory, directed by Sue Robinson.. Stoll
thrust theater, Rarig Center. Mondays, 10:45 a.m. and 1:30 p.m., Tuesdays
through Fridays, 9:15 a.m., 10:45 a.TI. and 1:30 p.m. Through July 23. $1.50.
Tickets on sale at Rarig Center and Dayton's.

Mon., July 12---University Gallery: l'!alter Quirt: Use of t'/hite. Northrop Aud.
11 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon.-Fri., 2-5 p.m. Sun. Through Aug. 20. Free.

Tues., July 13---Lecture: Jazz dance by Ken Delap. Mall bandstand. 12:15 p.m.
Free.

Wed., July 14---Lecture: "Lester and Oscar: Two Late Greats l'1ho !'lalked Through
the Streets of OUt City" by John Lucas. Hall bandstand. 12:15 p.m. Free.

Wed., July 14,:,,--Jazz Dance: "Cakewalking Through the Ozone. Ii Theater-lecture
hall, Coffman Unjon. 8 p.m. $2 public, $1.50 students.

Thurs., July 15---Bicentennial Lecture:
by Robert Gilpin. Mall bandstand.

"Exporting the Technological Revolutiontl

12:15 p.m. Free.

Thurs., July l5---J&%Z Concert: Bill Price and His New Yorkers Jazz Band.
Northrop Plaza. 8 p.m. Free.

Thurs., July 15---Jazz Dance: ItCakewalking Through the Ozone." Theater-lecture
hall, Coffman Union. 8 p.m. $2 public, $1.50 students.

Thur$., July 15---University Theatre: "Seven Keys to Baldpate" by George M. Cohan,
directed by Kristine Thompson. \'1hiting proscenium theater, Rarig Center.
8 p.m. $3.50 public, $2.50 students and senior citizens •. Tickets on sale
at Rarig Center and Dayton's.

(OVER)
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Frio, July 16---Concert: Prismerts Luck. 11a11 bandstand. 12:15 p.m. Free.
r

Fri., July 16---University Theatre: "Seven Keys to Baldpate" by George M. Cohan,
directed by Kristine Thompson. t/hiting proscenium theater, 'Rarig Center.
8 p.m. $3.50 public, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale
at Rarig Center and Dayton's.

Sat., July 17---University Theatre: "Seven Keys to Baldp~tel' by George M. Cohan,
directed by Kristine Thompson. Whiting proscenium theater, Rarig Center.
8 p.m. $3.50 public, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale
at Rarig Center and Dayton's.

-UNS-
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ENROLLpmNT LIMITS
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A proposal to limit the number of entering freshmen at the University of tlinne-

sota drew a sharp negative reaction from several members of the Board of Regents

Thursday (July 0).

University President C. Peter 11a~rath and Vice President Stanley B. Kegler

presented to a regents' committee a proposed 1977·-79 biennial legislative request

which includes planned growth in enrollments over the two-year period.

But the proposal also contained temporary limits on the number of entering stu-

dents during a projected 'lbulge' in student deraand bet"leen nm..r and 1990.

Regents Erwin L. Goldfine af Duluth, L. J. Lee of Bagley, l~enda Moore and Robert

Latz of the Twin Cities disagreed with the plan to incorporate enrollment restric-

tions into the legislative request.

But Lester A. 11a1kerson, who has been a regent for more than 20 years, said

that a request without planned limits to growth would hurt the University's credi-

bi1ity with the 1977 Legislature.

l'The regents have to consider their role in the context of the entire state,ll

Ua1kerson said. lIIt would be unfair to ask the University administration to ask

for pie in the sky when they know it isn't going to happen. Some of you regents

were in the Legislature when I got my neck cut off on this issue of the size of

requests.\;

Lee, who was a member of the House of Representatives for 12 years, said the

Legislature, not the regents, should decide whether the University of llinnesota

should limit its enrollments.

:'The duty of this board is to present to the legislators what we think are our

needs, not what we might think they think our needs to be," Lee said.

(HORE)
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Latz said the cost difference between limited and open enrollments was roughly

$7 million and that the regents should present the Legislature with both options.

:'1 am hard put 1
lJ Latz said, lito come to a judgment, when we look at the charter

of this institution, to make the throat-slitting gesture ourselves as a matter of

policy." Latz said that proposed tuition increases should also be handled by the

Governor and the Legislature.

"If they are going to tell us that the charter of the University is going to be

changed--that we are going to put a ca~ on enrollment, that students ought to go to

other institutions in rlinnesota, or that we have to have a 40 per cent increase in

tuition over the biennium even with these enrollment limitations--then that's a

judgment that they're going to have to make in the course of the political process,"

Latz said.

rfagrath said the University has already absorbed more students than were pro

jected at the time the present appropriations were made.

'It appears that by the end of the 1976-77 school year, the University will be

accommodating 4,500 students over what we ~iTere budgeted,' Hagrath said. "Now, 4,500

students are roughly the equivalent of the total enrollment of three Hamline Uni

versit ies. ~!

Magrath said the increase can be absorbed on a one-time basis because much of

it has been in the lower-cost College of Liberal Arts and General College in the

Twin Cities and on the Duluth campus.

"But this accommodation also occurs at the cost of increased class sizes,

additional pressure on many facilities that are strained, diluted faculty-student

ratios, and the inaccessib:i.lity of many classes to students who must literally wait

in line to get into classes or programs that they desire to attend,17 he said.

Kegler said the continuation of present enrollment policies would mean that

67,247 students would be enrolled by 1981, compared to the present level of 54~703.

The estimated enrollment for next year is 58,294, which is slightly higher than the

number of students expected to be attending the University in 1990.

(HORE)
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This projected increase in enrollment, followed by a dramatic decline in the

number of students to the present level, is what has become the cause of concern to

administrators lvho may have to hire new staff only to lay them off again in a few

years.

The present request, which proposes limiting enrollments to 60,599 for the

1978-79 school year, includes a need for 388 new faculty positions and possibly 482

positions if federal programs are cut back, Kegler said.

Besides new academic positions, Kegler said, 280 civil service positions will

be needed with enrollment limits and 377 positions will be needed if federal funds

are cut.

"He believe that the present request of approximately 388 additional faculty

positions, as well as civil service and technical support personnel, while fully

justified, is very likely the upper limit to l~hich we can subscribe in terms of

state appropriations,!; Hagrath said.

At the request of the regents, Magrath and Kegler will redo their legislative

requests to increase the board's options. The new figures will include open enroll

ment programs for colleges which do not have physical space limitations, Magrath

said.

The regents are expected to take final action on a legislative request at their

Aug. 9 meeting.

The current request, including the enrollment limits, is for a $408.6 million

appropriation over the 1977-79 biennium, an increase of 30 per cent over the

appropriation for the present two-year period. Pay increases for faculty and staff

are not included in the projected request figures.

-UNS-
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REGENTS CUT AMOUNT OF
STUDENT REPRESENTATION

(FOR D1J:1EIDATE RELEASE)

Reacting to the appointment of a student to their group, the University of

11innesota Board of Regents reduced the number of students on regents' committees

from 12 to 8 Friday (July 9).

The regents voted to reduce student representation on an 11 to 1 vote, with

student Regent :·tlchael Unger dissenting.

After Unger was named a regent by Gov. TJende11 Anderson, the regents appointed

a committee chaired by David C. Utz to review the board's system of allowing stu-

dents to sit as non-voting members of its committees. The changes were recommended

by Utz' committee.

Utz said the changes are a result of regents' concerns that the student repre-

sentatives together with a voting student on the board create a "comparative im-

balance of influence on the part of the student body in University governance. l1

"This 'overrepresentation' argument, 1 Uneer countered in a prepared statement,

'lis unconvincing because all we are talking about is access to the board, free flow

of ideas, diversity of viewpoints.

"He are not talking about pOl'ler or votes. Student representatives cannot even

make motions. I can find nothing threatening about continuing a forum for opinions.

"In fact, nO~7here in University governance do students have significant in-

stitutional power, and yet we hear today that these same students are 'overrepre-

sented,'11 Unger said.

He said that his vote represents only one student and that it is meaningless

unless he is joined by at least half the board.

The change which reduced the number of student representatives on the committee

of the whole from three to one also drew his criticism.

(HORE)
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The committee of the whole, he said, considers issues such as the 11innesota

Public Interest Research Group? tuition increases, enrollment limits and student

representation, which are of the most interest to students.

Student representatives to the board called for a one-year extension of the

present system on a trial basis, saying the board never really gave it a chance.

"A year from nm-T, I would support you because you would have given it a try, Ii said

Jeffrey Nelson, a student representative from the Duluth cawpus. l~OU are about to

abort the system because you are afraid of ~7here it might go. Ii

The change will go into effect this fall when new student representatives ~nll

be named to the board.

Under the new system, there will be two non-voting students on each of the four

regents' committees. The chairperson of that group will be allowed to address the

committee of the whole.

One student representative will come from each of the University's coordinate

campuses and the other four will be from the ~~in Cities campus. The present system

has two non-voting students on each of the four committees, three on the committee

of the whole, and another as a spokesman for the students at the regular meetings of

the Board of Regents.

There are currently six student representatives from the ~~in Cities campus,

two from the Duluth and Morris campuses and one each from the technical colleges in

Crookston and Waseca.

In other action, the regents named a committee, chaired by Loanne Thrane, to

study the proposed enrollment limits which the administration has included in its

proposed biennial request for the 1977 Legislature.

In the committee of the whole meeting Thursday, the regents told the adminis

tration to redo its proposed budget and include the amount of money required to

operate under present admissions policies in the College of Liberal Arts, General

College and at the Duluth campus.

The enrollment restrictions were included in the $408.6 million request the

administration had prepared to take to the Legislature. The regents are expected

(HORE)
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'RI:GEJTS BALi~ AT Ei1~OLL1fENT LInITS, I July 8, 1976, pa~e 3, substitute for

last sentence of story:

Pay ~ncreases for faculty are included in the projected request figures. Since

University civil service raises are based on the state pay plan, they are not in-

cluded in the legislative request.
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to take final action on the plan at their Aug. 9 meeting.

Serving with Thrane on the committee will be Regents Robert Latz~ Lloyd Peter

son, Wenda Hoore, Lester Halkerson and Lauris Krenik.

The regents also discussed, at the request of Regent George Rauenhorst, the

University's specifications for construction and energy conservation on new build

ings.

Rauenhorst has said for several years that the University is not doing as well

as it should in energy conservation in new buildings. He was particularly critical

of the humanities and fine arts buildin~ in rfurris and the remodeling of Coffman

Union.

Clint Hewitt, assistant vice president for physical planning, said the two

buildings cited as having the greatest deficiencies were designed under former Uni

versity administrations, despite the fact they were only recently completed.

1'1 feel that what's really important and critical is that we do not make the

same mistakes today and in the future," Hewitt said. tIn 1972, a major rehauling of

the University's construction standards was undertaken by three local architectural

and engineering firms."

Hewitt said that energy conservation is an economic more than a technological

problem. Several members of his staff went into detail at the regents' physical

plant committee meeting about the economic returns of greater investments in such

things as insulation over the long term.

Evan Y.~rz, assistant supervising engineer, said the added costs of three lay

ers of 1-5/16 inch fiberglass insulation, for example, would be about $15,000,

which would have a required payback period of more than the life of the roof in

which it would be installed.

James F. Brinkerhoff, vice president for finance and development, read state

ments from two faculty experts who said that the University could not economically

engage in experimental building construction in competition with private industry.

After the presentations, Regent L. J. Lee, chairman of the physical plant

committee, said the regents were satisfied that the University has energy

O~ORE)
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conservation standards that are in advance of federal and state standards.

I'They (University officials) lead the field in this respect and they are con

cerned about the future,iI Lee said.

The board approved a motion urging the administration to continue energy and

environmental statement requirements as an integral part of building design and con

struction. Reports on this data are regularly ~ade to the physical plant committee.

Rauenhorst said he "7as surprised at the administration's "defensiveness" on

this issue. "I don't want to deal with the problems of getting into ecology, I

want to deal with the potentials," he said.

Rauenhorst said the regents are too concerned about the dollars involved and

don't spend enough time considering value-laden issues such as how to create a cam

pus community environment.

Peterson said the administration should appreciate Rauenhorst's concern with

environment and energy consequences of new buildings. "If you've got an advocate

altV'ays needling you, it keeps you on your toes,:1 he said.

-UHS-
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PROF TELLS HHAT'S NEEDED TO GET
TO TIlE TOP IN BUSINESS UORLD

(FOR IHTffiDIATE RELEASE)

A high energy level, exceptional enthusiasm and a wide grasp of his field of

business are some of the characteristics typical of a successful executive in large

corporations today, a University of tlinnesota College of Business Administration

professor told an alumni gathering this week.

l~nagement professor Richard K. Gaumnitz said during his remarks at a business

alumni association luncheon that many researchers have attempted to define what

makes a good top executive, not always successfully. Even his definitions, he said,

change regularly.

According to Gaumnitz, the I average successful executive in biggish business:)

will--

--possess a high energy level "mostly focused on the business. n

-·-have an exceptional enthusiasm for and a "surprisingly ~lide knowledge of the

firm and industry," including information outside his or her sphere of expertise.

--be willing and able to make timely decisions. "He Non't act precipitously,

but he won't procrastinate."

--be confident that the decisions he has made are right. "He exudes con£!-

dence. I·

--be unflappable and emotionally stable. ~IHe ~10n 't fall apart at disaster

nor react with hysterical joy to success.'

Gaumnitz suggested that perhaps top executives possess llsophisticated early

warning systemst1 that permit them to foresee the consequences of proposed actions.

The characteristics he listed apply primarily to one broad category of execu-

tives that Gaumnitz calls "The Steady Hand"--corporate leaders who serve in their

top positions during periods of calm.

(HORE)
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Two other types of executives are needed for different periods in a corpora-

tion's life, Gaumnitz said. The Starter, or entrepreneur, is ':an ap.;gressive opti-

mistl: \~ho begins new enterprises, while the Fixer performs services such as the

title implies for ailing companies.

Steady Hands are more numerous and serve longer tenures, however, because their

skills are broader, Gaumnitz said.

:'Starters alMost without exception are not well-rounded people,;) he explained.

"They usually have backgrounds in sales or production. not finance or management,

which frequently leads to trouble. 1I Often businesses begun by Starters are self-

limiting due to the inability or unui1lingness of the proprietors to delegate re-

sponsibility, Gaumnitz added.

Fixers, on the other hand, "are Rood analysts l"ho are anti-detail, tl he said.

"They are interested in the big, short-term problems, I suppose, because if the

short-term problems are solved there won't be any long-term problems." The problem

with the Fixers, he said, is their short attention span--their desire for rapid

movement--which separates them from the more deliberate Steady Hands.

Gaumnitz. whose bulldog appearance suggests a labor leader more than an ac-

quaintance of captains of industry, but whose remarks were decidedly professorial,

said other researchers have observed in the Steady Hands characteristics of politi-

cal finesse, social presentability and reliability, all of which are present in his

definitions but not as separate items.

A problem that arises in this sort of analysis, which might require these

characteristics to be treated separately, is that different responsibilities are

assigned to top officers from corporation to corporation; some, he said, might make

the board chairman or president primarily an inside or outside operator.

Gaumnitz said he senses a shift among the current business college students who

show a greater independence than did students in the past. This might mean corpora-

tions will have difficulty findiug pure ':organization men,;' he said.

Today's students also express a greater interest in running their own enter-

prises, llwhich sure takes a lot more courage than it did 20 or 30 years ago," he
said. -mrs-
IVl 12 ;Rl, 7 ;CO,12 ;DO,12 ;E12 ;G29)
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'u' THEATRE rooms OUTSTk'1I)U7G PARTICIPANTS

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

A 22-year-old woman from Edina and a 25-year-old man from St. Paul have been

named outstanding graduate actress and actor in the University Theatre of the Uni-

versity of Minnesota for 1975-76.

Receiving the John Bittner awards for Rraduate actors were Barbara Barnett and

Peter Thoemke.

Barnett is currently appearing in the University's Centennial Showboat produc-

tion of "The Streets of New York l
! and last season played Adelaide in "Guys and Dolls·

and Urs. Ripple in "The Authentic Death of Benjamin Dancer" for the University

Theatre.

Tboemke appeared in the 1975-76 University Theatre productions of "Contrast. lI

"Little Foxes ll and "Han and Superman." He also appeared in the Children's Theatre

production of ':Twelfth lUght. n

Recipients of the Jayne Enroth awards for outstanding undergraduate actor and

actress were Jos~ph Ziegler.22. a senior from Fridley. and Andrea Herschler. 24. a

senior from Hhite Bear Lake.

Ziegler also received the Charles Nichols service award. which l- '-esented

ib d the greatest serv~-annually to the undergl:aduat~ at.lldeu~ wtN \.- "'ontr ute ..."

the University Theatre during his years in residence.,
All award-winners are selected by University Theatre faculty. The awards are

named in honor of the late John Bittner. a theater patron. and the late Jayne Enrotl·

a theater student.

-UNS-
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TRIO TO PRESENT OPERA t~ORKS

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

"Guys '.n' Opera," a program of opera works by three male singers, will be

presented at the University of Minnesota Thursday, July 22.

Performing in the free public program at 8 p.m. in Scott Hall auditorium will

be Haurice Jones, bass; John Brandstetter, baritone, and Clifton t-lare, tenor. They

will be accompanied by pianists Bettye Ware and Rebecca Rollins.

Arias, duets and trios from operas by ~~zart, Verdi, Puccini, Gilbert and

Sullivan and others will be sung.

Brandstetter and Ware are faculty members at the University of lHnnesota.

Jones is an assistant professor of music at the College of St. Catherine.

The event is sponsored by the Unviersity departments of music and music

education.

-OOS-
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PE:mULlnIS, STM:.'TGE POHERS
!WT P~T OF UODERl1 HYPnOSIS

By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service Intern
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Hypnosis can be a valuable tool for doctors to use with their patients, accord-

ing to Dr. Vladimir Bensen, physician and president-elect of the American Society

of Clinical ~~ypnosis.

Speaking recently at a worksho, for doctors at the University of Minnesota,

~ensen explained that the ';hocus-pocus'; image surroundin~ hypnosis is gradually

giving way in the face of solid medical results.

Hand in hand with other medical therapies, Bensen said, hypnosis can be used

successfully to prevent pain in the dentist's chair and in the operating room, to

aid asthma and hypertension patients as well as by psychiatrists for their patients'

emotional problems.

Dating back to ancient ritual and the laying on of hands, hypnosis is just now

beginning to be scientifically understood, Bensen said. For instance, scientists

now know that hypnotized people are not slaves to their hypnotizers. In fact, many

long-term patients can be taught to hypnotize themselves.

According to Bensen, several levels of consciousness are involved in hypnosis,

including both emotional and intellectual levels. Patients receive suggestions

from the hypnotizer when they are in an especially ilsuggestib1e:' state of mind. A

hypnotized person is conscious, yet relaxed, and somewhere between sleep and waking.

Patients ,rho have been tested while in this state show brain-wave patterns

particular to both sleep and waking. In other words, hypnosis is not a vegetative

state, Bensen said.

Hypnosis has been used with positive results for many conditions including

obesity, alcoholism, constipation, insomnia, drUG abuse, phobias, childbirth pains,

hypertension, ulcers, migraine headaches, asthma, impotence, stuttering, sleep-

walking, menstrual problems, fingernail biting, warts, heart palpitations, spastic
(HORE)
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bowels, tension, depression, bed-wetting and pain from chronic diseases, Bensen

said.

However, hypnosis is no panacea and does not ahmys work. "If the patient is

not motivated to lose the sympton being treated, he cannot be hypnotized out of

it, l' Bensen said. Patients cannot usually be hypnotized. out of conditions that

serve a neurotic purpose for them, like the person reluctant to lose an illness be

cause he uould also lose attention.

Bensen stressed that hypnosis does not affect the cause of the pain, condition

or disease, but that removal of the symptom is often enough to help the patient

;'and I have not found that the patient 1;lill necessarily substitute a new symptom as

some psychiatrists claim."

A great body of myth surrounds hypnosis, holding back its acceptance as a valid

medical tool, he said. Hypnosis is not physically hamful; it is easylto get out

of,' and it involves no loss of consciousness. The hypnotist doesn't have to use

a sHinging pendulum or chant "You are getting very sleepy"--there are as many ways

to hypnotize as there are hypnotists and no single set of words or actions is re

quired, he said.

The keys to successful hypnosis seem to be relaxation, repetition, a positive

form of suggestion, concentration, engagement of the emotions and motivation of the

doctor and the patient.

As hypnosis becomes more acceptable, more doctors are using it. In the rtinne

apolis-St. Paul area alone, for example, nearly 20 pediatricians use hypnosis as one

of their methods of treatment for such problems as bed-wetting and fear of school.

Bensen spoke at a University of Minnesota clinical hypnosis workshop offered

by Continuing Hedical Education.

-Ul~S-
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CUSTER BATTLE STILL RAGES

By Bill Huntzicker
University tle111s Service ~Jriter
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The battle over the Battle of the Little Big Horn has raged ~yer since the news

of an Indian victory over the U.S. Seventh Cavalry on June 25, 1876, startled the

nation's leaders celebratin~ the Centennial in Philadelphia.

The defeat of the cavalry, especially under the heroic leadership of Georp,e

Armstrong Custer, was unthinkable to a nation that believed its ~lmanifest destiny:!

was to control the North-American continent.

The battle, which was part of the native Americans' efforts to enforce their

sovereignty over what is today "lestern South Dakota and southeastern Hontana, has

been subjected to continuing controversy and interest since Custer bit the dust on

that June afternoon a century ago.

'-This is one of those events that reveals the nature of two cultures, P said

Bill Agee, a University of l!innesota evenin~ claGses lecturer in American studies.

"Anythin~ that has fascinated so many Americans for so long a time as Custer's 'last

stand' must have touched a responsive chord of some kind in the culture."

The Indian victory and the lack of white survivors, an element that left a

puzzle for whites to piece together, were among the reasons Agee listed for the

continuing interest in Custer, t~O had been a Civil War hero and gained a reputation

as an Indian-fighter in his 10 years on the plains.

;'Part of the mystique results from the American cultural assumptions at the

time of the battle;:: according to Ruth Voights, instructor in Ar.1erican Indian studies

at the University of Itlnnesota. Progress was believed to be God's will, and Indians

were treated as mere animals on the land, she said.

':Custer has to be a tragic hero, 1 Voiehts said. "All the forces of destiny

center upon him for some mysterious reason, because you can't admit that these prim-

itive, savage, and dumb people out-fought and out-maneuvered the American military

machine of the time." (HOnE)
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A military historian viet1s the situation somewhat differently. Rodney C.

Loehr, professor emeritus of history, said the Indians contributed to the mystique

by the number of surprises they had in store for the cavalry. "The biggest gather

ing of Indians in the history of the Hest "las there,· Loehr said. And instead of

fiehtinr, in their usual hit-and-run style, they stood to fight the cavalry, he said.

Popular literature and newspapers of the day made much of the battle, which

probably lasted less than half an hour. Custer and his immediate command were

killed on June 25, and the news disrupted the nation's Centennial observance in the

East on July 6.

;'The biggest thing \'1as in Custer's character,1l Loehr said. "He reminds me of

Patton. He was ambitious, vain, stupid, and willing to sacrifice his men's lives.1:

Custer's faults, which Loehr said contributed to his mystique and defeat, are

seen as positive attributes in heroic pulp literature. The University of !l1nnesota's

Hess Collection of dime novels and pulp fiction contains a number of examples of

the Custer mystique.

A serial in "Boys of Neu York" beginning in August 1876 described him as

;;Custer the hard fighter, the yellow-haired devil, whom they (Indians) had always

feared, charr,ing along their trail and aiming for the village like a thunderbolt,

with his cavalry regiment at his back."

Custer's first biographer, Frederick i~ittaker, assured the readers of

I1Beadle i s Boys Library" in 1882 that Custer never told a lie, never got into a sin

gle fight as a boy, and "could run faster, jump farther, wrestle better than any

other boy of his class. 1l

Custer's death was used, by those who wished to develop the plains states, as

another reason for taking the land, Voights said. The press reaction was a violent

one geared toward eulogizing Custer and ~etting revenge for his death, she said.

"The only proper monument to Custer's memory," said one Uontana newspaper,

!;"7il1 be the extinction of the Sioux nation. Jl The New York Herald said the native

Americans should be either confined to a reservation or exterminated. "If the In

dian will not submit to civilization," the Herald editorialized, "let us cage him

as we would a tiger or a wolf.· ~ (HORE)
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Jlany Americans had become sympathetic to the native Americans during the calm

that existed in the wake of the Treaty of 1863, according to Rich Lundy, a ~raduate

student in American Indian studies at the University. liThe Little Big Horn had a

lot of impact historically, i' Lundy said. :'lrfuen nevIS of it reached the East, the im

pact was great among people who were becoming sympathetic to the Indians, until they

received 'reports' of atrocities at the Little Big Horn."

Lundy, whose grandfather's grandfather--Joseph White Dull--is credited by some

historians with killing Custer, said the defeat was an embarrassment to the people,

the army, and the government generally.

Lundy is not alone in associating Custer's death with violation of the Treaty

of 1860, which granted sovereignty to the native Americans over the vast territory

they were defending at the time of Custer's defeat by Crazy Horse, SittinR Bull, and

others.

The treaty, Loehr said, was impossible to keep. The whites had failed to pro

vide the promised food and supplies, and, especially after gold was discovered, they

did not stay out of the Black Hills. The Indians, he said, continued to attack

settlers and railroads outside their territory.

In 1875, the government declared that any Indian who was not on a reservation

was considered "hostile,lI and Custer was part of a massive campaign directed by

Gen. A. H. Terry of Fort Snelling, Minn., sent to subdue the "hostiles. 11

The officers met on a steamer on the Yellowstone River to plan their attack

campaign. Terry explained the orders to Custer and Gen. John Gibbon, l'1ho commanded

the infantry from Fort Ellis, near Bozeman, tlont.

"'If someone objected to the plan, then w'as the time to speak," Loehr said.

"American military orders are always l"orded to give leeway if a situation changes,

but then, the objective didn't change. The objective was for Custer to join with

Gibbon before an attack. 1i

By failing to wait for Gibbon, Custer disobeyed his orders, Loehr said, and

divided his already outnumbered command for an attack. In addition, Loehr said,

Custer rejected the advice of his scouts, who had told him the village was much

1. "''I''~~'I'' than expected. (!10RE)
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Custer has survived in literature and history as a martyr to the progress that

Voights mentioned. This view of Custer's martyrdom is ironic, A8ee said. liThe

battle has no significance whatsoever in the long term,;l he said, adding that nei

ther the army nor the Indians won the West. It was the railroads, the settlers, the

destruction of buffalo, and the treaties that took the land away from the native

Americans.

rtlndian lands are being reduced now just as quickly as they were a hundred

years ago," Lundy said. HReservations are in danger of being strip-mined out of

existence. I:

If American history is viewed in terms of Indian-white relations, Lundy said,

a number of questions have to be raised about the meaning of progress. He said the

Bicentennial year should be the occasion to raise those issues.

-UNS-
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NEl'IS SERVICE, S-68 110RRILL HALL
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, HINNEAPOLIS AND ST. PAUL CAHPUS EVENTS
July 18-24

Sun., July 18---University G~llery: Durer Through Other Eyes, through Aug. 10;
Walter Quirt: Use of tlliite, through Aug. 20. Northrop Aud. 11 a.m.-4 p.m.
Mon.-Fri., 2-5 p.m. Sun. Free.

Sun., July l8---University Centennial Showboat: ilThe Streets of New Yorkll·directed
by Robert Moulton. Sundays, 7 p.m., Tuesdays through Fridays, 8 p.m.,
Thursdays, 2 p.m., and Saturdays, 7 and 10 p.m. Through Aug. 22. $3.50
pUblic, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center
and Dayton's.

~~n., July 19---St. Paul Student Center:
Gallery. 8 a.m.-lO p.m. Hon.-Fri.

Oils by Rex Mhiripiri, North Star
Through July 30. Free.

IvIon., July 19---Peppermint Tent: . \'Scenes from American Folk Tales" and "Bean
Bag Stories" by Robin Taylor, in repertory, directed by Sue ,Robinson. Stoll
thrust theater, Rarig Center. Mondays, 10:45 a.m. and 1:30 p.m., Tuesdays
through.Fridays, 9:15 a.m., 10:45 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. Through July 2~. $1.50.
Tickets on sale at Rarig Center and Dayton's.

Mon~, July 19---Concert: Swedish folk music. ~mll bandstand. 12:15 p.m. Free.

Tues., July 20---Concert: Minnesota Orchestra. flaIl. 12:15 p.m. Free.

Tues., July 20---Coffman Gallery: Warm Group Show. Grand opening, 7-9 p.m.,
regular hours, 10 a.rn.-2 p.m. Mon.-Fri. Free.

Wed., July 21---Oriental Art: Exhibit and sale. Coffman Gallery. 10 a.m.~3. p.m.

tIed., JUly 2l---Concert:
stant. 12:15 p.m.

Minneapolis Public Schools Jazz Ensemble.
Free.

Mall band-

Wed., July 2l---~oncert: Scott Warren. St. Paul Student Center lawn. Noon. Free.

Thurs., July 22---Oriental Art: E~~ibit and sale. Coffman Gallery. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

Thurs., July 22---Lecture: "The Politics of Jazz rt by August: Nimtz. Mall band
stand. 12:15 p.m. Free.

Thurs., July 22---Concert: "Guys In' Opera" with John Brandstetter, Clifton Ware
, and Maurice Jones. Scott Hall aud. 8 p.m. Free.

Fri., July 23---Concert: Cheek. Mall bandstand. Noon. Free.

Fri., July 23---The tVhole Coffeehouse: Hark Lang. Coffman Union. Doors open
8 :30 p.m. $1.

Sat., July 24--"Dance Performance: Jamie Cunningham and the Acme Dance Company.
Northrop Aud. 8 p.m. Free.

-UNS-
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STROKE: MORE THAN ONE CAUSE
OF THIRD BIGGEST KELLER

(FOR RELEASE Ai'N TIdE)

(FIRST IN A FOUR-PART SERIES)

by Jeannie Hanson
University News Service Writer

Strokes are the third most common cause of death in the United States. About

500,000 Americans suffer strokes each year and less than two-thirds of them survive.

Understanding the causes of strokes is important since some of them can be

avoided, according to authorities at the University of ilinnesota and the ~myo

Clinic in Rochester, Minn.

A stroke, or "cerebral vascular accident,H can result in speech difficulties,

paralysis or death.

The most common immediate cause of a stroke is blockage of a blood vessel to

the brain--usual1y caused by small blood clots in the neck or brain where arteries

have hardened. Clots build up most often where arteries branch, according to Dr.

James Ausman, assistant professor of neurosurgery at the University of i1innesota.

When a blood vessel is blocked, oxygen is cut off to the parts of the brain it

supplies, and the nearby cells die within minutes. If the cells are only paralyzed,

they may regain their function. But once dead, cells cannot regenerate.

Strokes also can be caused by the rupture of smaller blood vessels, which are

often hardened in patients with high blood pressure. The resulting hemorrhage is

fatal 80 to 85 per cent of the time.

Less often, strokes are caused by blood vessels coming together in a mal-

formation. Leukemia, and jaundice in new-born babies, can also cause very rare

forms of strokes, according to Dr. Clark rtl11ikan, senior consultant in neurology

at the 1'1ayo Clinic.

(HORE)
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Strokes are sometimes associated with heart problems, especially in younger

stroke patients. Such heart-related strokes in men tend to occur about 10 years

after heart problems develop and even later in women. But people who suffer from

migraine headaches generally do not develop strokes until they reach an age at

which their migraines have disappeared, riillikan said.

The best way to avoid having a stroke, according to Dr. A.B. Baker, University

of Minnesota Regent~ Professor Emeritus of Neurolog~ is to avoid or treat high

blood pressure. People with high blood pressure have 30 to 40 per cent more

hardening of the brain arteries than do people with normal blood pressure. This

arterial hardening seems to contribute to the two main kinds of strokes, those

caused by blood clots and those caused by ruptured blood vessels.

Baker has spent 15 years analyzing the brain arteries of deceased people from

allover the world and has found some geographical differences. For example,

Mexicans have the lowest level of brain artery hardening, and Israelis have the

highest. Nigerians have practically no hardening of the brain arteries, but the

level for American blacks is high. In general, Americans do not have levels

significantly different from those of Europeans.

But there are differences within the United States. Hardening of the brain

arteries is more prevalent in Louisiana, Arkansas and Alabama than in Colorado, for

example.

Hormonal differenc$$ also seem to be involved in hardening of the arteries.

Women before menopause nave fewer strokes than men, but after menopause, there is

no difference.

Baker's study has shown that there is no direct relationship between the amount

of hardening of the arteries and such factors as occupation, socio-economic status,

weight or personal location. For instance, it seems to make no difference if a

person lives in the city or the country, is rich or poor, or leads a sedentary or

an active life. Nor does weight seem to make any difference, unless the individual

also has high blood pressure.

(MORE)
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Factors still to be assessed include smoking, alcohol, diet and birth control

pills.

Dr. Joseph Resch, professor of neurology at the University of Minnesota, and

his colleagues have been following the progress of 150 stroke victims for almost

ten years. According to Resch, it is crucial to investigate the 'Iclinical natural

history" of stroke victims to discover other possible causes of strokes.

-UNS-

PART 2: Warning signals, risk factors and screening tests can be used to predict
strokes--and then help prevent them.
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MANY STROKES CAN BE
PREDICTED Alm PREVENTED

by Jeannie Fanson
University news Service Briter

Almost one-fourth of all strokes could be prevented by early recognition of symp-

toms, and even more could be nrevented by treatMent of hi~h blood pressure.

So says Dr. rfanuel Ramirez-Lassepas, neurologist at the University of l1innesota

and St. Paul Ramsey Hospital.

He and colleagues at the University and the Mayo Clinic have identified some

early warning signals, risk factors and screening tests for strokes--and some things

people can do to reduce their chances of developing a stroke.

Perhaps the clearest warning of an upcoming major stroke is a fltransient

ischemic attack" or "little stroke. II "It I s like a billboard, l"larning you," said

Dr. U. G. Ettinger, professor and chief of neurology at Hennepin County Medical

Center. About one-fourth to one-third of the people ltlho suffer "little strokes!! will

develop strokes within six months to one year later.

The warning attack usually lasts a few minutes, seldom more than an hour, and

consists of one or more of the following symntoms: numbness or weakness in the arms

or legs or both, usually on only one side of the body; difficulty in speaking or

swallowing; failing or blurry vision in one or both eyes; ringin~ in the ears;

dizziness or fainting.

People who suffer "little strokes" do recover but should al'tl1ays see a doctor--

major strokes later can often be prevented.

Not every major stroke proves fatal. "Most patients who have a stroke die later

of heart disease," said Dr. A. B. Baker, Regents' Professor Emeritus of Neurology at

Minnesota.

Untreated high blood pressure and resulting hardening of the arteries greatly

increase the chances of having a stroke, said Dr. Baker, who added that genetic

(MORE)
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factors, diabetes, heart and blood vessel disorders also contribute to increased

risk.

Since arteries also harden with age, the risk of stroke increases until the

mid-sixties. But strokes are more frequent among l5-to-45 or 50-year-old people

than was previously thought, according to Dr. Clark rlillikan, senior consultant in

neurology at the Uayo Clinic. Even some newborn babies and children have strokes,

but these are rare and usually result from infections, medical traumas, or malnutri-

tion rather than from hardening of the arteries.

Special screening tests have been developed for high-risk ~roups, according to

Dr. James Ausman, assistant professor of neurosurgery at the University of r1innesota.

Doctors can use a meter to sense the direction of blood flow in a vessel on the

surface of the eyeball. Blood flowing in the ~rrong direction indicates blocked

blood vessels to the brain--an early warning symntom.

A new mass screening "ultra sound il device will soon be available too, Ausman
I 1

said, to scan vessels in the neck for blockage.

Angiography, a slightly more risky screening method done only at medical

centers, is a special brain x-ray. If blockage is found, surgery may be attempted--

but only if the blockage is in the neck or in an accessible part of the brain.

People can reduce their chances of developing a major stroke. First, have your

blood pressure checked at least twice a year. Blood pressure is measured in milli-

meters of mercury as two numbers. The higher number (systolic) is arterial pressure

recorded during the heart's pumping stroke and the lower (diastolic) is arterial

pressure recorded when the heart is relaxed and refilling between beats.

Normal blood pressure in a relaxed, resting individual is around 120 systolic

and 80 diastolic. Systolic pressure tends to increase with age. For a good index

of your normal systolic pressure (in adults), add 100 to your age.

People who need medication to keep their blood pressure within a normal range

sometimes stop taking the medication because they feel better and their blood

pressure has dropped.

(MORE)
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"A person with hip:h blood pressure is never actually cured by the medicine~ any

more than a diabetic is cured by insulin," said Dr. Baker. "If you need it, you have

to keep taking it." If high blood pressure is not treated, there is a ~reater risk

of developing hardening of the arteries, and hardenin~ of the arteries is one of the

key factors related to strokes.

-mIS-

PART 3: Strokes have many causes, but once the cause is known, much can be done for
the stroke patient.
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NEt.l TREATHENTS HAKE RECOVERY
FROU STROKES UORE LIKELY

by Jeannie Hanson
University News Service Writer

Maybe you or someone you know has suffered a stroke, and is among the lucky

60 per cent who survive. What next? The way back from a stroke is difficult but

new treatments are being investigated, according to University of Uinnesota

specialists.

Approximately 300,000 Americans each year suffer strokes and survive. Of

those, about 15 per cent remain totally handicapped, 55 per cent are partially

handicapped, and 30 per cent can return to normal activity, according to Dr. James

Ausman, assistant professor of neurosurgery.

"People should not resign themselves to disability or death after experiencing

a stroke,li Ausman said. "A lot can now be done to help stroke patients, in addition

to physical or speech therapy. Ii

The most important part of the treatment process is to find out what caused

the stroke in the first place. !tany stroke victims first have so-called "little

strokes,l1 most often caused by blocked blood vessels in the neck. These blocked

vessels can now be surgically removed with very little risk, reducing the chances

of a major stroke later, Ausman said.

If a stroke was caused by blocked blood vessels in the back of the head, anti-

coagulant drugs can be used to dissolve the obstruction. But these drugs are only

effective for a limited time in patients liTho have had a 1i1ittle stroke," Ausman

added.

Angiograms (x-rays) and other tests, such as the brain scan, are important,

Ausman said, because they sometimes show that symptoms are caused by something

other than a stroke--a brain tumor, for instance.

(MORE)
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If diagnostic tests for a stroke are inconclusive, patients are sometimes

treated with regular doses of aspirin. This common drug is still being tested

for use with strokes, but tests so far indicate that aspirin can reduce the chances

of a stroke if taken regularly and in the proper doses, Ausman said.

Anti-coagulant drugs are also being analyzed further, according to Dr. t1.G.

Ettinger, professor and head of neurology at Hennepin County Medical Center.

Researchers are investigating the cause of blood clotting and are following patients

who take the drugs. "If a patient goes five years without a second stroke, this

generally means the drug is working for him," Ettinger said.

"Once a stroke has been diagnosed, we've started putting the patient in an

Intensive Care Unit,1V said Dr. Joseph Resch, professor of neurology at the University

of Minnesota. The leU setting allows the medical staff to carefully monitor the

patient's vital signs and general status and any possible complications.

Ettinger also is investigating the benefits of lCU's on stroke patients.

"Some patients experience swelling of the brain tissue around the stroke area sev-

eral days after the stroke. t~en a patient is in intensive care, the condition is

more easily noticed and steps can be taken."

"Also," Resch said, "we've found from animal studies that sometimes lack of

oxygen does ~ kill brain cells within a few minutes, as we used to think. Some

cells near the stroke area seem to stay alive up to an hour, which gives us much more

time for treatment."

Resch and his colleagues are trying to determine whether brain cells farther

from the stroke area can be revived by the injection of blood. "This is a dilemma,"

Resch said, "because too much blood can make the situation worse.
1I

Another possibility is that chemical injections might be able to revive cells

at the edge of the affected area, further reducing the complications of strokes.

"The next decade will bring better treatment," said Resch optimistically.

-UUS-

PART 4: A new form of brain surgery, cerebral revascularization (bypassing blocked
vessels), is now used to treat strokes.
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BRAIn REVASCULARIZATION SHOtJS
PROHISE FOR STROKE VICTIHS

(FOR RELEASE AllY TUm)

(FOURTH ILl A FOUR-PART SERIES)

by Bob Lee
University News Service Writer

Using a powerful operatinc microscope and stitches more slender than human hair,

a University of ~tinnesota neurosurgeon is offering new hope to stroke victims.

More than 25 patients have had a blood vessel from the scalp connected to a

blood vessel in the brain~ bypassing the obstruction that led to the stroke and pro-

viding a new source of blood to the previously affected area.

According to Dr. James Ausman, assistant professor of neurosurgery, cerebral

revascularization is much like a coronary bypass, in which a blood vessel is removed

from the leg and connected around a blocked vessel in the heart.

According to Ausman, brain revascu1arization seems to work best for people who

are having warning signs of a stroke and who cannot be treated by the usual surgical

methods.

Easter Sunday a year ago, a 52-year-old Brooklyn Park, ~finn., man's face and

left arm went numb for about five minutes. Roger Rouillard, 9855 Winnetka Avenue N.,

went to his doctor on ltonday, but nothing was diagnosed.

The next day his left hand and fingers l>lent numb for a short time and P.ouillard

was sent to a neurologist for an angiogram, a procedure which indicated that there

were inoperable blockages in the major blood vessels to both sides of his brain.

He was referred to Ausman at University of ttlnnesota Hospitals for the revas-

cularization procedure. The right side was done in July, 1975, and the left side

this February.

Rouillard, an aluminum siding installer, has been recuperating at home and is

chafing a bit at his enforced inactivity, but he still thinks he was "pretty lucky.

\fuen I had my first angiogram, there was another fellow in the hospital after a

stroke who went home and a short time later had another stroke and died."

010RE)
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Besides being useful in helping people with warning strokes or transient

ischemic attacks, cerebral revascularization is being used to help people who have

a mild lr1eakness long after a stroke. The bypass brings nutrients and oxygen to

brain cells which are thought not to be working at maximum capacity) allowing the

cells to recover and the patient to improve.

Cerebral revascularization is also being used to prevent strokes from occurring

again in those who have had a previous stroke. About one-third to one-half of those

who have had a stroke may have another, according to Ausman.

If a major blood vessel to the brain is blocked, it can be bypassed allowing

blood to supply the brain. With this increased circulation it is less likely that

another stroke can occur," he said.

A 32--year-old New Scandia, Uinn., ~Toman had a stroke four years ago, when one

of the main arteries to the right side of her brain became blocked. But she even-

tually recovered from the paralysis on her left side.

Late last year, hm~ever, she experienced several episodes of brief loss of

speech and of numbness and weakness in her right hand. It seemed that a similar

blockage was developing on the left side of her brain.

After anticoagulant drugs had failed to improve her condition a cerebral angio-

gram (x-ray view of the brain's blood vessels) was done to pinpoint the problem.

Her doctor then referred her to University Hospitals for the brain revascularization

procedure.

Ausman performed the operation which bypassed the obstruction in her blood

vessels. After surgery, her symptoms disappeared as blood flowed readily to her

brain.

Ausman emphasized that the old adage "an ounce of prevention is tvorth a pound

of cure" is probably the best ans,~er to reducing

ability rates.

stroke's high death and dis-

:'But until better methods of detecting and preventing strokes are found, new

techniques such as cerebral revascularization--with its low risk factor--are worth

trying,~' he concluded.
-UI'lS
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HEHS PEOPLE: For further information
contact BILL HU1~TZICKERt 373-7512

l1EHO TO NEHS PEOPLE

~rTf:,

Ntf7

/
Proposed University of Minnesota enrollment limitations in the 1977 legislative

request will be discussed by a committee of the Board of Regents Friday (July 23)

from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Regents Room t 238 lIorrlll Hall.

The committee t chaired by Loanne Thrane t was named at the last board meeting

to consider alternatives to enrollment limitations in the preparation of the

University's 1977 legislative request.

The committee will meet again on Aug. 3. The board is expected to take final

action on the legislative request on Aug. 9 at the Landscape Arboretum in Chaska.

-UlJS-
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NEWS PEOPLE: For further information
contact RONAELE SAYRE, 373-7516

'U' ADMISSIONS Al~ RECORDS OFFICE
TO BE CLOSED FOR ONE DAY, AUG. 5

(FOR INHEDIATE RELEASE)

The Office of Admissions and Records on the University of f1innesota's Twin

Cities campus will be closed Thursday, Aug. 5, while staff members attend a

training and information conference.

John Fisher, associate director for admissions and records, said that prospec-

tive and current students who need to visit the admissions and records office

should do so before or after Aug. 5.

Staff members will be on hand for emergencies, but most usual services will

not be available.

-UNS-
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NOSQUITOES AND MINNESOTANS:
HOW DID WE GET SO 'LUCKY?'

by Jeannie I-Ianson
University News Service l1riter

14innesotans often feel as if they have been singled out unfairly for attention

from that small, bothersome creature--the mosquito. They ask ''t'1hy is an otherwise

lovely summer evening invariably spoiled by the buzzing and biting of that little

pest?"

Vfuat few people realize is that they actually have performed a service to the

little fellow who has managed to find a bare spot between shorts and shirt.

"Hosquitoes can live about twice as long if they can get a blood meal," according

to Prof. Larry Cutkomp, University of Minnesota entomologist.

Bug sprays aside, there is not much a person can do to avoid being a meal

for the common mosquito, Cutkomp said, but scientists are learning more every day

about the feeding habits of all insects.

Myths abound about insects and their bites, he said. A cornmon misconception

is that all mosquitoes bite: actually, only the females bite. And the females live

longer--40 to 4S days--than the males, who live less than 20 days even with a

blood meal.

Some people think mosquitoes breed in long grass, Cutkomp said, because they

fly up when disturbed there. Actually, they breed only in water, and there are

56,000 breeding sites in the Minneapolis-St. Paul metropolitan area alone.

Many people believe that a diet high in B vitamins or garlic will protect a

person from mosquito bites. "Vitamin B doesn't help,11 Cutkomp said. "Garlic helps

somewhat, but you'd need to eat so much that people would stay away, too."

(f10RE)
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Insect experts are not sure why mosquitoes are more attracted to some people

than to others. People with less moisture on their skin will get fewer bites and

the amount of carbon dioxide near the skin surface also affects mosquitoes. Hor

monal differences may playa part, too.

Some people just "smell better 'l to mosquitoes, Cutkomp said, and some have

stronger reactions once bitten--they itch more and the welts last longer.

It is possible to develop allergic reactions to mosquito bites, although this

is rare, according to Cutkomp. A person would have to be bitten many times every

day for a long time. "This is mainly an occupational hazard for some entomologists, ,I

he said. IIThey feed their research mosquitoes regularly, but save some money and

trouble by putting their own arms in the cages as mosquito food.1?

The common mosquito (Aedes vexans) is more of a biting pest than a disease

carrier. Extremely high populations of these mosquitoes are found in northern

states, es.pecially those with large amounts of standing water. The two worse

"mosquito states" are probably Alaska and Minnesota, but northern states have

fewer species to worry about, Cutkomp said.

The mosquito responsible for the encephalitis in ~iinnesota last summer was a

different species (Culex tarsalis), one that is less common in the state. "Northern

parts of the country seldom have to worry about these particular mosquitoes,"

Cutkomp said, '~ut when flooding is severe, there is a great deal of water in

which they can multiply." Texas and Florida are two of the southern states that

have to worry about encephalitis-carrying mosquitoes every year.

People can avoid mosquitoes by staying out of reach during mosquitoes' regular

meal times--evenings and early mornings. Mosquitoes usually stay in bushes or grass

during the hottest time of the day since they cannot live very long in direct heat

over 9S degrees F., Cutkomp said.

Even though the common mosquito is irritating, Minnesotans should consider

themselves relatively lucky. Although there are chiggers in Minnesota, they are

less of a problem than they are in other states. Chiggers live in the grass, bite

(MORE)
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and cause itching. IlThere are comparatively few as far north as Ilinnesota,1/

Cutkomp said.

Uorthern parts of the country are also spared most of the "assassin" or

"kissing" bugs common in the south. ilKissing li bugs are sucking insects \\'ith tough

beaks that can pierce the skin. Ants and beetles also are relatively harmless in

the northern areas, he said. They ~ite or pinch only if severely disturbed.

nut no part of the country provides a picnic away from insects. Several

kinds of flies can be worse pests than mosquitoes. People who feel somewhat safe

from mosquitoes are not safe from horseflies, deerflies, blackflies or stable flies.

All insects have biological rhythms that govern their times of inactivity and

times of feeding, and many also seem to be sensitive to barometric pressure changes,

Cutkomp said. For instance, stable flies bite more heartily before a storm, when

barometric pressure drops.

The honey bee, a valuable domestic insect, is another source of problems for

people throughout tl1e country. Its sting can cause a severe allergy in some

people--less than one per cent of the population, according to Cutkomp. This aller

gic reaction usually becomes dangerous as it builds up in a person throughout life,

but it also can occur in children and can be fatal.

Avoiding insect bites in SUmI:ler is not easy, no matter \'There you live.

Northern areas may have fewer species, but the insects that have chosen the cooler

climate seem to enjoy it. Perhaps it even sharpens up their appetites.

-UHS-
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AMERICAN !',IJSIC TO BE DISCUSSED

(FOR Ilvll-lEDIATE'RELEASE)

America's contributions to world music will be the topic of a talk by Henry

Pleasants, music critic for the International Herald Tribune, Thursday (July 29)

at the University of Minnesota.

Pleasants' talk, part of the Summer Session Bicentennial lecture series, will

be presented from the old-fashioned bandstand on the mall at 12:15 p.m. He will

also give a free public lecture at 11:15 a.m. Tuesday (July 27) in Scott Hall. His

topic then will be "The Art of the American Popular Singer."

Pleasants has been with the International Herald Tribune since 1967. He was

central European music correspondent for the New York Times from 1945 to 1955 and

is the author of books on music and musicians.

Other free public events planned for the bandstand next week are a talk by

jazz clarinetist Butch Thompson on f1Freedom and Order in the New Orleans Jazz Band"

at 12: IS p.m. Tuesday (July 27); a concert by the Minnesota Orchestra ~/ednesday

(July 28) at 12:15 p.m., and bluegrass music by the Jugsluggers Friday, July 30,

at 12:15 p.m.

In case of rain, the events will be moved to Scott Hall auditorium.

-UNS-
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'U' ADMISSIONS Mf.D RECORDS OFFICE
TO BE CLOSED FOR ONE DAY, AUG. 5

(FOR IHMEDIATE RELEASE)

The Office of Admissions and Records on the University of Minnesota's Twin

Cities campus will be closed Thursday, Aug. 5, while staff members attend a

training and information conference.

John Fisher, associate director for admissions and records, said that prospec-

tive and current students who need to visit the admissions and records office

should do so before or after Aug. 5.

Staff members will be on hand for emergencies, but most usual services will

not be available.

-UNS-
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, HINNEAPOLIS AND ST. PAUL CAHPUS EVENTS
July 25-31

Sun., JUly 25---University Gallery: Durer Through Other Eyes, through Aug. 10;
II/alter Quirt: Use ort'hite, through Aug. 20; 20th Century American Prints,
through Aug. 20. Northrop Aud. 11 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon.-Fri., 2-5 p.m. Sun. Free.

Sun., July 25---University Centennial Showboat: "The Streets of New York 1 directed
by Robert Moulton. Sundays, 7 p.m., Tuesdays through Fridays, 3 p.m.,
Thursdays, 2 p.m., and Saturdays, 7 and 10 p.m. Through Aug. 22. $3.50
public, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center
and Dayton's.

Mon., July 26---St. Paul Student Center:
Gallery. 8 a.m.-10 p.m. Mon.-Fri.

Oils by Rex Nhiripiri, Horth Star
Through July 30. Free.

f4on., July 26---Coffman Gallery: HUomen' s Experience and Women' s Art~j by l'JARH,
Women's Art Registry of Hinnesota, Gallery I & II. 10 a.m. -2 p.m. fllJon. -Frio
Free.

Mon., July 26---Jazz Concert: Uolverines Classic Jazz Orchestra. Northrop Plaza.
8 a.m. Free.

Tues., July 27---Lecture: "Freedom and Order in the Ne,., Orleans Jazz Bandn by
Butch Thompson. Mall bandstand. 12:15 p.m. Free.

Wed., July 28---Concert: Hinnesota Orchestra. Hall. 12:15 p.m. Free.

Thurs., July 29---Bicentennial Lecture:
Henry Pleasants. flaIl bandstand.

"America's IT.lpact on the Arts: Music il by
12:15 p.m. Free.

Thurs., July 29---Forum: IlBattered "Jives." Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union.
12:15 p.m. Free.

Thurs., July 29---Concert: The Carpenters. Northrop Aud. 8 p.m. $7, $6, $5, $4.

Fri., July 30---Concert: Jugsluggers. Mall bandstand. 12:15 p.m. Free.

Fri., July 30---The ~'hole Coffeehouse: Storms and McGraw. Coffman Union. Doors
open 8:30 p.m. $1.

Sat., July 3l---Concert: Judy Collins. Northrop Aud. 8:30 p.m. $6.50, $5.50,
$4.50.

-UNS-
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'U' PROF READING
VIKING 11ARTlAJ.~ DATA

(FOR Il1l1EDIATE RELEASE)

A University of 11innesota scientist's invention, on board the Viking I space-

craft, made possible the measuring of the amounts of nitrogen and argon in the

atmosphere of l1ars.

The measurement of these gasses is important in determining something about

the history of the planet and the probability that life exists on ~~rs or existed

there in the past.

Alfred O.C. Wier, Regents Professor of Physics, was the head of the entry

science team which gathered data from the Viking I spacecraft while it landed on

Imrs. Nier was interviewed by telephone from' the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in

Pasadena, Calif.

With the discovery of nitrogen in the r~rtian atmosphere, Nier said, many of

the elements necessary for life have been found~ nitrogen, carbon dioxide, traces

of water, molecular oxygen and carbon monoxide.

i1This doesn't prove that life is possible but it makes things more interesting

in this quest for life," he said.

Wier's invention, the mass spectrometer, sorts and weighs elements by beaming

ionized particles through electrical and magnetic fields. By measuring the angle

at which the beams are deflected, scientists can determine the mass of the particles

from the ~~rtian atmosphere. By knowing the mass, they know what elements are

there.

"The part that we at the University of Hinnesota played in this was the devel-

opment of the instrument for the measurement of the neutral atmosphere to determine

the composition of the atmosphere between 300 and 100 kilometers,1l Nier said.

(IiORE)
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lISO the entry science team's assignment was really to measure everything we

could about the atmosphere from a very high altitude down to the ground," he said.

"We measured the constituents in the atmosphere, which were kno~m, but the amounts

of them uere not known before," Nier said.

Argon gas, which makes up about one per cent of the Earth's atmosphere, is

about 1.5 per cent of the Martian atmosphere, Nier said.

"We detected nitrogen for the first time in the Martian atmosphere," he said.

"It had never been detected before and all that was knotm was that the amount would

be something less than five per cent. We've been able to measure it, and it looks

like two or three per cent is present in the atmosphere."

These experiments ShO~l that life on the planet is "conceivable," Nier said.

Additional "life-detection experiments ii will begin in the next few days to look for

evidence of photosynthesis or metabolism or other indications of life.

liThere is also a very important experiment that will look for organic compounds

in the soil, particularly the kinds of organic compounds that you associate with

living things," he said. liThe mission has a whole set of experiments to study the

environment of }~rs, part of the idea being to find whether there are conditions

such that life could exist. No one can really decide from the experiments at this

time. II

"The molecular analysis team will be using a mass spectrometer on the ground

that is quite similar to the one we employed in the upper atmosphere," Nier said.

"It will also make more atmospheric analyses at the ground level. lI

11eanwhile in Minneapolis, two men in the basement of the physics building on

campus are receiving data from Nier and doing detailed analysis of the information

that the spectrometer is sending out.

Ward Johnson, a senior in physics from ~finneapolis, is receiving Nier's data

and Steve Richter, a laboratory assistant, has done simulations of the Viking

landing and the spectrometer's findings.

(110RE)
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Using data given to them by Professor Nier, Richter said, they were able to

do simulations weeks before the landing. He said they had simulated the nitrogen

findings in the lab before the mass spectrometer was activated.

Nier said these experiments will continue through the summer and that he will

return to his work in the Twin Cities in a week or two. He will return to Pasadena

for the second landing on tiara.

"The two spacecrafts are essentially identical and \-le, in the entry science

team, "lill make all the same measurements over again as we did on the first one,"

he said.

It is hoped that the second landing site will be much different from the

scene of the present landing, according to Roy Duckett, a Viking project officer

for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Orbiter photographs

indicate diverse geological formations, he said.

The orbiting satellite has been circling Mars for several years and has sent

back pictures of volcanoes, valleys and a geology that looks as if it were carved by

water action. The search for water will be an essential part of the Viking mission.

Wier's mass spectrometer has been part of a number of satellite missions.

Variations on the instrument more sophisticated than the one on Viking have been

developed in the physics building for satellites, Nier said.

He said that he hopes to continue his lV'ork on future missions. iille're co

investigators with Germany in a probe that will go into the Venus atmosphere in

1978," he said. Another mission tV'ill be going to Jupiter in the 1980' s.

-UNS-
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JAQUES FIELD SKETCHES FEATURED
IN BELL HUSEUH OF NATURAL HISTORY

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Field sketches by Francis Lee Jaques are featured in the current natural

history art exhibition in the Jaques Gallery at the University of Minnesota's

Bell Huseum of Natural History.

In addition to the field sketches, the exhibit includes scratch boards and

watercolors from the museum's collection. Most of these have never been on public

exhibit. Some of the pieces in the display are working drawings which demonstrate

techniques used by the artist, best known for his oil paintings and museum

diorama backgrounds.

The Jaques Gallery and many of Jaques' works in the permanent collection are

a gift from the late Florence Page Jaques, wife of the artist, and from other

members of the Jaques family, friends and the Bell Foundation.

The show poster, a reproduction of one of Jaques' scratch boards. is available

in the museum bookshop.

The exhibit of Jaques' art will be open to the public through Dec. 5.

Uuseum hours are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 110nday thrOugh Saturday; to 9 p.m. Wednesday, and

2 to 5 p.m. Sunday.

-UNS-
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PRESIDEHT OF FINLAJ~

TO VISIT U OF MCM'~US

(FOR ll1NEDIATE RELEASE)

Dr. Urho Kaleva Kekkonen, president of Finland, ",ill be in Minneapolis

Thursday, Aug. 5, to receive the University of Minnesota Board of Regents

Distinguished International Service Award.

The award, the first of its kind to be given, uill be presented to Kekkonen

by University President C. Peter Magrath and Regent Neil Sherburne at a 2~15 p.m.

ceremony in the Campus Club on the Minneapolis campus.

Kekkonen, who has been president of Finland for 20 years, was selected for

the award for his "services and contribution to the l'1orld 9 " according to 11agrath.

The world's senior democratically elected head of state, Kekkonen has been a

strong force in maintaining Finnish independence and neutrality. He has led Finland

in the part it has played in United Nations peacekeeping-operations and was one of

the organizing forces behind the Helsinki peace conference.

Kalevi Sorsa, Finnish minister for foreign affairs, and Leo Tuominen, Finnish

ambassador to the U.S., will accompany Kekkonen on his visit, along with several

other Finnish officials.

Kekkonen will arrive in New York Friday, July 30, and will spend Sunday,

Aug. 1, in Hancock, Mich., as keynote speaker for Finn Fest, the Finnish American

Bicentennial celebration.

He will spend Aug. 3 and 4 in Washington, D.C., where he will meet with

President Gerald Ford.

Kekkonen will arrive in rtlnneapolis at 12:15 p.m. Aug. 5.

-Ui~S-
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PHASED TITLE IX COHPLIANCE PLANNED
FOR UlUVERSITY ATHLETIC PROGHM1S

(FOR U:Il1EDIATE RELEASE)

The University of Uinnesota has reported that it will be "simply impossible"

to bring men's and women's athletic programs into compliance with Title IX regula-

tions by the July, 1978, deadline set by the Department of Health, Education and

Welfare (HEH).

In a report released this week, the University's Title IX Policy Review

Committee gave as the main barrier to complete compliance 'lpractical constraints"

on the amount of money which the University can expect to receive from the legisla-

ture for the next biennium.

The report was compiled after athletic programs at all campuses of the Univer-

sity were evaluated as part of a Title IX self-evaluation requested of all colleges

and universities in the country. Athletic programs l'iere just one part of an over-

all evaluation conducted by the University committee.

Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 specifically prohibits sex

discrimination in educational institutions. The University committee included

representatives of the administration, the equal employment opportunity coordinator

and the Title IX coordinator.

The amount of money needed to bring the University's athletic programs into

federal compliance is substantial, according to the report. During the 1975-76

school year, the budget for women's athletics on the ~lin Cities campus was $250,000.

To be in compliance ~1ith Title IX, the budget uould have had to have been $873,600.

Instead, a phased compliance is planned, according to the report. Gradual

modifications in services available to the women's programs will bring the athletic

program in compliance ~rlth Title IX by the 1984-85 school year, six years after

the deadline.

(HORE)
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The report stressed that it is not necessary that the male model for inter

collegiate athletics be duplicated by the women's programs, citing the University's

requirement that men's programs be self-supporting and their association with and

similarity to professional athletics.

The report endorsed a policy of Hseparate and different but equal," 1'11th the

women's athletic department remaining free to set their own policy.

A series of compliance regulations for the ~~in Cities campus was laid out

in the report. Full grants-in-aid will not be offered in women's intercollegiate

athletics and formal recruitment will not be permitted. Tuition-pIus-fees grants

in-aid will be offered to women on the basis of athletic ability and need, but the

grants will not be awarded to freshmen students and a student must attend the

University for one year to be eligible.

The report stated that the men's intercollegiate athletic program will continue

to offer tuition grants to freshmen based solely on athletic ability but recruiting

in the non-revenue sports will be halted.

According to the report, university investigators found inequities in the

salaries paid to the coaching staffs for men's and women's programs. The report

noted that the coaches in men's athletics often have had professional athletic

careers and many years in their sports but fel] women coaches have had comparable

experience.

The salary study did reveal, however, that two of the women's coaches were

being underpaid for the amount of experience they had. Raises have been authorized

for the two women, according to the report, totaling $3,200 and $1,000 respectively.

Currently, the men's program is allotted $769 for each athletic event requiring

travel. According to the report, the University eventually will allocate $500

per event for the tlomen's program. The difference in amounts can be justified by

the difference in distance traveled by men's and women's teams, the report states.

l10st games played by the loiomen are close to the Twin Cities and can be traveled to

and from in one day.

(HORE)
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The study skills center currently provided by the men's athletic program will

be opened to anyone participating in intercollegiate athletics and more staff will

be added to handle the increased load.

At the Duluth campus, no grants-in-aid will be offered in women's athletics and

no recruiting will be done. Recruiting and grants-in-aid for men's athletics, with

the exception of hockey, will be eliminated.

At Morris, swimming will be added to the women's athletic program this fall.

The report also recommended the addition of softball on the basis of a spring

quarter sports inventory survey.

Women athletes at Morris will now be eligible to participate in an on-campus

employment program at the physical education center~ formerly restricted to male

athletes. Funds are provided through the lwrris Gold Club, a private fund-raising

organization.

At Waseca, according to the report, the major problem is shortage of coaches

for women's teams. Only about 37 per cent of the women who express an interest

in athletics are actually able to participate compared with about 70 per cent of

the males. 110re money will be allocated to increase the size of the women's coach

ing staff.

-Ul'l'S-
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NEWS PEOPLE: For further information
contact JUDY VICK, 373-7515

LITERATURE CRITIC
TO SPEAK AT 'u'

(FOR Ii'Ii1EDIATE RELEASE)

,l'todern literature critic vlilliam Hugh Kenner will speak at the University of

rlinnesota Tuesday (Aug. 3).

'iAmerica's Impact on the Arts; Literature" uill be the topic of his talk at

12:15 p.m. from the old-fashioned bandstand on the mall. The event is part of

the Summer Session Bicentennial lecture series and is open to the public tnLth no

admission charge. In case of rain the lecture will be in Scott Hall.

Kenner, professor of English at Johns Hopkins University, is the author of

books on the works of T. S. Eliot, James Joyce, Samuel Beckett and Ezra Pound.

Other free public bandstand events planned for next week are a 11innesota

Orchestra concert t-lednesday, Aug. 4; a talk on hBroadcast Jazz: Peaks and Troughs ll

by Leigh Kamman of KSJN radio Thursday, Aug. 5, and a performance by a musical

group Friday, Aug. 6. All will begin at 12;15 p.m.

-Ul'iS-
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U OF M WOl1EN' S ATHLETIC DIRECTOR> MAGRATH
AHSWER QUESTIONS 0111 TITLE IX COlIPLIANCE

(FOR IMliEDIATE RELEASE)

The occasion was the introduction of Vivian Barfield as director of women's

intercollegiate athletics at the University of llinnesota's Twin Cities campus, but

University President C. Peter p~grath and vice president Walter Bruning spent most

of the time explaining and defending a recent University report on plans for com-

pliance with federal sex discrinination guidelines for athletic prograns.

The University report, released this week, indicated that the July, 1978,

deadline set for compliance with regulations of Title IX of the Education Amendments

of 1972 cannot be met because the money necessary to equalize opportunities for men

and women athletes will not be available within that time span.

The University plans instead "phased compliance" that t-Tould bring the men's

and women's programs up to Title IX standards by 1984.

lfugrath, speaking at a Wednesday morning news conference, said the University

has made iisignificant progress i1 in 'Homen's athletic programs from ,rhat he called a

"disgraceful budget of $7,000 in 1971 to a budget next year of $330,000 in providing

women athletes with opportunities to benefit from participation and career

training. 11

Title IX regulations state that federal funds can be withheld from schools whic

do not meet Title IX gUidelines and deadlines. ~tagrath said the University is

doing as much as many other schools and said that if the University is taken to

task for its efforts "~le t"lill have lots of company behind the woodshed. II

Bruning noted that the legislative budget request for the next biennium will

include $650,000 for the women's athletic programs with all but $45,000 earmarked

for the Twin Cities campus.

(l-lORE)
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Bruning also indicated that private support for women's athletic programs will

be sought.

IIWe are seeking to provide equal opportunity and do not intend to match

expenditure dollar for dollar,1I Bruning said.

Barfield, who will assume the director's post in September pending confirmation

next month by the Board of Regents, told those present that equal opportunity for

wo~en athletes does not necessarily mean equal expenditure of money. For instance,

equipping a women's field hockey team does not cost as much as equipping a men's

football team, she said.

In many instances, it will not be necessary to spend as much money for women's

athletics as for men's in order to reach parity between the two programs, she said.

-UNS-
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NEW HEAD OF WOMEN'S ATHLETICS
EXCITED ABOUT FUTURE AT U OF M

by Ronae1e Sayre
University News Service Writer

Vivian Barfield doesn't think her college-age son and daughter really comprehend

the fact that their mother has been named director of women's athletics at the

University of Minnesota, Twin Cities campus.

"But they are quite excited,t1 said Barfield of son, Lm-rry, 19, a student at

Texas-Tech in Lubbock, Texas, and daughter, Nancy, 22, who is attending the University

of Houston.

Barfield, currently assistant director of athletics at the University of

l~ssachusetts, credits her children with the encouragement and help she received when

she resumed her college education 10 years apo.

A native of Houston, Texas, Barfield spent her childhood traveling throughout the

south, wherever her father's sausage-making business took the family.

"I graduated from high school at the age of 16 and I '17as too young to get

married and couldn't get a job so I went to college," she said.

College was a year at a Hississippi junior college and a year at Hississippi

Southern University. Barfield was then married and put her education aside for

marriage and a family.

Several years later Barfield found herself the divorced mother of two children

and in need of a job.

"I had been very good in sports in college (~limming, tennis and basketball) and

for the sake of expediency and rather than take a lot of courses to satisfy new

requirements, I went into physical education," she said. After earning her bachelor

of science degree in 1966 from the University of Houston, Barfield continued on for

her master's degree.

(MORE)
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~fuile working days as a physical-education teacher in an elementary school and

later a junior high school, Barfield attended eveninp, classes at the University of

Houston and earned her master's degree In education in 1969.

'~y daughter couldn't understand why I was doinR it but she eventually did

become a supporter," she said. "l took mv children ~7ith me to some of the classes

and MV dau~hter drilled me for my Spanish class with flash cards. My son also got

involved and his poor body ''las pummeled for a kinesiolo~W course. II

After completing her master's, Barfield was on to the University of Albuquerque

for doctoral studies and a graduate assistantship in health, physical education and

recreation. \~ile working on her doctorate, she was also a substitute teacher in the

Albuquerque school system.

Barfield received her doctorate in 1972 and said her thesis was a family effort.

"It was typed in the kitchen and the children read every word of it," she said.

Prior to coming to the University of ~{assachusetts in 1975, Barfield had been

at Colorado Women's College in Denver, Colo., for three years where she was director

of summer sessions, director of sport and recreation and assistant professor in

physical education and allied health.

Barfield said her interest in higher education comes from the fact that educa

tion has been lithe most constant thing in my life," and higher education has "treated

me so well."

Looking forward to beginning her new job at the University of J-1innesota on

Sept. 1, Barfield said she is "excited" about working with the department that will

have a budget next year of $312,000. "I am absolutely overwhelmed that they are

putting things together as well as they are and not doing a band-aid job on women's

athletics."

A recently completed Title IX review of the men's and women's athletic program

at the University includes plans for phased compliance t~th Title IX regulations.

Along with an increased budget next year, up from $250,000 last year, 20 athletic

scholarships for women will be offered for the first time.

(r10RE)
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Barfield feels that a woman athlete should receive the same social rewards for

athletic performance as a male athlete but ~7hat those r~~ards should be at the

collegiate level needs to be discussed.

"Are these the rewards we want athletes to have in colle~e and are the men's

programs where \17e really "{"ant them to be?" she asked, adding that the current semi

professional approach toward men's college athletic programs may be changed 1n the

future.

Barfield said she does not advocate co-educational athletic teams because of the

strength differences between men and women. "It's like comparing poodles and blood

hounds," she said.

Barfield said she is looking fOrl-lard to makinp. her home in the ~"in Cities.

Although she is apprehensive about l1innesota winters, she plans to take advantage of

opportunities to pursue her interest in swimming, tennis, hiking, fishing, walking

and attendinR symphony concerts.

-mrs-
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, I'UNNEAPOLIS AND ST. PAUL CN1PUS EVENTS
Aug. 1-7

Sun., Aug. I---Exhibition: Field Sketches by Francis Lee Jaques. Jaques Gallery,
Museum of Natural History. 9 a.m. -5 p.m. Hon. -Sat., 9 a.m. -9 p.m. Wed.,
2-5 p.m. Sun. Through Dec. 5. Free.

Sun., Aug. I---University Gallery: Durer Through Other Eyes, through Aug. 10;
Walter Quirt: Use of h~ite, through Aug. 20; 20th Century American Prints,
through Aug. 20. Northrop Aud. 11 a.r.1. -4 p.m. r1on. -Fri., 2-5 p.m. Sun. Free.

Sun., Aug. I---Coffman Gallery: "She Who Dreams and She Who Acts. II Gallery I & II.
Open house: 2:30-4:30 p.m. Free.

Sun., Aug. I---University Centennial Showboat: "The Streets of New York" directed
by Robert Moulton. Sundays, 7 p.m., Tuesdays through Fridays, 8 p.m.,
Thursdays, 2 p.m., and Saturdays, 7 and 10 p.m. Through Aug. 22. $3.50
public, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center
and Dayton's.

Mon., Aug. 2---Coffman Gallery: !lWomen' s Experience and Women's Art" by WARM,
Women's Art Registry of Minnesota, Gallery I & II. Through Aug. 13. 10 a.m.
2 p.m. Mon.-Fri. Free.

Mon., Aug. 2---Lecture: Frank Alsup. Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union.
6-10 p.r.1. Free.

Tues., Aug. 3---Bicentennial Lecture: IIAmerica's Impact on the Arts: Literature"
by William Hugh Kenner. Mall bandstand. 12:15 p.m. Free.

Wed., Aug. 4---Concert: Madeline Hart. St. Paul Student Center lawn. Noon. Free.

Wed., Aug. 4---Concert: Minnesota Orchestra. Mall. 12:15 p.m. Free.

Wed., Aug. 4---Related Arts Gallery: Ron Gipson Photojournalism Exhibit. Third
floor, Coffman Union. Opening: 7-9 p.m., regular hours: 8 a.m.-10 p.m. Hon.
Fri. Through Aug. 31. Free.

Wed., Aug. 4---Jazz Concert: The Paul Winter Consort. Northrop Plaza. 8 p.~. Free.

Thurs., Aug. 5---Lecture: "Broadcast Jazz: Peaks and Troughs" by Leigh Kamman.
tall bandstand. 12:15 p.m. Free.

Thurs., Aug. 5---Mime Performance: "Furnituri11i Brothers Circus" by Illusion Mime
Theater. St. Paul Student Center lawn. 8 p.m. Free.

Fri., Aug. 6---Concert: Music by I·Jatazel. NaIl bandstand. 12: 15 p.m. Free.

Fri., Aug. 6---The ~lhole Coffeehouse: Reginald Buckner Trio. Coffman Union.
Doors open 8:30 p.m. $1.

-UNS-
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contact JUDY VICK, 373-7515 [,

UNIVERSITY OF UINlJESOTA
NEHS SERVICE, S-68 HORRILL HALL
HINNEAPOLIS, }UNNESOTA 55455
JULY 29, 1976

'u' PROF SUBJECT OF BOOK

(FOR It1MEDIATE RELEASE)

A University of rlinnesota professor is the subject of a new book for youn~

readers.

nGeorge Morrison: The Story of an American Indian," published by Dillon Press

of '1inneapo1is, is the life story of Morrison, a studio arts professor at the

University.

Author of the book, which is one in a series on noted Native Americans, is

Dragos D. Kostich, professor of interdisciplinary studies and director of the

international studies programs at Brooklyn Center, Long Island University, New York.

Morrison, a member of the Grand Portage band of the Minnesota Chippewa tribe,

grew up in Grand Marais, Minn., and first studied art at the Minneapolis College of

Art and Design. He later studied in Europe and lived in the Eastern United States

for many years before returning to Minnesota in 1970. His paintings and wood

co11a~es have been shown throughout the world and are included in many public and

private collections. His most recent one-man exhibitions have been at the Walker

Art Center in ~1inneapo1is in 1973 and at the Minneapolis Institute of Arts in 1976.

The 66-page hardbound book is priced at $4.95.

-tJNS-
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!lEUS PEOPLE; For further information
contact BILL HUNTZICKER, 373-7512

CITY U PRESIDENTS PROPOSE
URBN~ GRMJT COLLEGE SYSTEM

(FOR U!l'1EDIATE RELEASE)

University of ~Jinnesota President C. Peter Magrath has joined with 19 other ur

ban university and college presidents in calling for an urban grant system to apply

academic resources to the problems of the nation's cities.

"One of our concerns," rfagrath said, "is to seek federal recognition for an

urban grant approach which we hope would be as successful at meeting the needs of

our cities as the land-grant approach has been for agriculture. 1i

The 20 presidents have met several times and formed an organization called the

Committee of Urban Public Universities (CUPU). Chancellor Carlo L. Golino of the

Un~versity of 11assachusetts, Boston, is chairman of the group.

"We feel strongly that a national urban grant universities program would encour

age greater coordination and cooperation among the many groups now working on urban

problems," Golino said.

Federal aid to the cities has been fragmented and universities could serve as

the ;lknowledge base" for programs, according to George Robb. assistant vice president

for institutional planning and relations at the University of ~innesota.

"vIe in the universities already do a lot with the urban areas around the country

without adequate funding. Nost universities get their urban programs out of federal

funds or their own hides," Robb said.

DOur emphasis will be on making sure we have the universities, local, county,

state, and federal governments working together and we can draw on this program for

money," he said.

Robb said the University's Center for Urban and Regional Affairs (CURA) is a

model for many universities and that CUP~ would play a key role in any University of

Ninnesota involvement in an urban grant proeram.

CURA receives legislative, University and private funds. According to one of

its early annual reports, CUP~ was established lIto help make the University more

responsive to the needs of the larger community. and to increase the constructive

interaction between faculty and students, on the one hand, and those dealing directly

with major public problems, on the other hand. 1I

The University's Martin Luther King scholarship program for minority students

began as a CUP~ program. for example. Other experimental programs are tried in var

ious communities and the inner city.

Magrath said curu may expand to include urban private universities.
(AO,l.15;Bl.10;CO,1. 14,15;DO) -lli1S-
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NEWS PEOPLE: For further information
contact SALLY NELSON, 373-3793, OR
BILL Hm~TZICKER2 373-7512

BRmmE NAMED INTERIH HEAD
OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAl1S

(FOR IMl1EDIATE RELEASE)

Donald R. Brol~e, University of Minnesota professor of speech-communications,

has been named intertm director of the University's office of international programs.

His title is interim associate to the vice president for academic affairs. The

position will not be filled permanently pending administrative study of the

University's international program efforts.

Browne succeeds William E. Wright, who resigned June 30 to return to teaching

European history.

Browne is a specialist in international mass communication and has studied

radio and television in Europe and Africa. During the 1973-74 academic year, he

was a Fulbright-Hays visiting professor at the American University in Beirut.

-Ui~S-
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NEWS PEOPLE: For further information
contact RONAELE SAYRE, 373-7516

BIKE THEFTS CURTAILED
AT UlUVER.SITY OF MINNESOTA

(FOR. UIUEDIATE RELEASE)

Bike thieves have discovered that opportunities on the T\1in Cities campus of

the University of Minnesota have slumped considerably since spring.

According to University Police Chief Eugene Wilson, bike thefts during 11ay and

June were do\~ 32 per cent from a year ago. Bike thefts accounted for a major por-

tion of the 30 per cent increase in personal property losses reported by campus

police during 1975.

Wilson attributed the downward trend, which has continued through the summer,

to efforts of the University police bike patrol, with officers patrolling on bikes

and increased surveillance by people working in areas near bike racks.

IIWe are getting more calls about persons lurking near bike racks and have

been able to apprehend suspects tIlth bolt cutters,7i Hilson said. He noted that

99 per cent of those apprehended for bike theft are juveniles.

Larcenies reported to police, including bikes alA other personal property, are

dot~ about nine per cent so far this year, according to Wilson. Smaller declines

were reported for auto theft and burglary.

Simple assaults on campus increased from nine cases during the first six

months of 1975 to 22 so far this year.

"They are usually fights in the dorm or a student angry about a grade received

in a course. The persons usually knol1 each other and in most cases no formal

action was taken because the reporting person did not wish to pursue the matter by

signing a criminal complaint," Wilson said.

(MORE)
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University police have so far this year investigated 31 incidents of disorderly

conduct compared to 19 during the same period last year.

Narcotics arrests have also increased slightly uith nine arrests for narcotic

violations (marijuana) compared to 12 arrests during all of 1975. So far this

year, only one narcotics offender was formally charged and the others were referred

to University departments, usually the Office of Student Affairs, for counseling

or disciplinary action.

-UNS-
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July 30, 1976

C:1AHGE Ii1 AUERICAJ 1100D
GREAT SUCE CEi.1TEl1i:UAL

by Judy Cigan
University iJeus Service Intern

The Bicentennial celebrations, which many have called banal and overly cornmer-

cial, actually can help America look beyond its immediate past, according to a

University of .1innesota lecturer in American studies.

·'It is too easy to dismiss the Bicentennial as a commercial effort, i Eil1iam

Agee said.

Agee, ~lho has been studying the Anerican mood of the past t\lO centuries~ has

discovered certain similarities in events and attitudes over time~ particularly in

comparing the years 1876 and E76.

"It's a paradox that there is a considerable difference betueen the American

mood in 1876 and the mood in 1976, despite the fact that there is an amazing

similarity betueen the experiences during the tllO periods~ Agee said.

For instance, 'Americans \lide1y perceived, in both years, that they had been

living through the most corrupt administration in American national history,;' he

said. In 1876, the Grant administration was scandal-·ridden and Grant himself ~las

the butt of national contempt.

1he feeling that business ,las largely corrupt ~las fairly widespread at the time,

Agee said) "and ue uere in the nidst of an attempt to recover from the most serious

recession in decades."

An 1077 railroad strike occurred as laborers i reaction to violent mistreatnent.

"Nmv, America is going through a period in uhich black people have seen improvement,

but some of their prosises haven't been fulfilled; he said.

In 1876. the nation's population 'I"Tas divided because of a uar just as today

there are divisions "caused by Vietnao, Hatergate and the recession, ,; he said.

(i10RE)
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The main difference, Agee said, is that the combination of these events is

today IIperccived as a more fundamental challenge to American values and conditions

and ideals." A century ago, Americans didn't perceive things to be as difficult as

they do today, he said, nor did they consider problems "fundamental challenges" to

the meaning of their lives and the meaning of America.

HVietnam, the black I s strife, lvatergate, the recession--these are analogous

to situations in 1876,;; he said. I;But it is the combination of these events that

disillusions Americans today. We see our situation differently than did the people

of 1876.

"They believed in American exceptualism," Agee said, "that America is a break

in the continuity of history, that lle are a guided people with a special mission

and destiny and that we aren't subject to all the sins and to all the ills of

other people through history."

The people of 1876 held a firm belief in their OllO ability to control their

individual destinies and successes, a belief held by few people in 1976. Likewise,

the l876er's view of success as something positive to achieve has taken a beating

in 1976.

i1Americans in 1976 are inclined to challenge the goal of success--not that it

\~asn't done before, because it was, by Emerson, Thoreau, Uelville and others," Agee

said. ';But we are becoming increasingly aware of minority groups and the counter

culture and now have to ask questions like 'Does everyone have a fair chance to

succeed?'"

Americans in 1876 had a buoyant optimism, based on their complacent faith in

technological progress, Agee said. "At the Centennial exposition, Americans looked

forward to success. It was a time of celebrations.

"There \-1as little about the past--some curios, technological gadgets, the

printing press. t~stly it focused on the present and the future. This is what

Americans were proud of.

(i10RE)
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IlAt the Bicentennial ue look back. It's a time of reassessment. Technology

now is viewed as a threat. Bombs, the environment, po11ution--'t'le view them as out-

side our control. ~fuen we attempt to control pollution, it leads to more bureaucracy

in the society. Fair employment also tends to lead tO~'lard bureaucracy, Ii he said.

According to Agee, Americans in 1876 felt protected by the oceans, safe in

their purity. i;Traditiona11y ue have seen ourselves as a light over other nations,

a city on the hill. In 1876, tIe were the way to the future with capitalism and

democracy," Agee said.

I;Today we feel threatened. In the United Nations now, there is more totali-

tarianism and authoritarianism,</ he said. It is discouraging to Americans that so

few democracies are left in the world.

So many things have changed so rapidly that Americans have found the changes

difficult to accept all at once, Agee said. ;~~ny changes are problems we feel we

need to confront: changes in the situation of women, the treatment of homosexuals,

divorce la~ls, abortion, economic planning uith regard to pollution. i1

The result, especially in the political arena, is to overcompromise, Agee

said. Often, however, the compromise changes are inadequate and expectations

therefore are not met--as 1n the case of American blacks.

Does Agee have predictions on the future American mood? "He will never

return to the innocent optimism of the past. Our problems are real now in compar-

ison to those of a century ago,1I he said.

B::t, he added, Americans seem to be recovering their equilibrium from the low

point of J.975. "A'1lerica is an interesting society, and it's difficult to believe

that Si.:'.~3 u sod.'.';y uill sit around and lick its \-rounds. n

-Ul!S-
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INFORIIATION SESSIONS POR PAREiJTS
SCHEDULED DURING U OF It ORIEllTATION

(FOR Il'lHEDIATE RELEASE)

Parents of incoming freshmen at the University of Ninnesota Twin Cities campus,

can learn about the University while their son or daughter takes part in the tra-

ditional two-day orientation to campus and registers for fall-quarter classes.

The University of Minnesota Parent's Association will sponsor information

sessions for parents from Aug. 9 through SeEt. 22. There will be no meetings the

week of Sept. 6. 1'10rning meetings ~lill be held on lIonday and Hednesday at 8 a. m.

and on Tuesday and Thursday at 7: 30 p.m. in the men's lounge of Coffman ~1emorial

Union.

Representatives of various University departments and the Office of Student

Affairs will be present to answer questions from parents and explain services

available to students on campus.

Georganne Tolaas of the Parent's Association said that last year about 800

parents took part in the meetings.

-uns-
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:1EtIO TO imVS PEOPLE

Dr. Urho Kekkonen (~EJC<-o-nen), president of Finland. will visit the University
of Minnesota Thursday, Aug. 5~ to receive the Regents' Distinpuished International
Service Award. TIle award is the first of its kind to be granted.

Since this is an official State Department visit. news people who wish to cover
the event will need credentials issued by the Secret Service. Those who have already
supplied the necessary information to the University Hews Service should pick up
their credentials in person from Liz Petrangelo at the news Service, S-63 Horrill
Hall ~ University of i:Iinnesota. before Thursday.

Those who have not arranged for credentials should contact Petrangelo at 373
7510 with name. news medium, birth date and social security number (optional).
People without credentials will not be allowed past the Secret Service aeents.

The schedule of events is as follows;

12 noon: Kekkonen will arrive with his party at 934th Air Force Base on Cross
totm Ill-JY'. 62. Gov. ~Jendell Anderson, St. Paul 11ayor Geor~e Latimer and Uinneapolis
l~yor Charles Stenvip. will offer brief remarks and present token gifts. A Finnish
chorus will sing one selection.

12:15 p.m.: IIDtorcade will depart for the University campus.

12"30 p.m.: Cocktail reception on the terrace of the Campus Club~ fourth floor,
Coffman Union.

1 p.m. to 2:15 p.m.: Luncheon for Kekkonen on the terrace of the Campus Club.
President C. Peter Hagrath will give welcome, Gov. Anderson Hill deliver brief re
marks, l~grath will present small ~ift and toast. Pres. Kekkonen will give brief
response.

2~l5 p.m.: Reception, East HinB, Campus Club. Pror.ram will include presenta
tion of the award by lfagrath and R.egent Neil Sherburne.

3:30 p.m.: Motorcade will proceed directly to the 934th Air Force Base.

The official Finnish party will include:

Urho Kekkonen, President of the Republic of Finland: Kalevi Sorsa (SOR-sah),
Minister for Foreign Affairs: Leo Tuominen (TOO-oh-mee-nen), Ambassador to the U.S.;
Kauko Sipponen (SEE-po-nen). Secretary General for the Chancery of the President of
Finland; Prof. Pentti Halonen (P~-o-nen)~ personal physician to the President;
Commodore Bo Klenberg (YLE£~'-bair~), First aide-de-camp; and Dr. Klaus Tornudd
(TOR-nood)~ Deputy Director for Political Affairs, Ambassador.

GlORE)
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The accompanying American party will include:

Hon. Shirley Temple Black, u.s. Chief of Protocol Hon. Hark Evans Austad, U.S.
Ambassador to Finland; Ilrs. Austad; Hilliam P.. Codus, Asst. U.S. Chief of Protocol,
and ~~rylou Shiels, protocol officer.

Biographical information on ~embers of the Finnish party is available from the
News Service.

Reporters should make their orm arrangements for lunch. Space considerations may
prevent media coverage of the 1-2:15 p.m. luncheon.

PAFXUIG AR'RAi~GEi'IE1:JTS

Reporters should park behind Coff~an Union. There are 10 metered spaces behind
the Union. Seven will be hooded for reporters. Do not park in the other three, since
they are designated handicapped parkinp and loading zone. There will also be spaces
across the street from the meters, where you may park with U of 71 press parking passes.
Please avoid red curb and loading zone areas, don't block traffic and you'll be OK.
If you have any questions call Liz Petrangelo at 373-7510.

-tJNS-
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University of r1innesota
News Service, S-68 Morrill Hall
ic1inneapolis, r1innesota 55455
Telephone: (612) 373-5193
August 2, 1976

'U' EDUCATION DEAN
HAS SEEN GOOD, BAD THmS

by Bill Richardson
University News Service Writer

l
\

The best and worst ~f times have been managed by the retiring deari of the
University of Minnesota College ·of Education.

Jack C. ~1erwin, dean of the Twin Cities college for the past six years, will re

turn to teaching and research in September after a tenure that has included the last

years of an education boom and the first years of what might have been a bust.

"The college has been through some difficult times in recent years," Merwin un

derstated in his last "State of the College" address in June.

His has been the responsibility of steering the cOl1ege--and its $9.8 million

annual budget--on a course that permits its faculty and students to continue their

professional leadership while adapting to shifting educational needs.

Two seemingly contradictory forces have been at work in the past few years, Mer

win said. The education profession in school districts across the country has con

tinued to expand into programs mandated by state governments or considered important

locally. But less money has been available because the traditional measures--includ

ing conventional student enrollment--have indicated that the need for educational

services is shrinking.

Much the same thing has happened on the university level, he said. Inflation

and general higher-education retrenchment coupled with reduced funding because of the

i1myth that there aren't any jobs for any teachersll have shrunk the resources available

for research and training.

At the same time, he said, demand has increased for graduate-level education

courses, and state and local governments have required new certification programs and

service projects related to adult, alternative, handicapped, and remedial education-

all with no extra money provided.

"To accommodate these changing needs, we had to reallocate $500,000 at the same

time our program budget was being reduced $600,000," Herwin said. "We have had to

accept more responsibilities with much less to work with."

Undergraduate enrollment in the College of Education has been reduced from 73

per cent in 1960 to 63 per cent in 1970 to 45 per cent in 1975--a "drastic shift"

Merwin said the college "consciously moved toward" as educational needs changed.

(MORE)
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Thus, while total enrollment in the colleGe dropped from 4,517 students in 1970

to 3,533 in 1975, enrollments in master of education and adult special programs in

creased from 486 to 852, from 11 per cent to 24 per cent of the total. Enrollments

in other graduate education programs have remained about constant in numbers but have

grown from 26 per cent to 31 per cent of total enrollment.

Since the college is responding to the needs of the state, ~1erwin said, place

ment figures are also encouraging, contrary to public expectations. The most recent

survey indicated that only 3 per cent of the graduates available to work were unem

ployed. Although some graduates accepted jobs in distant locations--including Aus

tralia--and in non-education occupations, this record compares favorably to that

of other colleges inside and outside the University, i1erwin pointed out.

The Australian colony is extreme compared to most Col Ieee of Education place

ments, which are in Hinnesota's hundreds of school districts. Training teachers and

providing other services for the home state remain a top priority !lthat we couldn't

get around if \ole wanted to, I, Herwin said. liVre can't afford not to be in touch. \;

Part of the keeping-in-touch involves programs begun during r~r\'lin's tenure that

make students aware of the politics and economics of locally controlled American ed

ucational systems. Guidance for many of these efforts is provided by advisory commit

tees composed of educational practitioners, school board members, representatives of

teacher associations and the public.

Another innovation, teacher centers, gets College of Education faculty involved

with local schools by offering services to the schools and channeling student teachers

through them. Assistance also will be offered to educational cooperative service

units through a recently developed program.
f~erwin admitted he is also concerned about keeping faculty--the major factors in

the college's respectable national reputation and ability to secure grant and research

money, which constitutes 41 per cent of its total budget.

The most recent University salary increases brought College of Education pro

fessors and associate professors up to "about average" for Big 10 colleges of educatior:,

leaving assistant professors still below avera~e. And four years of retrenchment have

required cuts in teaching assistantships and other junior faculty positions.

The college might have sought greater external fundin~, l~erwin observed, but for

the danger that positions in programs funded l~ith "soft money" eventually might be

discontinued.

"If students are being taught on soft money and it dries up, II he said, :'you' re

out on a limb with programs that can' t be supported without the grants. i:

WORE)
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, • While management concerns have occupied most of r'1erwin' s attention during this

period of transition in education, he has also managed to pursue his interest in

comparative international education. In 1973 he led a team of scholars representing

the Midwest Universities Consortium for International Activities on a trip to Haile

Se1assie I University in Ethiopia as a preliminary step in a major cooperative pro
gram.

In 1974, he and 24 other Americans visited the People's Republic of China and

spent eight days learning about that nation's educational system.

So what does a 51-year-old doctor of education do after representing his country

on exotic missions, after mastering--to the extent they can be mastered, he cautions

--the intricacies of a major division of a major university, and after serving in his

profession--the popular contemporary scapegoat--as junior high math teacher, pro

fessor, assistant dean and dean?

Merwin will be off to Stanford University, where he will serve as a visiting

scholar until he returns to Minnesota next summer. He plans to write and catch up

on his specialty, educational evaluation, which is very important. if not very popu

lar among educators, he observes.

"I feel a great need for getting back to research and teaching," he said--"a

renewal. 1I

-UNS-
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ROLE OF VIRUSES IN TRANSPLANT
REJECTION SUBJECT OF 'U' STUDY

(FOR UlNEDIATE RELEASE)

The University of ~1innesota has one of the largest and most successful kidney

transplant programs in the world. Well over 100 people receive donated kidneys each

year and 90 per cent go on to lead normal lives.

But 80 per cent of those patients experience a viral infection within six months

of the transplant. The infection may result in a fever, a lower white blood cell

count, or a mild rejection episode. Most recover uneventfully, but as many as 20 per

cent go on to develop a severe life-threatening viral infection.

It is this viral infection phenomenon and the 20 per cent of the people that are

most severely affected by it that concern the clinical Virology laboratory at the

University of Hinnesota Hospitals.

Dr. Henry Balfour, laboratory director, has received a $297,208 five-year grant

from the National Institute of Arthritis, Metabolism, and Digestive Diseases to study

the role of viruses in kidney transplant patients.

According to Balfour, a viral infection frequently precedes an episode of re

jection of the transplanted kidney, and researchers want to know if a viral infection

causes rejection or is simply a by-product of immunosuppression.

Balfour, an associate professor of pediatrics, laboratory medicine and pathology~

said all but five or ten per cent of the viral infections are of the herpes group anc

three-fourths are of one type--cytomegalovirus (C~W).

He believes the CMV is latent until a patient has had his body's natural defense

system suppressed by drugs before receiving a transplanted kidney.

Laboratory personnel will be taking cultures from hospital personnel as well as

the patients themselves. They will try and identify different strains of C~W to

determine the source of infection.

"If a patient had type 'A' for example before he entered the hospital and comes

down with type 'B' then we know the source is in the hospital," Balfour explained.

Balfour will also be testing an experimental C~~ vaccine and an anti-viral drug,

Adenine Arabinoside, in an attempt to decrease Cr4V infection after transplantation.

"Our goal is to have a post-transplant period completely free of morbidity," he said.

Co-investigators are Dr. Richard Simmons, Dr. Richard Howard, and Dr. John

Schmidtke from the department of surgery.

-U1'~S
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'u' 1977 LEGISLATIVE REQUEST
POSES DILEHdAS FOR REGENTS

(FOR INltIEDIATE RELEASE)

Unlimited growth is not as attractive around the University of i.linnesota as

it once uas.

University officials, uho a fe~·;r years ago llorried about the prospect of a

listeady state,'1 are today concerned with how to control the University's grol1th

over the next 25 years when there ~lill be a temporary increase in the number of

college-age people.

i~ l:1.k~:"j f;C;.:;,:": "C 07,0::;0 students could be reached by 1981 if the University

continued its fTCS2o:-,t if;- ..i.ssior,s [olicies in the College of L::~2:-al ),-.. "'-"'. ::-r.: '; ;.~n::l

the General College (GC) in the Twin Cities and the University of Minacsota. Duluth

campus (U~ID). according to a study by Stanley B. Kegler, vice president for

institutional planning and relations.

The expansion, however, would be temporary. After the likely peak, ~ments

would decline until about 1990 ~'lhen they uould reach roughly the present level of

57,000, Kegler said.

The solution proposed by the University administration was a ilcontrolled growth'l

plan which would limit expansion of undergraduate enrollment in CLA, GC and Ulm.

The peak would then be 61,300 in 1981.

This idea was floated by Kegler with the Board of Regents in l~rch and, in

July, it was incorporated into the University's proposed request to the legislature

for operating funds during the 1977-79 biennium.

Several re3ents reacted negatively to the plan and an ad hoc committee was

named to consider other options, one of which lIas an additional $7 million in the

request to accommodate students who would be turned away.

(flORE)
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University administrators, who faced a retrenchment situation follmling the

1911 legislative session, are not anxious to expand the University with the know

ledge that at some future time a severe retrenchment \rould have to be made. The

$7 million is twice the amount cut after the 1971 legislative session.

"~ve propose limiting the rate of increase in 1977-79, n t1agrath said, lito avoid

overbuilding, overstaffing, and overcommitting finite physical and human resources

in vietV' of the temporary nature of this enrollm-;nt bulge."

In addition, University officials see the move as a way of improving cooperation

among the state's systems of higher education.

Kegler said community college officials have informed him they can accommodate

the T'ftlin Cities area students ~lho \.rou1d be turned atV'ay from the University if

enrollment were limited.

"If we adopt a 'hands-off' attitude and just let the situation develop without

guidance, we face the likelihood of enrolling 52 per cent of the student pool in

the University system in 1980 as compared uith 47 per cent now,!! Kegler said.

"Clearly this could have a significant negative impact on other systems of higher

education in the state,lI he said.

Several members of the Board of Regents, however, disagreed with the proposed

legislative request, which incorporated limits and appointed the ad hoc committee,

which ultimately approved the proposal 5-1 Tuesday (Aug. 3).

The full board will take up the issue for final action ~10nday (Aug. 9) when it

meets at 10 a.m. at the University's Landscape Arboretum near Chanhassen.

Regent Robert tatz of Golden Valley has been the most outspoken in his

opposition to the enrollment limits.

He said the regents do not yet have enough information to make a decision on

limiting enrollments, a move he described as \la major step in the history of this

University. II He also said the University could make better use of facilities and

consider renting more buildings near the campus.

GlORE)
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"I'm very uncomfortable about adopting this budget when we have neither the

policy nor the mechanism for the enrollment limits before us," tatz said.

In an interview, Magrath said the administration would develop policy guide

lines and the units involved, primarily CLA, GC and UIID, ~rou1d propose mechanisms

to reduce the number of entering students.

It is likely, he said, that about 3400 possible enrollees would be denied

access to the University's Twin Cities campus over the 1977-79 biennium. Magrath

said limits may be greater if the request does not pass the legislature.

~mgrath said, hOlJever, that ways could be developed to curtail enrollment with

out denying access to the University by specific groups.

liWe want to avoid curtailing total access, raising admissions standards

dramatically, or denying access to potential students who, for financial and other

reasons, need to go to college near their place of residence. I am confident this

can be done, II l'1agrath said.

He said a variety of special programs admit minority groups, older students

and others who would othe~vise be denied access.

Kegler told the regents' committee that a request without enrollment limits

would hurt the University's credibility with the 1977 Legislature. Many legislators

feel that the University already is too big, he said.

iiI oppose tailoring our request to \Jhat tle think the views of the legislature

are,n Latz said. lI1 feel lle have the responsibility to look at it from the point

of view of this administration and come up with what we believe our needs are. 1I

The proposed legislative request, which includes the enrollment limits, would

seek $411 million, an increase of 30.9 per cent over the present biennium. An

additional $141 million would be sought through a 25 per cent increase in tuition

over current rates.

Kegler said that tuition increases don't seem to have an effect on the total

aggregate enrollment figures.

-UNS
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UE110 TO NEHS PEOPLE

The University of Minnesota Board of Regents will meet at 10 a.m. Monday (Aug.

9) to approve the University's request to be taken to the 1977 Legislature.

As the proposal now stands, it calls for $411 million over the biennium, an

increase of 30.9 per cent. The plan includes a 25 per cent increase in tuition

income, 887 new University positions, and enrollment limitations.

The meeting will be at the University's Landscape Arboretum near Chanhassen.

-UNS-
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AHERICAN INFLUENCE OU EUROPE
TOPIC FOR BICENTi[n~IAL LECTURE

(FOR UnmDIATE RELEASE)

Influence of American culture on life in Europe, or "Lafayette lIe Are Here •••

Good and Hard,ll will be the topic of a lecture by Richard Longworth at the University

of ltlnnesota Thursday, Aug. 12, at 12;15 p.m.

The lecture. part of the Summer Session Bicentennial Series, will be delivered

from the old-fashioned bandstand on the mall and is open free to the public. In

case of rain the event will be moved to Scott Hall auditorium.

Longworth is recently returned from Brussels, Belgium, where he was European

diplomatic correspondent for United Press International (UPI). He has also served

as. UP! foreign correspondent in London, 110scow and Vienna. He has now accepted a

position as national economics correspondent for the Chicap,o (Ill.) Tribune.

Other noon-hour public programs planned for the mall next week are a jazz

performance by Cedar Lake Junction, a vocal and instrumental group, Tuesday, Aug. 10;

a concert by the l1innesota Orchestra Wednesday, AUR. 11, and a concert of Renaissance

music by The Kynge's Uusic, a recorder group, Friday, Aug. 13. All programs are

free and begin at 12:15 p.m.

-m'lS-
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Two-day orientation and reeistration sessions loTHl begin Honday, Aug. 9, for the

first group of nearly 7~OOO freshmen and transfer students who will attend fall-

quarter classes at the University of Jannesota~ ~1in Cities caMpus.

Orientation leaders t1i11 assist students through a one-day orientation to Uni-

versity services and facilities and a second day of registration for classes.

Students will check in at 7;45 a.m. in the Great Hall of Coffman Union and then

divide into smaller groups. The first day will include campus tours, information on

student organizations~ campus and comMunity services, and sessions on how to study.

Activities will continue into the evening with a simulation game in which the

new students discover some of the decisions they have to make during four years of

college. Orientation leaders will close the day's programming with a skit entitled

"Brother Can You Spare lie 130 Credits,~' a lighthearted look at studying, dating,

classes, the bureaucracy» parents, teachers and students.

Students taking part in orientation also have the opportunity to stay overnight

in a University dormitory.

Orientatlon-resistration sessions tvill continue until lJelcome r,Teek which begins

a week before classes on Sept. 27.

-uns-·
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vu' RESEARCHERS SEEK
LIm: BETHEEN CAr~CER

AND nUlUNE DEFICIENCIES

(FOR Ull1EDIATE RELEASE)

A University of Minnesota physician has received a $220,000 three-year grant

from the llational Cancer Institute to study the incidence of cancer in people who

have immune deficiency diseases.

According to Dr. John Kersey, associate professor of pediatrics and laboratory

medicine, the study will also include family members who are carriers of the genetic

defect responsible for immune deficiency disease.

The statistical data will be gathered from allover the country by the Inter-

national Immunodeficiency Cancer Reeistry, established at the University by K2rsey,

Beatrice Spector, and Guy Perry.
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SPACE PROBES OF FUTURE
N0l1 BEING BUILT

By W. R. Ha-fling
News Service Science Writer

Split-second explosions, in which the pieces of debris theoselves dwarf our Sun

and Earth, take place in a space so enormous that the light is seen eons later. Such

activities in the outer space around us have--at this moment--profound effects on our

very existence.

We can do little, if anything, about all this of course, though scientists and

philosophers have spent centuries trying to learn something about these mysterious

processes. In very recent years, discoveries have been made which have supplied posi

tive, if relatively small, bits of truth about our Universe.

Excited and encouraged by these findings, scientists are planning some major

probes of space in the near future.

One such study, planned for 1977, 1978, and 1979 or 1980, is the High Energy

Astronomy Observatories (HEAO) program sponsored by the National Aeronautics & Space

Administration (NASA). Part C of this project, for example, contains wi~hin it an

attempt to analyze the properties and abundance of the nuclear material found in cos

mic rays.

Equipment for one part of the HEAO-C probe is now being built and tested by

scientists at the University of Minnesota, California Institute of Technology, Wash

ington University, and cooperating commercial laboratories (contractors).

:/We build very expensive, highly organized machines here on Earth to accelerate

nuclear particles, hoping to learn more of the nature of matter," said physics pro

fessor Cecil J. Waddington of the University of Minnesota. iiEverything is done with

the greatest care, yet we cannot even begin to match the total capabilities and the

energies of what the Universe does. Until we can, there will be unsolved problems of

a fundamental nature which we cannot even study on Earth.

nAn enormous ball of gas in space can condense, sit around for a few billion

years, and generate these processes all on its own--without any organization at all.

"That's the sort of thing we're trying to understand,lI Waddington said in an in

terview. "In a way, we're looking at how matter evolves in the Universe. You could

say this tells us something about how our own sun evolved."

(110RE)
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The sun is not such a constant object as was once thought, Waddington said.

IiOf course, a very small change in the sun has a drastic effect on our environment

on earth. And we don't really understand, even in the sun, what is actually happen

ing."

Furthermore, l'l1addington said, "Our sun is a rather minor and typical star. Not

a very important object at all in terms of the other stars of the galaxy. The only

thing which distinguishes it at all is that we happen to live near it."

One of the many different ways in which scientists are attempting to study the

universe is by examining the cosmic rays emitted throughout space. First discovered

in 1912, cosmic rays come from various sources in the galaxy. The rays emitted by

the sun have energies as high as 1 billion electron volts at times.

liThe sun occasionally emits particles which look like cosmic rays but most rays

come from elsewhere. They essentially fill the galaxy," Waddington said.

Of particular interest in the HEAO-C project will be a study of extremely rare

ultra-heavy (chemically speaking) cosmic rays. Theorists hold that these elements

may have lifetimes greater than a million years, originated in the catastrophic

explosions of stars (supernovae), and may reach the earth as cosmic rays.

"These elements may have formed within the last few million years. This makes

them some of the youngest matter we can observe in the universe. Haterial on the

Earth and the Sun, as you know, was formed more than four and a half billion years

ago, if Waddington said.

"We now know that there are particles (in space) which cover the entire range of

the atomic spectrum, up to, and probably beyond uranium. These are very rare and very

hard to detect. You need very big detectors if you are to have any chance at all of

picking them up. This is why you have to do it on a satellite of this size."

The HEAo-C satellite will carry a total payload of around 4,000 pounds. In

strumentation for the "C-3" part, which the University of Uinnesota is involved in,

will weigh 1,400 pounds. Not long ago, l-laddington said, "we were lucky to have five

pounds to put on. 1i

The satellite will also carry instruments for a University of California X-ray

and gamma-ray study and a French-Danish cooperative project to look for the "more

abundant lighter particles in the cosmic rays."

"The way we detect these particles is to make them pass through a gas in an

ionization chamber," Waddington said. An ionization chamber is a device to measure

the energy lost by a particle passing through material, such as a gas, contained in

it.

"The fact that these particles in the cosmic rays are electrically charged

causes electrons to be released in the gas. The number of electrons then tells us

the charge of the particle.

(HORE)
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"\o1e've been flying ionization chaI:Jbers very similar to these from the University

of Hinnesota for the past 20 years. The ones this time are very much bigger,n

Waddington said.

The development unit now being put together in the physics lab at Minnesota will

be studied to work out some of the "bugs ll before the more precise flight unit is

built. At present, the unit is a rather unimpressive metal box coated with a flat

but very white paint to increase light reflectance as much as possible.

"We now realize that all the heavy types of matter--everything other than hydro

gen and helium--has been built in the stars and certain stellar objects ever since

the galaxies were formed,·1 Waddington said.

liThe process of nuclear synthesis is occurring continuously. Yet we don't really

know or completely understand exactly how it happens. Why there is a lot of iron,

for example, and not very much nickel. Why there is a lot of one element, and not

too much of another. The way it happens depends critically on things like tempera

ture, pressure, and density in those places where nuclear synthesis is going on.;;

Undoubtedly the HEAO satellites and other space probes will continue to add bits

of knowledge to the human race's fund of knowledge about the vast environment it

lives in. As Waddington observes, flIt moves the mystery one step further back. We

are advancing one step at a time up a stairway which is presumably semi-infinite in

length."

-UNS-
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, MINNEAPOLIS AND ST. PAUL CAMPUS EVENTS
Aug. 8-14

Sun., Aug. 8---Exhibition: Field Sketches by Francis Lee Jaques. Jaques Gallery,
Museum of Natural History. 9 a.ID. -5 p.m. Hon. -Sat., 9 a.m. -9 p.m. l'!ed.,
2-5 p.m. Sun. Through Dec. 5. Free.

Sun., Aug. 8---University Gallery: Durer Through Other Eyes, through Aug. 10;
Walter Quirt: Use of \fuite, through Aug. 20; 20th Century American Prints,
through Aug. 20. Northrop Aud. 11 a.m.-4 p.m. r1on.-Fri., 2-5 p.m. Sun. Free.

Sun., Aug. 8---University Centennial ShO\\"boat: I1The Streets of New York" directed
by Robert I1oulton. Sundays, 7 p.m., Tuesdays through Fridays, 8 p.m.,
Thursdays, 2 p.m., and Saturdays, 7 and 10 p.m. Through Aug. 22. $3.50
public, $2.50 students and seniro citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center
and Dayton's.

Mon., Aug. 9---Related Arts Gallery: Ron Gipson Photojournalism Exhibit. Third
floor, Coffman Union. 8. a.~.-lO p.m. Mon.-Fri. Through Aug. 31. Free.

Mon., Aug. 9---Coffman Gallery: ilWomen' s Experience and Women's Art il by tl1AR~1,

Women's Art Registry of Minnesota, Gallery I &II. Through Aug. 13. 10 a.m.
2 p.m. Mon.-Fri. Free.

Tues., Aug. 10---Concert: Cedar Lake Junction. Mall bandstand. 12:15 p.m. Free.

t'ied q Aug. ll---Concert: Ninnesota Orchestra. NaIl. 12:15 p.m. Free.

Thurs., Aug. l2---Bicentennial Lecture:
Richard Longworth. Hall bandstand.

"Lafayette, t'!e Are Here--Good and Hard l1 by
12:15 p.m. Free.

Fri., Aug. 13---Concert: The Kynge's r1usic. Mall bandstand. 12:15 p.m. Free.

Fri., Aug. 13---The t:fuole Coffeehouse: Bill Johnson. Coffman Union. Doors
open 8:30 p.m. $1.

-UNS-
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U OF 1'1 REGEi-JTS APPROVE
LEGISLATIVE REQUEST

(FOR Iifr1EDIATE ~.ELEASE)
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nEHS PEOPLE~ For further informatipn
contact BILL IlUHTZICKER, 373-75],2/

The University of Hinnesota Board of Regents r10nday approved a $411 million

legislative request which includes enrollment limits over the 1977-79 biennium.

l~eting at the University's Landscape Arboretum in Chaska, the regents reserved

the right to discuss at their Septeober meeting a proposed 25 per cent tuition in-

crease over the biennium.

The legislative request was adopted on a vote of 10 to 2 at the recommendation

of an ad hoc committee chaired by Loanne Thrane of Chanhassen, who has studied the

enrollment and budget issue over the past month.

"The questions and choices before us would assuredly be substantially different

if the University of Minnesota was the only game in town when it came to quality

higher education in the state of !11nnesota, I' Thrane said in her c01'!ltllittee report.

lilt is our conviction that appropriate plans can be worked out bet~-7een our sys-

terns to assure that no one who has the opportunity for advanced learning today will

lose that opportunity tomorro~I1,;' she said.

University President C. Peter !~grath said he plans to work with the adminis-

tration of the community college and state university systems and the Higher Educa-

tion Coordinating Board to develop an "inter-system referral/information service" to

advise prospective students who are turned away from the University about other op-

tions available to them.

The legislative request implies that 3,400 students will be turned away from the

Universi ty l s College of Liberal Arts, General College and Duluth campus over the next

two years.

Regent Robert Latz of Golden Valley said the cost of open admissions over the

next biennium would be $7.5 million. "T,,]e are not just talking about diverting 3,400

(tI0RE)
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students, Latz said. "Hhat l·re' re really talking about is tumine avray some 40, 000

students betvleen now and 1990. tI

Latz said the University's administration should have lvorked out the process for

limiting enrollments before asking the regents to approve the legislative request.

Latz and Regent George Rauenhorst of Olivia cast the dissenting votes.

Regent Lauris Krenik of i~dison Lake said there are other institutions in t1inne

sota for students to attend tlho are denied admission to the University. "The $7.5

million represents the cost in only one biennium but over the years it trould get even

larger than that,:" Krenik said.

~lichael Unger, a student regent from Cottage Grove p supported the legislative

request saying that a controlled erowth plan is a necessity, given the trade-off be

tween quality of education and maximum access to students.

The legislative request has been tailored to incorporate controlled growth dur

ing the next biennium~ which would be the first stage of a projected bulge in enroll

ment to 61 p 300 students in 1981 with a decline after that.

nUe note that even with this diversion plan, the University expects to exceed

its current enrollment level by approximately 3,000 students during the next bi

ennium, l: Thrane said.

IlWe feel this adjustment is necessary so as to avoid over-committing finite re

sources in view of the temporary nature of this enrollment bulge," Thrane said.

l'Educationa1 opportunity is seriously diminished if, upon entering an institu

tion, a student is faced with the kinds of problems caused by over-crowding and under

staffing p CO she said.

At their September meeting, the regents will discuss askin~ the Legislature to

subsidize a $19.6 million projected tuition increase over the next biennium.

Two years ago, the regents and the other higher education systems in Minnesota

asked the Legislature for a tuition freeze, which was partially eranted in 1975.

(HaRE)
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Regent Erwin Goldfine of Duluth urged t~at tuition increases be taken up by the

regents as an issue separate from the legislative request.

In other action, the regents named Phillip H. Coffman head of the music depart

ment at the University of Hinnesota, Duluth, to be the first dean of the School of

Fine Arts on the campus.

They also appointed Vincent J. Bilotta, associate director of the University of

Kansas alumni association, executive director of the University of 11innesota alumni

association and director of alumni relations.

The regents also confirmed the appointment of Vivian Barfield as director of

women's intercollegiate athletics on the ~~in Cities campus.

-UNS-
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HETJ U OF II /l.LUUNI DIRECTOR
TO START iVORK on INTERNAL HATTERS

by Bill Richardson
University News Service Writer
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The extroverted new executive director of the lIinnesota Alumni Association says

he will turn introvert for the early part of his tenure.

Vincent J. Bilotta. approved for his neq post IIDnday by the Board of Regents.

said he will concentrate on internal matters. This will be a switch from his largely

external responsibilities at the University of Kansas. where he was involved in

organizing alumni gatherings. including homecomings. trips to the Orange Botll and a

family camp.

Not that these sorts of innovations will be ignored by the 40-year-old associate

director of the Kansas alumni association.

:'They '11 come. I: he said. IIbut for the time being l' 11 have to work on mastering

the internal affairs of the association.\;

Bilotta's activities in Kansas were praised highly by Kansas Chancellor Archie

Dykes who said Minnesota "is lucky to get himl) and by Univ:ersity of Hinnesota Presi-

dent C. Peter Magrath who praised the exceptionally high--28 per cent--paid alumni

membership and other innovations.

These included computerization of alumni records. an "honors programll that in-

volves alumni in recruiting outstanding high-school students. an on-campus alumni

seminar on environmental issues and organization of the transport. care and feeding

of 1,000 alumni to Miami for the Kansas Jayhawks' Orange Bowl competition in 1969.

For these and other undertakings. the Kansas alumni association in 1972 won the

highest national award possible for alumni programming.

Bilotta's organizational activity overflowed the alumni association into. among

others, the local Chamber of Commerce, the American Alumni Council. the International

Cheerleading Foundation, an Episcopalian congregation, in l~ich he 1s a senior war-

den; and his family, which includes two girls. 15 and 17 and two boys, 7 and 1I.
(HORE)
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He left his hometmm of Orange, N. J ., a..'1d was awurded a bachelor's deeree in

Education in 1957 from the University of Kansas, with a major in journalism and lan

guage arts. While workine as en adviser to high-school newspapers and a teacher cf

English, he completed graduate courses in journalism at Kansas State, the University

of Missouri and, of all places, the University of ~1innesota. In 1963 he went to work

as field director for the Kansas alumni association.

But, despite his success at Kansas, Bilotta said each alumni association is

different, understood fully only by the current director. In the c~se of Minnesota,

th.::tfs 67-year-old Et1w.fn Haislet, who is retiring after 27 years.

'lI'm very comforted," Bilotta said, :' that Ed Haislet is going to be around for

a year or so as a c(JUsultant. "

Among the differences with which Haislet will acquaint his successor are a

different set of organizational rules, a slightly more urban state and a commuter

rather than a r<;..&i.c:ic:ntial campus.

Although th= l~iversity of ~~sas has a student body of vnly 22,000 on two cam

puses, compar~d t.o more than 50,000 on five campus~s :L.! ~1.!..nn(,C:0ta, the i.{.:msas alumni

asscciation staff outnumbers Minnesota's 20 to 13.

"I don't kL1O't'1 hOl'l1 they accomplish what thF-:y du with what they have, II Bilotta

said.

The problems of thp. main CAlIlPU~ location III ~U1 tn'Dan cenf:el' will also be new

ones tor Bilotta. "Since ~o many alumni live £;0 t"~ar tnlJ university," lle observed,

"there's a tendflncy not to make a speci.al trip bad..: to the t"6T\1PUS. II

Ancther problem he ide-atiiied c.ssoclate::l with campus lc~ation ~,s the shortage

of spacn, which results in the alumni association opcra~l~g from offices about mid

way between ~he two halv2s of the 1w~~ Cities campus, bu~ fat· enough from each to

prevent the association from having an on-campus ~dentity.

Identity is the bdHe on which an alumni as~ocialion must found itself, Bilotta

said, by reach:lng students before they gl"a::luate "nd hy serving as an intermediary

for alumni and citizens generally.

(HORE)
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IiIf people don' t knOl~ who to talk to at the university, I' he said, "they should

turn to the alumni association."

Involvement with students should extend beyond this role, Bilotta said, if for

no other reason than that "if they have a good experience as students, they'll be

good alumni.

'"The alumni association has a major responsibility for making sure the Univer

sity is responsive,;; he said.

-tJNS-
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SNIPS, SNAILS, SUGAR, SPICE
DON'T HAKE TtIE DIFFERE~!CE

By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service Hriter

1/'TT1?
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"l'fllat are littIe boys made of? Snips and snails and puppy-dog' s tails. Hhat

are little girls made of? Sugar and spice and everything nice."

What are myths made of? Just those kinds of statements.

There are many myths surrounding the differences between the sexes, but a body

of psychological resear~h--conductedby both male and female psychologists--now makes

it more clear which i'm/ths:: are factual and \<lhich are mere fancy.

:'Some so-called sex differences have nOtol been shown to be unfounded, l' said Prof.

Willard Hartup, child psychologist at the University of ~Unnesota.

For instance, psychologists now y~OW that:

--girls do ~ lack motivation to achieve;

--boys are not less sociable than girls;

--girls do not have lower self-esteem than boys, at least until adulthood when

findings become more ambiguous;

--boys are not better at advanced thinkinp" and

--girls are not better at repetitive learning and thinking.

A second result of psychological research has been the discovery that certain

sex differences are, on the average, fairly well established, Hartup said. On the

average, girls do seem to have greater verbal ability than boys and boys do seem to

excel in visual-spatial and math ability.

And, boys are more aggressive, Hartup said. ('Boys deliberately try to hurt

people or things more often than girls do, and, in that sense, are more aggressive,1I

he said.

Hartup, whose research on aggression is extensive, said that this sex difference

is not confined to Americans or even to humans. Studies of langur monkeys,

(HOP.E)
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chimpanzees, and all other primates have sho~m that males are more physically

aggressive than females, he said.

Nevertheless, aggression in any species generally does not occur unless a situ-

ation encourages it, Hartup said. For instance, the pre-school children he has

studied become more aggressive most often over a n sto1en" toy.

The tendency toward physical aggression seems to begin with the temper tantrums

of late infancy, according to Hartup. Both girls and boys should probably be en-

couraged to direct their aggression a~'1ay from this !)form of expression,:" but parents

should not try to n stamp out~; aggression completely, he said.

Girls especially should not be completely suppressed, because early aggression

in girls seems to be associated with competitiveness and unstereotyped female be-

havior in later life, desirable qualities to many people.

Probably the most effective method for discouraging temper tantrums in both

girls and boys is to ignore the tantrum and distract the child until the situation

is under control.

Why are most boys more physically aggressive than most girls beginninp, early in

life? Hartup says that part of this sex difference is a result of upbringing--boys

are not discouraged from aggression as often as girls are as they grow up.

But there is more to it than that, he said. There seem to be hormonal and meta-

bolic differences between boys and girls from birth. Girls whose mothers received a

type of male hormone therapy to prevent miscarriage have been found to be more

aggressive than girls not exposed to this hormone. This is true in spite of the

~:enormous individual differences in aggression," according to Hartup.

Of course, aggression can be thought of in non-physical ways, and here boys and

girls are much less different. There is no clear evidence for sex 4ifferences -in

timidity, competitiveness, amount of activity~ dominance or compliance.

Unfortunately, some myths about sex differences tend to be accepted by many

people, according to L. Sunny Hansen, University of rannesota counselor-trainer. In

her work with future and present teachers, school and college counselors and the

State Department of Education, she is trying to counteract sex bias.
(HORE)
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Hansen has developed a course on career development and counseling of women for

counselors working in schools from kindergarten through post-high school--and has

helped other counselors and teachers develop their ovm courses and methods to elimi

nate sex bias and promote young women's development.

I1Neither boys nor girls should be limited in their options by sex bias,~' Hansen

said. HBy aee IO~ children have developed s~ereotypes about so-called male and fe

male jobs. By high school, the goals of girls are beginning to be less strong than

boys'. Some have had experiences with teachers and counselors who say to girls,

'Do you really want to be an engineer?l or to boys, 'Are you sure you want to be a

nurse?'"

Career education for both sexes involves more than investigating jobs, however,

Hansen said. !IThe goal is to get both sexes to think about job, faMily) and leisure

time activities for their lives. 1i Hansen recently testified before a U.S. House

Committee on the need for this broader type of career education, without sex bias.

With 42 per cent of all American women working outside the home--but one-third

of them concentrated in only seven occupations (out of about 23,000 possible occupa

tions)--it is time to move away from myths about sex differences, Hansen said.

-Ul~S-
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wmmll'S HISTORY AUTHORITY
TO SPEAK AT UNIVERSITY

(FOR IHHEDIATE RELEASE)

Carroll Smith-Rosenberg, noted authority on the history of American women, will

deliver the last in a series of Bicentennial lectures at the University of ttlnne-

sota Tuesday, Aug. 17.

Smith-Rosenberg, an associate professor of history at the University of Penn-

sylvania and the author of "The Religion and the Rise of the American City" {Cornell

University, 1971}, will speak at 12:15 p.m. from the old-fashioned bandstand on the

mall. In case of rain, the free public event will be in Scott Hall auditorium.

Other free public events planned for the final week of the Summer Session are

jazz programs Honday and Thursday, Aug. 16 and 19, and a program of classical and

semi-classical music by the Brio Woodwind Quintet Friday, Aug. 20.

Jazz pianist Frank Gillis, a former member of Doc Evans 9 Dixieland band and

associate director of the Indiana University Archives of Traditional !1usic, will be

featured on the lIonday program. "Jazz Around the t!orld'~ will be the topic of the

Thursday program to be presented by William ~ogers, director of the University of

Hinnesota tlorld Affairs Center and organizer of the jazz series.

All events are scheduled to begin at 12:15 p.m.

The summer entertainment series was planned in cooperation with the concerts

and lectures department.

-UNS-
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WOHEN'S ISSUES TO BE COVERED
IN U OF H FALL COURSES

(FOR· Il1I:1EDIATE RELEASE)

The past, present and future roles of women will be covered this fall in sev

eral courses offered by Continuing Education for Women at the University of 1linne

sota.

"Women in America" will be the theme of a three-quarter course examining the

role of lolOmen in American history. .Il-lomen : A Sense of Identiti' will deal with

self-awareness, self-affirmation and action. "A Comparative Study of t-Jomen" will

be concerned with the political roles of women around the world.

Non-credit courses will include a one-day workshop for women who are entering

or re-entering the employment market or are changing careers set for Saturday,

Oct. 30, from 8~30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at Nolte Center, Minneapolis campus.

The Jonathan Center Community Room at the Lake Village Center, Chaska, Minn.,

will be the scene of a two-session course on the creative woman,a view of the

changing, expanding roles of women today.

11anagement skills for women will be the subject of a five-session course at

Nolte Center. Other courses scheduled at Nolte include npersonal Development for

Professional Women" and ::t-lomen and Power."

Guidance for women thinking ahead to their later years will be the subject of

a course at the Edina Senior Community Center. The needs and concerns of the

"Woman at Home" will be discussed in a course at the St. Anthony Parkview Community

Center and the tfuite Bear Lake Library.

And orientation day for Continuing Education for Women students will be held

Wednesday, Sept. 22, at the Nolte Center.

Guest speakers for the program will be Elizabeth Reed, lecturer and writer in

human genetics, Beatrice Smith, free-lance editorial consultant, and Julie Carson,

professor of English.

Persons over 62 years of age may take, free of charge, any class offered

through Continuing Education for Women and will be accepted on a space-available

basis.

For more information contact Continuing Education for t-lomen, 200 Wesbrook Hall,

University of llinnesota, l1inneapolis, lUnn. 55455.

-UNS-
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, fUNNEAPOLIS AND ST. PAUL CArIPUS EVENTS
Aug. 15-21

Sun., Aug. 15---Exhibition: Field Sketches by Francis Lee Jaques. Jaques Gallery,
Museum of Natural History. 9 a.m. -5 p.m. f<1on. -Sat., 9 a.m. -9 p.m. Wed.,
2-5 p.m. Sun. Through Dec. 5. Free.

Sun., Aug. 15---University Gallery: Walter Quirt:
20th Century American Prints, through AU~.
Mon. -Fri., 2-5 p.m. Sun. Free.

Use of ~lliite, through Aug. 20;
northrop Aud. 11 a.m. -4 p.m.

Sun., Aug. l5---University Centennial Showboat: IlThe Streets of New Yorkll directed
by Robert Moulton. SundaysJ 7 p.m., Tuesdays through Fridays, 8 p.m.,
Thursdays, 2 p.m., and Saturdays, 7 and 10 p.m. Through Aug. 22. $3.50
public, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center
and Dayton's.

Mon. J Aug. l6---Related Arts Gallery: Ron Gipson Photojournalism Exhibit. Third
floor J Coffman Union. 8 a.m.-10 p.m. t1on.-Fri. Through Aug. 31. Free.

Hon., Aug. l6---Jazz Lecture: "Freedom and Order in Jazz" by Frank Gillis. Hall
bandstand. 12:15 p.m. Free.

Tues., Aug. l7---Bicentennial Lecture: Carroll Smith-Rosenberg. ~mll bandstand.
12:15 p.m. Free.

Tues., Aug. l7---Coffman Gallery: Sculpture by Hark StanleYJ Gallery I; Sculpture
and Mixed [,iedia by Nancy Honk and Ken Kennedy, Gallery II. Opening 7-9 p.m.,
regular hours, 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Mon.-Fri. Through Sept. 24. Free.

Thurs., Aug. 19---Jazz Lecture: "Jazz Around the World l
; by Bill Rogers. NaIl

bandstand. 12:15 p.m. Free.

Fri., Aug. 20---Concert: Brio Woodwind Quartet. Hall bandstand. 12:15 p.m. Free.

Sat' J Aug. 21---Concert: Average t~~ite Band. Northrop Aud. 8 p.m. $7, $6, $5.

-UNS-
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TITLE IX SELF-EVALUATIOn
COHPLETED BY UlUVERSITY

(FOR I!'1liEDIATE RELEASE)

The University of Ilinnesota, Twin Cities, is in compliance with federal Title IX

regulations prohibiting sex bias in such areas as admissions, educational prograns,

housing, financial assistance and employment, according to a self-evaluation report

released this week.

The study by a policy revieu committee, appointed last spring by University

President C. Peter 11agrath, evaluated University practices and policies for possible

sex discrimination. This "self-evaluation" is required of all institutions receiving

federal funds by Title IX of the Education Amendments Act of 1972.

Specific areas of study were admissions, educational prop,rams and activities,

housing, access to course offerings, counseling, financial assistance, student em-

ployment, health and insurance benefits, use of marital or parental status informatior.

and policy publication.

The committee report states that the University has made efforts to eliminate

sex discriminations since long before Title IX went into effect. It cites the ttlnne-

sota Women's Center, established in 1960, and the Regent's Policy Statement of 1969,

which committed the University to a policy of nondiscrimination on the basis of sex,

race p creed, color and national origin, as examples.

The University, according to the report, has "consistently exceeded federal

norms in the employment of minorities,;' and ilintends to make the same efforts to

eliminate any discrimination on the basis of sex."

A report released earlier evaluated University athletic programs and stated that

immediate compliance with Title IX guideliaes was -'simply impossible. l! That report

outlined a plan for phased compliance over a number of years. A third report will be

issued soon dealing with the coordinate campuses.

(llORE)
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In describing current University policy, the report states that if an individual

makes a charge of discrimination in admission or employment by the University on the

basis of race, sex, religion, national origin, a~e or handicap, an administrative re

view is made. According to the report, some individuals have been admitted or em

ployed following this review and others have been given an explanation and reasons

why their applications were denied.

In an effort to make t~e public more aware of the University's intent to comply

with Title 11(, the University's human rights statment has been revised to include a

reference to Title IX and the University's Office of Equal Opportunity and Affirma

tive Action.

The human rights statement is included in all publications and bulletins of the

University, which were also studied by the review committee. According to the re

port, all bulletins available through the University will use only non-sexist

language and will contain illustrations that show individuals in nontraditional,

unstereotyped roles and activities by July, 1977.

The committee studied financial-aid programs and found that single-sex scholar

ships account for less than two per cent of the total available aid. S.ingle-sex

awards to ~romen in 1975-76 totaled $46,448 for undergraduates and $17,000 for grad

uate students. Scholarships restricted to male undergraduate students totaled

$43,143 and there were no single-sex scholarships for male graduate students.

The report states that donors of single-sex scholarships, not established by

wills or trusts, will be asked to make the scholarship money available to both men

and women. If the donors refuse, the University will not administer the scholar

ships, beginning in the fall of 1977.

University undergraduate admission policies were found to be in basic compli

ance with Title IX, the committee report stated, adding that a slight advantage goes

to women who achieve a high class rank in high school.

Admission to the University is generally based on high-school rank and ad

mission-test scores. The committee found that the advantage enjoyed by women with

the higher class rank is balanced by higher scores earned by male students in the

tests of verbal and math ability. (I-iORE)
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The percentage of women applicants for undergraduate admission (48.8 per cent)

is slightly higher than the percentage of women who actually register (46.6), the

report states. Further study is recommended to determine whether women are dis

couraged in some way from following up on applications and enrolling.

The report includes discussion on availability of child-care facilities. A

University Child Care Center is in operation but there is a long waiting list. Some

committee members argued that the lack of such facilities has kept women from attend

ing the University or participating fully in educational opportunities and should be

dealt with in response to Title IX.

The final report, however, classifies child care as a fringe benefit that affects

both men and women and thus is not within the limits of the Title IX self-evaluation.

Enrollment of women in law, medicine, agriculture, forestry, public health,

business administration and veterinary medicine has increased dramatically in the

past five years, according to the report. The percentage of women in Graduate School

increased from 28 per cent in 1971 to 36 per cent 1n 1975.

Copies of the system-wide report, the athletic report and coordinate campus

report will be available for review by officials of the DepartMent of Health, Edu

cation and Welfare, who are expected to visit the ~~in Cities campus in the fall.

-trlS-
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'ARTIFICIAL GLf~' DISPENSES
DRUG DOSES AUTOUATICALLY

by Bob Lee
University News Service Science Writer

Three r1innesota women with life-threatening blood clots have been treated at

University of Hinnesota Hospitals with an ;1artificial glandl: that delivers a constant

flow of heparin, an anticoagulant drug.

In a one-hour operation similar to that required for installation of a heart

pacemaker, the eight-ounce "implantation infusion pump? II \"lhich is shaped like a

hockey puck, is placed under the skin of the chest, just below the collar bone. The

pump's drug-delivery tube is threaded into a vein where it acts like a syringe, ad-

ministering a continuous dose of a concentrated drug.

As the drug is injected through the skin, it fills one chamber of the pump and

forces a stainless steel bellows against a second chamber filled with a chemical mix-

ture that is the pump's power source.

The chemicals change from liquid to vapor, exerting a constant pressure which

forces the bellows back against the drug-filled chamber. The drug then flows through

narrow tubing into the blood stream. Depending on the patient, the pump has to be

refilled every four to ten weeks with a hypodermic needle.

Dr. Henry Buchwald, professor of surgery at the University of Minnesota, im-

planted one of these pumps in a patient for the first time seven months ago, after

five years of experimentation in his animal research laboratory. Twenty-five dogs

have had implantable pumps for one, two, or three years in the intensive animal

studies that preceded the clinical application, Buchwald said.

An early version of the gland-like device was developed in 1970 by Perry J.

Blackshear, then a pre-med student at the University; Buchwald; Dr. Richard L. Varco,

professor of surgery; Frank Dorman, research associate in mechanical enrineering, and

Perry L. Blackshear, Jr., a professor of mechanical engineering.

(NOllE)
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The basic pump undeno1ent several design changes during the course of the animal

studies. The latest model will be slightly smaller and will wei~h 40 per cent less

than the ones being implanted in the heparinization program.

HBecause of the inexhaustible nature of its power source, a pump of this kind

could stay in place indefinitely," said Thomas Rohde, biologist and coordinator of

the project.

So far the pump has been used only to administer heparin, a drug given to people

with blood-clotting disorders who need an anticoaRulant regularly over a long period

of time. These people are now all in good health and have been able to leave the

hospital, return to work and even play golf and swim, Rohde said.

Buchwald explained that heparin was chosen for the first clinical test for three

reasons. IlHeparin is a better anticoagulant than Oumadin (another popular anticoagu

lant), there is a real need for chronic heparinization for recurrent thrombophlebitis,

and it's easy to follow heparin's effectiveness, thereby monitorinB the pump's per

formance. :

Once the pump's use ~lith heparin is fully tested, other uses are possible. For

instance, the pump could deliver insulin to a diabetic continuously. Preliminary

results have shown that a diabetic dog, which would normally die within a week, can

be kept alive for up to two months by using the pump.

The University researchers are cooperating with the Joslin Group of Boston to

develop a variable-flow device to control the pump, with a glucose sensor and a mini

computer to deliver the correct dose of insulin to the diabetic when he needs it.

The next clinical step at University Hospitals will be to give the pump to

patients who have received artificial heart valves. Buchwald said he believes the

pump can be used to deliver a druB an~vhere in the body.

Buchwald also feels the pump could be used to administer drugs to control hyper

tension, lower cholesterol and fight cancers. 11e has a grant from the National In

stitutes of Health to develop a mini-version of the pump to measure the effectiveness

of anti-cancer agents in animals.

(HORE)
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A tiny version of the pump also could be implanted under the eye of a glaucoma

patient to deliver medication, according to Perry L. Blackshear, mechanical engineer.

!lWe tried to develop a device as mechanically perfect as possible and we've

arrived at that point. Our animal heparin studies have proved successful and now

we're ready to develop other applications, 'I Buchwald said.

Ten independent study groups around the country will shortly bep,in investigating

other uses in their own animal laboratories and, according to Buchwald, will gain

the experience necessary for further clinical trials in a year or so.

Buchwald's research has been supported by the ?1etal Bellows Corp., Sharon,

Mass.

-Ul~S-
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PROSPECTS DIIt FOR P8PLACEABLE PERSON) V
BUT ARTIFICIAL JRGANS IHPROVINfj

(First of two-part series on
bio-medical engineering)

(FOR RELEASE ANY TIME)

by Jeannie Hanson
University Ne~vs Service llriter

An astronaut crashes to earth in an experimental plane. Doctors and en3ineers

rush him to a military hospital, where he is outfitted with a super-po"lerful "bionic"

eye, arm and two new I.bionic: 1 legs. Enter the "six million dollar man. tt

He1s a popular character on television these days, but it's not likely he'll

ever have a real-life counterpart.

But even though that sort of wholesale reconstruction is not likely to become

possible, engineers and doctors are collaborating successfully and inventinp. many

artificial body parts--from the artificial heart pump to artificial blood.

':The great chemical engineer in the sky has all of us somelo1hat outt-dtted, (' said

Kenneth Keller, University of ltinnesota chemical engineer. One of the thorniest prob-

lems in the design of artificial or~ans, Keller said, is recognizing all of the

functions of an orean and devising ways to replace them artificially.

The kidney, for example, does much more than just filter body wastes. Some of

its control functions are not yet understood, which makes them extremely difficult to

duplicate.

Even when functions are known, natural organs have working parts that are so

small, efficient and specialized that they cannot be replaced. For instance, the

capillaries in a lung are so small that they are invisible and allow blood to collect

all the oxygen it needs in only one second, much faster than any man-made model does.

Another major problem in the design of artificial organs is finding the right

materials to use. Any artificial organ must be compatible with a person's blood,

but man-made materials tend to damar,e red blood cells or cause clotting, Keller said.

Certain kinds of plastics do seem to work well for the ~lexible parts of arti-

ficial organs, and carbon-coated surfaces seem best for the rigid parts. Still other

(HORE)
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materials, like silicone rubber or cellulose, must be used in making very thin, flow

through membranes.

But the complications increase when a single artificial organ needs most or all

of these specialized materials, Keller said.

A third problem wit~ artificial organs is blood access. Blood must be able to

reach the organ, but often the organ must be outside the body, either because it is

large or because its performance needs to be watched. So, blood connections must

pass across the skin, increasing the danger of infection.

The particular artery or vein connected to the artificial organ is important too,

Keller said. It must supply enough blood flow and pressure to the artificial organ

without Hstealing" blood from other, natural organs.

A final problem, especially with the artificial heart, is getting rid of heat,

Keller said. Like any motor, an artificial heart releases heat, which can damage

nearby organs. The natural heart is cooled by the blood flowing through its network

of capillaries, but artificial organs don't have that kind of "air-conditioning."

In spite of these problems, engineers and doctors have had successes, said Perry

Blackshear, University of Minnesota mechanical engineer. A surgically implantable

drug pump, special colostomy bags, artificial kidney-dialysis machines, artificial

blood, blood-filter membranes, computer and spectograph diagnostic screening devices,

a tiny pump to release anti-glaucoma medicine inside the eye, even plastic birth con-

trol devices are the result of engineer-doctor collaboration.

Some artificial organs seem to work best when they try to do only a part of the

job done by the natural organ, accordin~ to Keller. For example, a balloon pump in

the aorta can help a weakened heart to pump until the natural heart has time to re

cover its streneth.

Other artificial organs do an excellent job of taking over the natural organ's

function for a very short time only. In more than 200,000 heart operations performed

each year, a temporary heart pump is used to keep the real heart at rest while it is

being operated on. The proto type was developed at the University of Minnesota some

20 years ago.
(HORE)
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Still other engineered organs are used only until a transplant is available. A

kidney dialysis machine doesn't look anything like a kidney and certainly doesn't fit

inside the body, but it removes waste products from the blood.

Since man-made organs are usually only partial or temporary replacements, they

seldom look like the organ they replace. The nuclear-powered heart, still in the

research stage according to Blackshear, doesn't look like a natural heart at all.

But artificial organs have one big advantage over natural organ transplants~

they cannot be immunologically "rejected: by the body because they are not recognized

as foreign tissue, Keller said.

If/If}

Part 2: A net1T ; artificial gland l
: holds promise for cancer patients, diabetics,

glaucoma and heart-valve patients, and people with severe high blood
pressure or cholesterol levels.
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AtlERICANA TOPICS AMONG FALL COURSES
OF CONTINUING EDUCATION FOR WO~ffiN

(FOR IHMEDIATE RELEASE)

A course offered for 15 years by Continuing Education for Women at the University

of Minnesota is expected to attract even more attention this fall as interest con

tinues in America's history with a Bicentennial emphasis.

The course, "Ideas in America," examines fundamental American principals in poli

tics, economics and culture and how they have been practiced through the years. In

structors will come from various disciplines and Clark Chambers, professor of history,

will be the faculty coordinator.

Chambers said the fall quarter will emphasize politics, government and America's

role in the world.

Sessions will be Thursdays from 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in 626 Coffman Union

beginning Sept. 23. Course fee is $51 with a special fee of $5.

Other historically oriented courses include IlAmerican Life," an examination of

American culture, Thursdays, 6:30 to 9 p.m., Edina Senior Community Center; "Hovies

and the American Experience," Tuesdays, 9: 30 a. m. to noon, r1acPhail Center, 1128

LaSalle Ave., Minneapolis, and IIl'Jomen in America, II scheduled for the same time at

the MacPhail Center.

Other course subjects include artist heroes from Europe and America, European

and American detective stories, colonial American literature and contemporary Ameri
can poets.

During fall quarter, Continuing Education for t~omen will offer 28 credit courses

and 51 non-credit courses at more than 25 locations.

Non-credit course subjects include the drama of the soap opera, dealing with

anger, intimacy, leadership in a volunteer community, psychic phenomena and oral
history.

A special "math anxiety" program will include a diagnostic clinic and math

classes in arithmetic, algebra and geometry.

InformaticTJ. on fees and registration is available from Continuing Education for

Women, 200 We::!:·:~c;i1.: l-~'"'ll, University of Hinnesota, Minneapolis, Minn. :::5:455. Persons

over 62 years c.:: ;:'.F':) n""f take any class offered through Continuing EU'.!~[).tic;l fr8e of

ch~.:r~e, en a ~;"':t~ ~.~T·:: ile..ble basis.

-UNS-
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U.S. FARU PROGRAJ:!S SAID
UNPOPULAR, nUT iffiCESSARY

(FOR I'Ml'ffiDIATZ RELEASE)

Federal farm programs of the 1950s and 19605, designed to keep prices up and pro-

duction dm~) were unpopular with the American people but saved farmers from a major

depression~ according to ~li11ard W. Cochrane~ former agricultural advisor to Presi-

dents Johnson and Kennedy.

Cochrane~ professor of agricultural economics, and l~ry E. Ryan, research fellow

in agricultural economics at the University of I1innesota, teamed up to write 17Ameri-

can Farm Policy 1943-1973,11 l·]hich l'las published recently by the University of :t>1inne-

sota Press.

The book, which contains a catalog of pro~rams, terms and tables of data about

farm programs~ includes some commentary by the authors on the results of federal farm.

programs during the post 110rld War II period.

liThere was,l/ the authors contend, Hno course of action socially or politically

acceptable to the American people for correcting the excess production capacity prob-

lern in one year, or even several years. il

Thus, they write, programs had to be designed to control production while stabi-

lizing the industry and allowing it to grow.

I:Farm prices sagged under the pressure of a contracting world demand in the

early 1950s and general excess production capacity throughout the 1950s and 1960s,

but they did not break. IlThus farmers escaped a major economic depression during the

long period 1943··73. For farm operators this achievement dwarfs all others. II

Despite such problems as the decline in the number of farms, the authors contend,

prices would have fallen further without government support.

According to Cochrane and Ryan, farm efficiency increased substantially during

the period. "Farmers increasingly substituted fertilizer, machinery, gasoline and

(IfOPJZ)
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electricity, and other nonfarm-produced inputs for human labor and land in the pro-

duction of food and fiber. II

The use of energy increased, however, as the amount of human labor in agricul-

ture decreased.

'Thus,'" they "rrote, "the period 1948-73 may be characterized as one of a massive

transference of cheap fossil fuels into arr,riculture in the form of new and improved

technologies which had the effect of increasing output per unit of input and increas-

ing total farm output greatly. 11

The authors describe the development of farm policy as ila wonderously complex

and unpredictable process:! involving people l1ith "differing and often conflictinp;

objectives •. ;

"Farm congressmen,1l they wrote, I1have the objective of protecting and enhancing

the economic position of farm people in their respective districts and states. The

secretary of agriculture, on the other hand, is concerned with such national consid-

erations as security, international trade, abundant food supplies, consumer needs,

the incomes of all farmers and government costs."

The present relative stability in agriculture, they wrote, relies solely on

demand for food in international trade and unless the current administration prepares

a long-term policy, agriculture could become less stable.

The book states: 'lIe can predict with certainty that some unknown pattern of

price level fluctuations, sharp and wide, will emerge for the United States, if it

pursues a free-market policy for agriculture. 11

111111

Hillard U. Cochrane and Hary E. Ryan, ANERICAN FARM POLICY 1948-1973 (Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press) 431 pp., $18.50.

-mrs-
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(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
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University of f1innesota
News Service, S-68 f1orril1 Hall
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
Telephone: (612) 373-5193
August 17, 1976

t SCIENCE' OF JURY SELECTION NON
GETTING BOOST FROM SOCIAL SCIENTISTS

by Jeannie Hanson
University News Service Writer

The jury trials of Daniel E11sberg, John Mitchell and Maurice Stans, Angela

Davis, the Harrisburg 8 and the Wounded Knee defendants have more in common than

notoriety.

In these and a handful of other trials, social scientists have helped lawyers

select the jury.

Over the past ten years, psychologists and sociologists have been consulted in

only about a dozen of about 150,000 jury trials in the country. But the trend will

probably grow, according to University of Minnesota psychologist June Louin Tapp.

Sociologists and psychologists generally work at two separate stages of the

jury-selection process, Tapp said. Sociologists first conduct surveys of the

local community to build a demographic profile, and then compare the community to

the prospective jurors in the large jury pool. Typically, they sort out types of

people and do not scrutinize individuals.

By telephone or personal interview, they analyze general attitudes toward the

trial and the people associated with it. For example, they may discover that the

low-income, white, middle-aged males in a particular community object when Native

Americans protest reservation conditions.

Sociologists can help correct possible unfairness in a jury's makeup even be

fore the actual jury members are selected. In the Wounded Knee trial. for example,

a survey of the community made it apparent that the jury pool was not representative

of the whole community. A jury selected from that pool would have made it less

likely that the Wounded Knee defendants would have been tried by a "jury of their

peers. II

Psychologists enter the jury-selection process at the "voir dire" stage--

the courtroom stage where jurors are questioned, and chosen or struck from the jury

pool. Tapp, along with several of her students and three other social scientists,

worked at this stage of the Wounded Knee trial.

The psychologists helped prepare questions for the lawyers to ask, observed

the behavior of prospective jurors, and scored each individual.

(MORE)
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Attitudes toward law, justice, authority, and Indians were important in the

Wounded Knee jury selection, Tapp said. The federal government was prosecuting two

Native Americans. The theory was that jurors who felt that law-breaking was

sometimes justified (by just or good motives) would not consider the Indians

automatically guilty. The jurors' attitudes to authority were also scrutinized.

For example, Tapp's team observed whether and how jurors used the word "sir" in

their answers to the judge.

"Body language" was recorded. "If a prospective juror turned his or her

body constantly towards the judge, or clutched a purse or the chair, or avoided

looking at the Native American defendants, we noted that person as potentially

prejudiced against the case," Tapp said.

Information from Tapp and the other social scientists was made available only

to the defense, but Tapp feels that, ideally, social scientists' information should

be available to both sides. Eventually, social scientists might be considered

"amicus curiae" (friends of the court), and asked to submit their information to

the judge, Tapp predicted.

There are several key differences between the way a social scientist approaches

jury selection and the way a lawyer does. Social scientists use surveys, questions

and observations, held against a background of scientific data.

Lawyers tend to select juries on the basis of their own and other lawyers'

experience-- It legal lore," according to Robert Oliphant, University of Minnesota

law professor. For example, "legal lore" has it that accountants make very exact

jurors, ethnic prejudices are important predictors of jurors' votes, a jury made

up of people from a wide variety of socio-economic backgrounds is more likely to

be a hung jury and members of oppressed minority groups tend to sympathize with

the defendant.

Ethnic group, occupation, educational level, sex, religion and neighborhood

are all assessed by lawyers, Oliphant said. "Many lawyers think they are as good

at social science as social scientists are," he said.

Social scientists, on the other hand, rely on a body of research data to

support their jury-selection recommendations. For example, it is generally agreed

that people with flexible attitudes toward authority and people who are from

social backgrounds similar to that of the defendant are more likely to vote for

acquittal.

But the use of psychologists and sociologists in jury selection is not likely

to sweep the court system just yet. Some lawyers welcome them into the courtroom

and some do not. But most lawyers do not receive their jury lists far enough in

advance or are not allowed time during the "voir dire" to confer with anyone.

(r.fORE)
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Expense is the biggest hurdle, Tapp said. "We worked at the Wounded Knee

trial for free, because it was an excellent chance for our students to see

psychology in practice and for us all to do relevant research in a natural setting."

But, she estimates that the full-time work of seven social scientists and students

for longer than a month, plus supplies and computer time, would have cost close

to $50,000.

Tapp believes that, free or paid, participation by social scientists in jury

selection will grow. But social science work in jury selection is new and still

quite tentative.

"There are no' equations in social science that can predict·an individual's

behavior exactly on the basis of his or her group characteristics," Tapp said.

Social scientists have predicted incorrectly in past trials and probably will again.

But Oliphant is receptive. "If I could afford it," he said, "I'd hire social

scientists to do a complete work-up on every jury pool I deal with. But I would

reserve the final decision for myself."

-UNS-
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'u' srri~lliR SESSION
El{ROLU1ENT STABILIZES

(FOR TI-1HEDIATE RELEASE)

Enrollment in summer session classes at the University of !1innesota has

apparently stabilized after reaching a record number last year.

Summer Session director Willard Thompson said that although complete enrollment

data are not yet available, the number of students attending this year is nearly

equal to last summer's enrollment.

The number of fees paid at the end of the first session totaled 14,518, com-

pared to 15,689 for the same period last year. University officials report that

a number of students were forced to withhold payment of fees until they received

their financial aid checks at the start of the new University fiscal year in July.

Fees paid at the end of the second week of the second session totaled 11,357,

compared to l2~23l a year ago.

Thompson said information from other colleges and universities across the

country reveal that many have found summer enrollment to be less than they had

anticipated.

"Two thirds of our summer session students also attend during the regular

academic year, II Thompson said .'lThe dollar doesn 9 t go quite as far and those stu-

dents need to rebuild their finances for the school year. Jobs seem to be more

available, so those students are working.;:

Enrollment figures for summer session were somewhat complicated by a change in

reporting procedures. The admissions and records offices, in an effort to make

summer session figures comparable to those of other academic quarters, began re-

cording summer session enrollment on the basis of registrations at the end of the

second week of class. The result was nearly 3,000 more registrations than fees paid

for the first session and 2,000 more for the second session.
(l-10RE)
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James Doten of the Twin Cities campus admissions and records office said the

difference could not be completely attributed to students paying their fees late

or to fees being processed while the data was being collected. But Doten said he

felt all those registered would eventually pay their fees.

SUMHER SESSION ENROLLHENT
(FEES PAID)

Crookston

Duluth

Mayo

TYin Cities

Horris

\vaseca*

SUPPLEMENTARY INFOm;~TION

1976 Sessions
1/11

151/16

1,419/730

368/366

12 9 107/9 9 737

96/41

377/467

14,518/11,357

INIII

1975 Sessions
I/I!

172/52

1 9 543/862

326/326

13 9 230/10,531

107/113

311/347

15 9 689/12 9 231

1976 ffin~mR SESSION ENROLLMENT
(REGISTRATIONS--END OF SECOND WEEK)

I

Crookston 245

Duluth 1,575

Mayo 368

Ttvin Cities 14 9 998

Horris 96

Waseca* 467

17,749

*Waseca has a summer quarter from June 27 to Sept. 10.

-UNS-
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STEREOTYPES HilIDER BETTER
JAPAnESEIAl.1ERICAiJ UNDERSTAlIDIHG

by Bill Huntzicker
University News Service Writer

The United States and Japan have much in common, but the perceptions people

in the two nations have of each other is distorted by stereotypes, according to

Charles Grinnell Cleaver, chairman of Aoerican studies at Grinnell College in Ioua.

Some social scientists feel that the l:perception gap'; between the tl'10 countries

may be widening, Cleaver wrote in his book, "Japanese and Americans: Cultural

Parallels and Paradoxes,'1 which t-las published recently by the University of Hinne-

sota Press.

i1tVhile attitudes were generally friendly, Americans' ignorance about their

richest ally and their strongest outside Hestern Europe tqas astonishing," Cleaver

wrote.

Citing a 1971 lfurris Poll, Cleaver said, most Americans l~ho have any percep-

tiona about Japan relate them to its products 'which are exported to the u.S. A

ilsizable minorityll still harbors suspicions created by U.S. propaganda during

World War II.

"Japanese clearly knon more about Americans than Americans about Japanese," he

wrote, IIbut some stereotypes, misinformation, and ignorance still exists on both

sides. oi

Definitions of "national character" vlhich create "self-stereotypes" have

hindered the nations in their understanding of themselves and each other, Cleaver

said.

l:For example, Americans very often say of themselves, 'tole Americans alt-lays

favor the underdogs,' while any casual search of tax laws, or of the history of

subsidies to big business or of American treatment of the poor, would indicate that

(MORE)
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they are uncommonly generous to their most affluent fellow citizens and heedless

of those most in want.

IIJapanese are 170nt to say of themselves that they are inept in the practice

of logical thought, though any observer of their skills in the rationalization of

industry, in mathematics, or, in the past. in regimentation of the military--those

skills which historically have made the greatest demands on rational thought--might

squint in disbelief,1I he wrote.

IlThe Japanese,1l he said, llsay of themselves that they have no 'social morality,'

to the puzzlement of the visitor ~mo is astonished to find that he can walk the

streets of the cities in perfect safety, even at night."

Americans' attitudes, he said, are influenced by their involvement in Asian

wars and racism against people with darker skins.

Despite their historical differences, he said, the two nations are growing to

be much alike in their emphasis on the gross national product and neglect of the

environment.

"Since the 1920s, roughly, in the United States and the 1960s, roughly, in

Japan, emphasis in production has clearly changed to goods for mass consumption, so

that the bosses have had to persuade mass audiences that their personal well-being

depended upon possession of particular items of merchandise," he wrote.

Cleaver's book, written in a popular style, compares work life, education,

attitudes toward nature, economics and art in the two nations. Cleaver has visited

Japan on five occasions between 1945 and 1972.

lilt is my opinion." he said, I:that differences in the t~'10 cultures have been

emphasized so much that similarities have been overlooked. 1I

IIIffl

Charles Grinnell Cleaver, JAPANESE ArID Al1ERICAllS: CULTURAL PARALLELS AND PARADOXES
01inneapo1is: University of 11innesota Press) 290 pp., $12.75.
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POLLUTION AFFECTS HEATHER HORLDHIDE

by Jeannie Hanson
University News Service }~iter

The clouds are raining acid, dust obscures the sun, the earth swelters under a

carbon dioxide blanket.

It all sounds like an ominous Biblical prophecy come true but some of these

things have already begun to occur now, because of air pollution.

No one knows exactly how serious the situation is, because scientists do not yet

completely understand the weather, according to Harold Paulus) public health environ-

mentalist, and George Freier, physicist, both at the University of Ilinnesota.

Dust, sulphuric and nitrous acid~ carbon dioxide and excess heat are the main

culprits behind such weather changes. Wherever these pollutants come from, they

affect us all. In latitudes like those of the United States, a mass of air--poten-

tial weather--circles the globe in about 15 days.

Dust, or "particulate matter," may cause the most extensive problem, Paulus

said. This pollutant comes mainly from home and industrial burning and from the

lead in automobile exhaust.

The tiny, invisible dust particles are swept up into the air, where water vapor

condenses around them. Then one of two things happens, Freier said. The water

molecules stick to the dust without evaporating and form haze or fog, or, if they

rise higher, they Iiseed" the clouds ~ causing heavier rain t"7hen the to1ater-dust

particles fall. Either one is a weather change that vrould not have occurred without

the dust.

Dust in the atmosphere is a growing problem. The dust content in the air over

the Swiss Alps has increased 88 per cent in the last 30 years. At the llauna Loa

Observatory in the Hawaiian Islands, airborne dust has increased 30 per cent in just

the last 10 years.

(MORE)
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In the Chicago area, meteorologists have been able to associate increased

rainfall with the dust in the air, Paulus said. The same thing may be starting to

happen in the Minnesota-r'lississippi River Valley.

Sulphur and nitrogen oxides are increasingly causing another weather change,

Paulus said. As they rise and pollute the air they create acids, which fall as

"acid rain. Ii Sl'leden' s lakes already have become acidified because of sulphur

rain, he said.

Lakes in 11innesota are somewhat protected from acid rain because rock and

water conditions are different from those in Sweden. But "lim still worried, I'

Paulus said, "especially if Montana and the Dakotas start building coal-burning

power plants."

The sulphur gases from coal combustion would be blo~1tl across Minnesota and

Wisconsin by the typical west-to-east winds. These gases could acidify the rain,

affecting lakes and the people and animals that use them. Copper-nickel smelters

in northern Minnesota, 1f not properly controlled, could have the same result,

according to Paulus.

Carbon dioxide also has dangerous potential for changing the weather, but in

ways not yet fully understood, Paulus said. The urban societies of the world are

now adding much more carbon dioxide to the air every year as they burn increasing

amounts of automobile fuel, coal and other organic material.

Either of two major weather changes could occur as a result of the excess

carbon dioxide and dust in the atmosphere, Paulus said. One is the "greenhouse

effect," the other a new ice age.

Carbon dioxide at normal levels transmits visible rays from the sun, but

absorbs the larger amount of infra-red radiation going back to space. This process

alters the radiation balance from the earth and helps moderate temperatures on

earth.

(MORE)
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A thicker carbon dioxide blanket, however, would trap more sunlight and heat

in the lower atmosphere, creating a ('greenhouse effect. t. This could increase the

average temperature across the earth by 20 to 30 F.--enough to melt the ice caps

substantially, raising ocean levels and flooding coastal areas.

On the other hand, the excess dust in the atmosphere could filter the sunshine

reaching the earth. This would cause the temperature of the earth to drop, ushering

in a new ice age. Dust from volcanic activity during the earth's early history

could have been a major factor in earlier ice ages, Paulus said.

A giant volcanic eruption in 1883 provided evidence for this theory, he said.

Dust from the ll-square-mile explosion at Krakatoa seemed to cause a drop of a few

degrees in the temperature of the entire earth for about five years afterwards.

More dust could have Btill greater effects.

Of course, the effects of the carbon dioxide and dust could cancel each other

out, or they could be complicated by other weather factors, including those impli

cated in recent ice ages. t'I'm trying to stay optimistic, II Paulus said.

The future weather picture could be made even less predictable, Freier said,

by another factor--'lurban heat. II Cities, "lith all their industry and transportation,

and even their millions of light bulbs and acres of heat-reflecting cement, have

become "urban heat islands," he said. The warm air rises, starts cloud formations,

and eventually results in more rain. Urban complexes affect not only their Ol~

weather, but the weather dO~lind, usually to the east.

Air pollutants are changing local, national and even global weather patterns.

But to knm'1 exactly how, scientists need to learn more about the behavior of water

in clouds, about wind movements and about normal loyeather cycles and variations.

Whether there will be more rain or less rain, more acid rain, more heat or less

heat is a meteorological prophecy, a forecast, that can't yet be made.

-UNS-
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AllE1lleAH l1IGRATlOilS CONTIllUE.
HISTORlAll TELLS ENGINEERS

(FOR IHll@IATE RELEASE)

Americans are migrating in two directions these days--into metropolitan

regions and out to the country--a University of i:linnesota history professor told

a group of engineers Wednesday (Aug. 18).

But the postwar flight from central cities continues, according to Prof.

David l~ble, an expert on urban history, who spoke during a three-day conference

on the Twin Cities campus entitled "Better Cities Through Water Resources Planning

and l1anagement.·;

lligrations to the country in the 19th century, to the cities in the first half

of the 20th century and to the suburbs in the last half I1reflect the American belief

that the nation's resources are limitless, Noble said.

i1l'le (Americans) head for the frontiers," he said. Until the beginning of the

20th century, the frontiers to which mostly European migrants escaped from the

cro,~ed Old lvorld were geographic. In the first half of the 20th century, however,

countryside and small-to't1O living took on an air of ilclosing circles ~ while the

city was seen as a place of limitless resources."

In postwar America, people began to sec the city as stifling and oppressive

and the ne't'7 migration to the suburbs began.

The migration continues in the 1970s, lloble said, with Americans returning to

the country or small tot1OS. But there is also a smaller trend toward the repopula-

tion of the central cities, he said.

On a national scale, he added, Americans are leaving the ilortheast for the

South and Southwest.

(dORE)
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Since these ,Iflight patterns" have placed such a burden on ~sources of land,

air, water and fuel for so long, it is now time to stop them or to make them more

deliberate, Noble said.

Engineers are at the center of the process, he told the audience of. engineers.

As their predecessors made possible the first urban settlements-thousands of years

ago and the gro~1th of cities and suburbs in this century, "you are going -to have to

show the limits of resources and the best l'1ays to use them. Ii

The conference was sponsored by the Minnesota units of the AmericatLSociety of

Civil Engineers, and the American Water Resources Association and University

Continuing Education and Extension.

-UNS-
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ROCK CONCERT IS HOVED
FROU HORTl-mOP AUDITORIUlf

(FOR U1HEDIATE RELEASE)

One rock concert has been moved from northrop Auditorium and others booked for

the coming months will be reconsidered by University of Tlinnesota officials follow-

ing vandalism of the building during a concert Hednesday night.

The appearance of the Average Hhite Band, set for Saturday ni~ht at Northrop,

was cancelled following a meeting Thursday afternoon between University vice presi-

dents Halter Bruning and James Brinkerhoff, associate vice president Albert Linck,

University police chief Eugene Wilson, attorneys for the University, and Richard

Shapiro, promoter for both the tJednesday and Saturday night concerts.

The meeting ~las called after concert-goers caused substantial damage in the

building during a performance by Johnny and Edgar Hinter.

According to Shapiro, the Average vfuite Band concert has been moved to the

Itlnneapolis auditorium. All tickets ~n11 be honored, Shapiro said, and ticket

holders ,,1111 be given ~comparable seating."'

Work crews spent Thursday cleaning up Northrop. University police set the

damage estimate at $2,000 and auditorium officials reported a preliminary clean-up

cost of an additional $3,000. Windows and doors were broken in the basement and

ground-floor areas, carpeting and seats were damaged, restroom drains were plugged

and aisles and hallways were littered "dth beer cans.

A special Board of Regents' policy has been in effect for the past two years

alloWing rock concerts under special scrutiny. There have been 22 such concerts in

the past two years. The University had previously banned rock concerts following

another disturbance at a rock concert in 1971.

{

f

\

Lynn Palrud~ assistant to the director of concerts and lectures, said the Char
lie Daniels Band is booked in Northrop for Sept. 25, and Kris Kristofferson and Rita
Coolidge are scheduled to appear Oct. 30. A meeting on future rock concerts is
expected to be held next week.

-UHS-
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STATE BUSINESS UlPROVES,
BUT HORE SLm·1LY

(FOR INt1EDIATE RELEASE)

Business conditions are continuing to improve, although at slightly slower rates

than three months ago, a University of 11innesota College of Business Administration

survey indicates.

Employment is reported stable by 72 per cent of the retailers and 56 per cent

of the manufacturers who responded to the survey.

Of the retailers, 68 per cent report increased sales compared to three months

ago. although at that time, 71 per cent said their sales were greater than in Febru-

ary. I:1uch the same pattern is apparent with inventory levels. which 57 per cent of

the retailers said increased since l~y. although 64 per cent reported increased in-

ventories bet't~een February and Nay.

Only retail inventory prices rose more quickly between ~my and August than be-

tween February and ~1ay. with 70 per cent of the respondents citing rises in the last

three months as opposed to 58 per cent in the last survey.

These might be :'signs that business conditions may be getting unbalanced," the

survey report states. ilThe t~y 1976 survey noted that there were then no signs of

too rapid inventory accumulation, nor any indications of sharp increases in the rate

of inflation. By contrast, there are now signs of potential inventory and inflation

problems.

Based on survey responses, inventories in retailing appear high, probably re-

fleeting both :'anticipatory buying and the impact of the drought. q

The unusually dry spring and summer is also cited by the surveyors as the cause

of a small counter-trend--dec1ining sales--reported by 20 per cent of the retailers

responding, "at a time of year when fevl retailers usually report declining sa1es.~'
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A future bright spot for consumers might be reflected by the flattening prices

manufacturers are paying for their materials--only 39 per cent report higher prices

compared to t~y, while 54 per cent say their payments are about the same. TI1ese

figures represent a six-month low after a February report showing 60 per cent of the

manufacturers paying more for their material.

Manufacturing production and new orders are also on the upswing, with 52 per

cent indicating greater production and 60 per cent more new orders. These figures

are dm~ marginally from May, when 65 per cent reported higher production and 60 per

cent increased numbers of new orders.

The quarterly report, prepared by business graduate assistant Robert Dwyer,

under the supervision of Associate Dean Roger Upson, represents the responses of 108

Minnesota manufacturers and retailers out of 192 surveyed.

-ffi1S-
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PREVENTION OF DIABETES
STILL THE BEST A}\mUER

By Jeannie Hanson
University Hews Service Hriter

More than seven million Americans now have diabetes and their numbers are in-

creasing by about six per cent each year. Although diabetes was recognized as a

disease as early as 2000 3.C., a cure for it has not yet been found and it is still

difficult to treat.

Prevention offers the greatest hope at present, at least for potential adult

diabetics, but treatment is essential for people who do develop the disease.

"Societies in which people consume fewer calories and less fat and refined car-

bohydrates have a lower incidence of diabetes," accordin~ to Jose Barbosa, University

of IIinnesota diabetes specialist. The best lvay for an adult to avoid developing

diabetes is to avoid becoming ove~Neight, he said.

Even some people with a genetic predisposition to diabetes may be able to avoid

the disease this way, he said.

'He shouldn't teach our children to eat candy and sugared cereal,;! said Anna-

Hary Carpenter, anatomist at the University of Ninnesota. I.Even though it has not

been proved that eating sugar actually causes diabetes. excess sugar seems somehow

involved because treatment of diabetes requires restricted sugar intake.~'

Possible causes of diaaetes, Carpenter said, are feHer insulin-producing cells

in young diabetics and cells that produce" but cannot release, insulin in adult dia-

betics. Insulin is the crucial substance that monitors the sugars the body takes in,

keeping blood sugar at the proper level before, during and after meals and exercise.

The causes of diabetes are elusive because there probably are several different

diseases involved. Even this is hard to establish, Carpenter said, because different

species of animals made diabetic for study vary too much in their reactions to the

disease. And no animal has yet been found that develops the complications of dia-

betes the s~e way people do, she said.
(HORE)
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;;HaTlY people have a false impression of diabetes 1:; !3arbosa said. "They think

that it is just high blood sugar and that if a diabetic takes insulin, everything

will be fine.\'

But diabetes is a complex disease. Severe complications such as kidney problems

and eye and heart disease develop in over half of all diabetics, especially those who

contract diabetes before the ap,e of 30.

'Diabetes is hard to treat because l'le cannot provide insulin to the patient in

a natural way, matching it exactly uith food and exercise 1 ;: Barbosa said. Diabetics

must eat and exercise at regular times each day to keep the artificial insulin levels

at least partially synchronized with these activities. Tney also should avoid taking

birth control pills, he said.

In the type of diabetes contracted by people under 30 years old, called IIjuve

nile-onset" diabetes, the patient must receive daily insulin injections. (Because

insulin is a protein~ insulin in pill form would be di8ested in the stomach before

reaching the blood stream. Plans to coat insulin in fatty cubes for swallowing are

still in the initial stages, Rarbosa said.)

"Adult-onset'; diabetes, uhich usually develops in people over 40 or 50 years

old, is much more common and less severe than "juvenile-onset:' diabetes, but it is

still difficult to manage because the person must lose weight and restrict intake of

sweets. Although this often involves changing lifetime habits, it can be very

effective.

"If adult diabetics lose their excess weight, the SymptOMS of the disease will

often disappear--for as long as the weight remains low,1i Barbosa said. The patient's

risk of suffering a stroke or heart attack will decrease, too.

Both types of diabetes will result in fewer serious complications if controlled

strictly~ he said, but both are more difficult to control than might be imagined.

"There is a psychology of chronic disease," he said. After awhile, patients

begin to act as if they don't have the disease and they become lax about their diets

and lifestyles.

(L.10RE)
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::It is terribly hard to be conscientious about somethin~ like diet and exercise

and medication every day for the rest of your life, ,. said Florence Ruhland, a nurse

educator at the University of Uinnesota. Ruhland '-lorked on development of a Diabetes

Education Center program that teaches patients and their fanilies how to deal with

the disease daily, between visits to the doctor.

l:v1e teach them how to manage the disease as a family ~ monitor their health and

give injections,:t she said. "He also deal with special problems such as the child

diabetic who goes to a birthday party but can't eat the ice cream and cake.f:

Help is also available, Ruhland said, from local diabetes associations, which

offer special programs and support groups.

Life may someday be easier for diabetics and their families. Researchers are

investigating the possibilities of transplantation of beta cells, which produce

natural insulin, implantation of an artificial pancreas that would release insulin

as needed by the body, and a new blood test that could help in early detection of

the disease. But none of these possibilities is yet perfected and available to dia

betes patients.

Families \-7ith t,V'o or more children ''lho have diabetes can nO,"1 be helped in one

new 't'lay, however. A technique that involves the "fingerprinting" of certain white

blood cells (called HL-A antigens) can help predict which, if any, other family

members could develop diabetes in the future, Barbosa said.

-UNS-
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~lGuess Who's Been Living next Door?': is the title of this year's University of

Minnesota State Fair exhibit, which stresses the institution's role as a good neigh-

bor.

Created in a Hliain Street" motif, the display features photographic montages of

University scenes, a science lab complete with computer-operated slot machines and a

mass spectrometer, an art gallery containing works created by University faculty

and students and a bookstore displaying works ~1ritten by faculty and published by the

University of t1i.nnesota Press.

The :lGopher Hole" includes a collection of photographs of former Gopher I:greats"

and memorabilia, including the Reisman Trophy and a replica of the Little Bro~~ Jug.

The award-winning University film :vReaching Out" will be shown continuously.

One part of the display that will not seem to stay where it belongs is the

physics department's hologram, an illusory image of a young woman who will greet

visitors.

The exhibit was designed by two University architecture juniors whose proposal

won a class competition. The exhibit can be seen in the Education Building at the

Fair between Aug. 26 and Sept. 6.

-UlTS-
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USE BONES, CRIQ<ETS, BATS M~D FROGS
TO FOF3CAST THE }mATHER YOUP.SELF

ny Jeannie Hanson
University News Service nriter

Chirpin~ crickets, aching teeth, low-flying bats, rings around the moon, fat

squirrels and red skies are just a few of the portents of good or bad weather used

by amateur, live-down-the-block weather forecasters.

People's grandmothers are ahTays good for at least one old saying, like '1Red

sky at night, sailors' delight. Red sky at mornin~, sailors take ~larning.,.

And grandma may not be wrong with some of her sayings, according to a Univer-

sHy of Hinnesota physicist-meteorologist. ~'ltleather lore is sometimes true and a1-

ways interesting;' says Prof. George Freier.

lleather lore has been used since Biblical times and was the only source of

weather information available to early farmers and sailors.

According to Freier. home-made weather predictions tend to be more accurate for

events less than 24 hours away than for those in the more distant future. IIEven

the National Weather Service, with its phalanx of computers, has trouble with longer-

range predictions,:; he said.

Test your skill as an amateur meteorologist. ~fuich of these old sayings is

correct?

1. A ring around the moon means rain is coming.

2. The winter will be colder if squirrels are fatter than usual, if rabbits'

fur is thicker, if tree bark is heaviest on the north side, if wild horses' coats

are thicker, if corn husks are heavier and if holly bushes have more berries.

3. You can tell the temperature by counting cricket chirps.

4. Swallows and bats fly lower before a storm.

5. Do business when the ~lind is in the north\'Tes t.

(!JORE)
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6. 'Red sky at night, sailors' delight. Red sky at ~ornin~. sailors take

warning. ,;

7. A cold winter means a hot summer.

8. Bones, corns and teeth ache when a sto~ is cominf,.

9. Ifore croaking of frogs means rain.

10. If the first thunder is fron the east~ fair weather is comine.

Give yourself a good score as a weather forecaster if you guessed more than

five to be correct. Here's why:

1. A ring around the moon very likely does mean rain is coming) Freier said.

Rain is generally caused by the collision of a warm front with the cooler air al

ready in the area. As a warm front approaches t fine cirrus clouds form in the upper

atmosphere. TIlese contain tiny ice particles t which scatter light from the moon in

a circle or ring around the moon.

Not all rain storms can be predicted this way, but if a ring is seen, it gen

erally means rain within 24 hours, Freier said.

2. The relative cold of winter cannot be predicted by more hair on animals or

thicker bark on trees, Freier said. Plants and animals may adapt well to the sea

sons, but their adaptation cannot be used as a predictor. Actually, this adaptation

is a sien that the winter is already cold.

3. Cricket chirps are a convenient thermometer, Freier said. Count the number

of chirps in 14 seconds and add 40. The result is the temperature in degrees

Fahrenheit.

Insects are cold-blooded and their activities are affected by the temperature,

Freier said. For instance, ants run faster in hot weather than they do in cold

weather.

4. Swallot·ys and bats do fly loner before a storm. Their ears are very sensi

tive to air pressure, and so, to avoid ear pain as the barometer falls and the air

pressure drops before a storm, they fly closer to the ground. Since the barometer

begins to fall about 12 hours before a storm t the behavior of swallows and bats can

be used asa predictor.
(HORE)
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"Do business "Then the wind is in the north~~est~; is generally pretty good

-UNS-

advice, Freier said. 110rthwest winds bring good weather with a high barometer reading

and this seems to put people generally in a better mood.

However, deserts and mountains throw off even basic wind patterns. "That's what

keeps meteorology from being a perfect bag of tricks, 11 Freier said.

6. The old saw about red skies and what they tell sailors bears up quite well

too, Freier said, because weather systems generally move west to east. The redness

in the evening or western sky is caused when small moisture particles are scattered

by the light of the settins sun. This moisture means it might rain that night, leav-

ing the next day nice.

In the New Testament,Hatthew 16: 2-3 puts it slightly differently: ':~Jhen it is

evening, you say, 'It will be fair weather; for the sky is red.' And in the ~orning,

'It will be stormy today, for the sky is red and threatening.' II

7. A cold winter does not mean a hot SUIDI!ler ~nll follow, Freier said. At some

periods in the earth's history, all seasons have been especially cold. At other

times, warmer temperatures have been consistent. There are no good physical reasons

for this or for the popular feeling that a cold fall will bring a warm winter.

8. Generally, aches and pains are more common before a storm. ~Jhen the barom-

eter falls, signaling an approachinr, storm, gas pressure builds up around sore bones

or a decayed tooth root. This slight increase in pressure enables some people to

foretell a storm up to 12 hours before it arrives.

9. Frogs probably do croak more before rain, Freier said. Frogs can't toler-

ate much evaporation of moisture from their skin, so when the humidity is low, they

tend to stay underwater. vJhen the humidity is higher, before a storm and generally

every morning and evening, they are more comfortable, and so come out and croak.

10. Since most weather systems move from west to east, thunder in the east means

a storm system is departing.

The ancient Romans used this predictor to decide whether or not the Senate should
meet. vJhen rain was a possibility, the soothsayers faced the north. If the thunder
and lightning were to the right, they would announce that fair weather was coming and
it was a good time for the Senate to meet.

(AO,4,18;Bl,2;CO,4;DO,4;E4,18;G29)
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PEOPLE HITE COLD fl.AHDS
HEEDED FOR U OF 11 RESEARCH

(FOR nrr'EDIATE ?-.ELEASE)

If your fingers go "dead"--becominR suddenly blanched, cold? and insensitive to

pain--in cold weather or after an emotional upset, you may be a fit subject for a

research project nml beginning at the University of IUnnesota.

Usin8 biofeedback procedures, research psycholo?ist Sergio Guglielmi, hopes to

uncover some basic facts about Raynaud's Disease.

In addition to the symptoms mentioned above, Raynaud's ~isease may progress to

a point where the fingers become painful, swollen and bluish in color. This may be

followed by a phase where bright red patches spread from the base to the tip of the

fingers. In severe cases, the skin may harden and thicken with small ulcerations

developing at the fingertips while the nails may stop gro~line and falloff.

According to Guglielmi, Raynaud's Disease is often confused with a variety of

other diseases, so careful screening ~~ill be necessary. It generally afflicts young

women in their twenties or thirties, he said, adding that he would suspect that men

with these symptoms most likely have some other problem.

Volunteers interested in determining if they have Raynaud's Disease and who

would like to try to learn hO~l to bring it under control using painless biofeedback

methods may call project director Sergio Guglielmi at 373-9008 or write to Box 297

l"'myo, University of Itinnesota, l1inneapolis, 1linn • 55455.

-U1.'1S-
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'u' TaEATRE SEASOU SET

(FOR HIl1EDIATE RELEASE)

Two musicals, classic plays by Euripides, Shakespeare and Ibsen, a contemporary

drama and a children's play are included in the 1976-77 University of }linnesota

Theatre season.

The season will open Oct. 29 with "Jacques BreI is Alive and Hell and Living in.

Paris,n directed by Kenneth L. Graham, director of the University Theatre. The

musical review ,;;ras written by Eric Blau and Hort Schuman with music by Bre!.

Other scheduled productions are Euripides t IIHedea," Nov. 11 through Nov. 21:

Shakespeare' s ~:Romeo and Juliet," Hov. 19 through Dec. 5; "Happy End, I: a musical by

Bertolt Brecht and Kurt Heill, Jan. 28 through Feb. 13: "The Prime of 'Hiss Jean

Brodie/' adapted by Jay Allen from lfuriel Spark's novel, Feb. 18 through l1arch 6;

I:Johnny 1100nbeam and the Silver Arro~1," a children t S play by Joseph Golden, Feb. 26,

and Henrik Ibsen t s drama, ~iHedda Gabler, II April 15 through Hay 1.

Season coupon books will go on sale Sept. 15 at Rarig Center. Admission to

each play is $3.50 for the general public and $2.50 for students and senior citi-

zens. There is a savings of $10 with purchase of a coupon book.

-UNS-
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C L A R I F I CAT ION

Due to the unexpectedly large number of calls responding to the release dated

Aug. 26 :lpeople Hith Cold Hands Heeded for U of M Research,H there has been a change

in the information.

People interested in volunteering for the study should call 331-3117 after

5 p.m. or write to Sergio Guglielmi, Box 297 Mayo, University of 11innesota, Minne-

apo1is, Minn. 55455. The original phone number is no longer valid.

-UNS-
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U OF t1 PLACEI1ElTT DIRECTOR
ENDS 20 YEARS OF JOB-HATCHING

(FOR nn:.1EDIATE RELEASE)

Max Alvord is going to retire from his job of helping other people find jobs.

In his 20 years with the placement office of the College of Liberal Arts (CLA)

at the University of Minnesota, of which he is now director, Alvord has seen many

college students seek that first job after graduation.

But for students and counselors there is a problem: there are many more students

than there are jobs.

Alvord recalled that in 1955-56, 23 companies conducted interviews on the Twin

Cities campus. The following year, his first with the placement office, there were

60 companies interviewing and the enrollment in CLA was 7,000. The number of com

panies coming to campus increased to a high of nearly 300 in 1969-70.

But since then the decline has been steady. Last year, with enrollment in CLA

at 17,500, there were 66 companies holding campus interviews.

"While the number of jobs has declined, the quality has gone Up,1I Alvord said.

He reported that of 38 students placed recently by his office, eight had beginning

monthly salaries of $1,000.

While a depressed economy influences the availability of jobs, Alvord has found

that job-hunting seniors create additional problems for themselves.

'"Students seem never to think about what they are going to do after graduation

until they are second-quarter seniors,ll he said. In the last couple of years,

though, attendance has improved at placement office seminars for juniors.

Alvord said he would never discourage a student from majoring in a liberal arts

discipline, but he pointed out that even a history major takes up only 30 of the 180

credits necessary for graduation.

Students who are in liberal arts should realize that the jobs available after

graduation are likely to be in government, business or social service. lilt would be

worthwhile for them to take business courses, even just an accounting course," he

said.

Alvord said students also do not want to leave the Twin Cities and pale notice

ably when presented with a job offer in a geographic area they consider close to the

end of the world. 1'1 had a job listing in Crookston (Minn.), but nobody was inter

ested."

(HORE)
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He said new graduates do not realize that they gain experience on that first job,

wherever it is, and that they eventually can move on to a better job that may be back

in the Twin Cities.

"The Twin Cities is a distribution center. and the big companies with training

programs are located in or near production centers such as New York and Chicago,"

Alvord said. "CLA had 3,500 graduates last year, and there were just not 3,500

college-level job openings in this area. 1I

Alvord reported that the jobs available for women are numerous, especially in

many occupations, such as sales and management, that have traditionally been consid

ered for men only. But counselors have found that women are not selecting those jobs

and instead are continuing to go into social work, advertising, public relations and

retailing. And women often are even more reluctant than men to relocate for a job

because of family responsibilities.

However, the highest-paying sales job for a new CLA graduate went to a woman

this year, Alvord said.

Opportunities in sales jobs are often not seriously considered by students, he

said. IlWe are not talking about door-to-door sales but about professional sales with

maj or companies. II He told of CLA graduates who now have sales jobs that earn them

nearly $100,000 a year.

vfuen there are more college graduates than there are jobs, some of the graduates

end up working in jobs far removed from their areas of study and not requiring a

college education.

"Companies are aware of the economic situation and of the problems in finding

jobs," Alvord said, "but the students who insist on staying in the Twin Cities and

who take non-college-level jobs will have a harder time convincing future employers

of their motivation to work in a certain field. 1i

Alvord said job prospects for many college students are helped by their partici

pation in various internship programs and in cooperative work programs such as those

offered through the Office of Special Learning Opportunities (OSLO) at the University.

Under the cooperative programs, students alternate academic work with employment in a

company or agency.

IlThose who work with a federal agency do not have to take the federal employment

test if they decide to join the agency after graduation,1I Alvord said.

Alvord will not be looking for things to do after his retirement in October.

He has horses and show dogs and is past president of the Minnesota Purebred Dog

Breeders Association.

-UHS-
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REGENTS ASKED TO SUPPORT
CONTRIBUTIONS BY UTILITIES

(FOR IHl:lEDIATE RELEASE)

The University of Minnesota Board of Regents will be asked next week to support

a proposal to allow public utilities to include charitable contributions in their

operating expenses.

The proposed resolution will be considered by the regcats' physical plant and

investments committee when it meets at 1:15 p.m. Thursday (Sept. 9) at the Holiday

Inn in Austin, 11inn. It will be considered again by the full Board of Regents Fri-

day morning.

James F. Brinkerhoff, University vice president for finance and development,

will ask the regents to support the efforts of the United Way of the Minneapolis Area

to overturn a ruling by the Public Service Commission (PSC) last October.

The PSC ruled that the Northern States Power Company (NSP) must charge its

charitable contributions to profits rather than to operating expenses, which are re-

fleeted in charges to customers.

llIn effect,ll the PSC said, "to permit the assessment of these costs to NSP's

customers is to levy an involuntary tax on them and is patently unfair. NSP is free

to make whatever donations and pay whatever dues it wishes but these costs should be

borne by its shareholders."

liAs an institution that receives charitable contributions from public utilities,

we support United Hay's position,1i Brinkerhoff said. He said the University would

support the petition but would not involve itself in the hearings on NSP's rate

structure.

The issue arose out of efforts by the ~finnesota Public Interest Research Group

(MPIRG) to get the PSC to change NSP's rate structure.

(HORE)
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';The question is not whether NSP should be allowed to make charitable contribu

tions,1i according to HPIRG attorney Elliot Rothenberg. "The only question is whether

it should be charged to the customers or to the shareholders, who can make the de

cisions and who are better off financially than the customers, particularly the poorer

residential customers. Ii

Robert Odegard, director of development for the University, said the resolution

is part of the University's effort to help preserve an environment that encourages

philanthropic contributions. lilf they're not allowable operating expenses, then the

amount of the contributions would be significantly reduced," he said.

Odegard said the Twin Cities area has a large number of corporate charitable

contributors who make possible such cultural institutions as the i1innesota Orchestra

and the Guthrie Theatre.

Rothenberg said that many of NSP's poorer residential customers may be more in

need of the money than many of the recipients of the contributions, which, he said,

are selected to promote good will for NSP.

George D. McClintock, president of the United Way of the Minneapolis Area, said

the amount of NSP's contributions are only two-tenths of one per cent of NSP's pre

tax revenues but are important to the United \-Jay.

ilThere is wide support throughout our communities for the principle that cor

porations having their businesses, their employees and, in many cases, their custo

mers within their community have an obligation to give money to maintain and improve

the quality of life in their communities by supporting health and welfare services

to the citizens of those communities,1; McClintock said.

-UNS-
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Tuition for the 1977-79 biennium will be discussed by the University of Minne

sota Board of Regents when they meet next week at the Holiday Inn in Austin, Minn.

The board separated the tuition issue from its 1977 legislative request, which

it approved last month. The legislative request had included an assumption of tui

tion hikes up to 25 per cent over the 1977-79 biennium.

University President C. Peter Magrath will present his recommendations on the

tuition issue to the board's committee of the whole when it meets at 8:30 a.m. Fri

day (Sept. 10). The regents will take action on the proposal at their regular month

ly board meeting, which will follow at 10 a.m.

On Thursday (Sept. 9), the regents will meet in committees and tour the Hormel

Institute, which does basic research on fats and lipids and receives partial funding

through the University of Minnesota Graduate School.

Board members will tour the institute at 10:30 a.m. Thursday. Ralph Holman,

executive director of the institute, and Warren Ibele, dean of the Graduate School,

will speak at a noon luncheon at the Holiday Inn.

The regents' physical plant and investments committee and the faculty and staff

affairs committee will beth meet at 1;15 p.m. at the Holiday Inn, and the educational

policy and long-range planning committee will meet at 3 p.m. The student concerns

committee probably will not meet this month.

The physical plant committee docket includes a resolution supporting NSP's desire

to include charitable contributions in corporate expenses, a policy statement on en

vironmental health and safety and a report of the University's facility utilization

study.

The faculty and staff affairs committee will discuss retirement benefits for

faculty members who were hired before the present pension plan went into effect. The

committee will also discuss a number of routine items.

The educational policy and long-range planning committee will discuss the Uni

versity's facilities-use policy in light of damage done to Northrop Auditorium by

spectators at a recent rock concert there.

The regents will attend a 6 p.m. dinner Thursday at the Elks Club in Austin.

-U!'rs-
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'SAMPLERS' ARE INEXPENSIVE
INTRODUCTIOi:l TO 'u'

(FOR IMl1EDlATE RELEASE)

Nutrition, propogation, persuasion and composition are some of the subjects to

be covered in $1 University of Hinnesota "Sampler" lectures this fall.

~~elve Samplers are planned between Sept. 27 and Dec. 8 on the Minneapolis cam

pus, all less than two hours long.

Sampler lectures cover a variety of subjects but do not take the time or money

involved in regular course work. Each lecture, however, is part of an actual course.

Advance registration is required and persons 62 years of age or older may regis

ter free of charge. More information may be obtained from the Sampler office, tele

phone 373-3039.

Following is a list of fall Sampler lectures and their dates and times:

"Religion: Personal Growth or Psycho-Pathological?" Monday, Sept. 27, 7:30 p.m.

"Chicanos in the United States: A Brief History,li Hednesday, Oct. 6, 7 p.m.

I'Pioneer Life at Fort Snelling and the Minnesota River Towns, II ~·1onday, Oct. 11,

7 p.m.

i'How to Talk Back to (and Through the Mass Hedia),1t lvednesday, Oct. 13, 7:30 p.m.

"\iJhy Can't an Astronomer Rely on His or Her Own Eyes?" Tuesday, Oct. 19,

6: 20 p.m.

"Propogating Plants in the Home," Thursday, Oct. 28, 6:15 p.m., additional $1

for materials.

"Nutrition, Obesity and Your Heart," Monday, Oct. 25, 7:30 p.m.

"Why People Buy: The Hidden Persuaders in Advertising," l-lednesday, Nov. 3,

7:30 p.m.

"What Price Truth? The Guthrie Theatre's Production of 'An Enemy of the

People, III t-lednesday. Nov. 10, 7~30 p.m.

IlAppollonius of Tyana: An Almost Christ,1i Thursday, Nov. 18, 6:30 p.m.

"Zen and the Art of Motorcycle l1aintenance Revisited,ll Tuesday, Nov. 30,

7:15 p.m.

liThe Composer 1s Process,:1 Wednesday, Dec. 8, 7: 30 p.m.

-UNS-
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CHILDREN'S ART CLASSES
REGISTRATION OPEN

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Registration for fall-quarter art classes for 5 to 10 year-old children is now

open at the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities.

The courses, which will meet from 10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Saturdays, Oct. 2 to

Dec. 11, are sponsored by the University's Institute of Child Development and the

art education department.

Class teachers are accredited in art education and emphasize exploration of art

in many media rather than training in art techniques.

Fee for the course is $20. More information and registration material may be

obtained from Virginia Eaton at the Institute, telephone 373-9851.

-UNS-
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'u' FACULTY MEUBER
PUBLISHES SUN POEM

(FOR Ii~1EDIATE RELEASE)

Emergence of the son into the sun, following the death of his father, is the

subject of a recently published autobiographical poem by University of Minnesota

faculty member Michael Dennis Browne.

"I can now write about my father and his death, which I couldn't do for a long

time. This poem is about my struggle," said Browne, 36, whose father, a businessman

who wanted to be an artist, died in England 17 years ago.

Browne, now an associate professor of English at the University, is also known

throughout the state as a teacher of poetry and a writer of poetry, particularly for

elementary school children. Born in England, of Irish Catholic background, he came

to America at the age of 25.

The new book, "Sun Exercises," was published by Red Studio Press of Loretto,

Minn. The structure is based on 12 Hatha Yoga exercises. "I felt the bending in

yoga matched the flexing in my life," Browne said. A brief introduction is quoted

from the IlEgyptian Book of the Dead" and much of the symbolism is taken from that

book.

The 39-page book,printed in a limited edition of 1,000 copies, is illustrated

with black, white and red drawings by Annie Hayes.

Browne's first book, "The l-Jife of Winter," was published by Scribner's in 1970

and sold 4,000 copies. The title poem was first sung by Janet Baker to music by

David Lord.

Early this year Bro~me wrote an adaptation of Hans Christian Andersen's fairy

tale. liThe Snow Queen," which was produced by the Children's Theatre in Minneapolis.

Currently he is working on a poem, titled HNorth Shore," which is being set to music

by composer Stephen Paulus and is to be performed in 1977 by the Bach Society.

/If/IF

(Sun Exercises by Michael Dennis Browne, Red Studio Press, Loretto, Minn., $6.95
hard cover, $4.95 soft cover.)

-UNS-
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'ONLY CHILD' NOT NECESSARILY
SPOILED, LONELY OR AWKWARD

By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service Writer

'"But he needs a little brother or sister. ,:

nOnly children are spoiled rotten."

IltJho will she play with? She'll be so lonely. 11

Comments like these are often offered to parents of an nonly child." The one

child family, though still rare, is becoming more common as birth rates decline. It

is time for the remarks of well-meaning relatives and friends to be evaluated more

carefully, according to Shirley 1100re, child psychologist at the University of Minne

sota, Twin Cities.

lilt's just a myth that only children are less popular and less accepted by othe,:

children,1i Noore said. Only children are not always "spoiled." In fact, a study of

3,000 school children showed only children to be high in "peer acceptance'l compared

to children in genera1--a finding which indicates that they are not concerned just

with themselves, Hoore said.

Many people also think that only children are more awkward socially than chil

dren from larger families. But, according to Moore, informal observations at the

University of Minnesota Laboratory Nursery School indicate that the only child enters

play groups more slowly at first but soon makes up for it. The only child is very

eager to make friends, unlike some children from quite large families who want to

play alone when they come to nursery school.

Only children do have some special characteristics, though, Moore said. In some

ways they are like the oldest children in larger families.

Oldest children have generally been found by psychologists to be especially

motivated to achieve, to conform more to the rules of adults, to need more approval,

to achieve more intellectually, to be poorer in social adjustment, to be lower in

acceptance by their peers, and to be higher in anxiety, Moore said.

Oldest children are found more often in ~nlO'S Who but also have higher suicide

rates, added Irving Tallman, University of Minnesota, Twin Ciites, sociologist.

People might think only children, who are "oldest.f! too, share these character

istics. After all, they also have had the full attention of their parents, an adult

intellectual environment and a heavy parental investment in their progress. But this

is not completely true, Moore said.
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On the average, only children do not rank quite as high intellectually as oldest

children from larger families. IIThey seem to score about as high as oldest children

from four-child families, but not as high as oldest children from two-child fami

lies," Moore said. This may be because the only children don't have a chance to

teach or to be the model for a younger child. Or it may be because only children

don't feel the need to "fight" with brothers and sisters for attention through high

achievement.

Only children also enjoy more acceptance by their peers than do oldest children,

Moore said, and they don't have the high anxiety levels of oldest children. "Since

only children generally make good adjustments, there is no reason to think they~

only children because their parents dislike children or are somehow inadequate

parents,1I Moore said.

But there are some disadvantages to having only one child. One is over-pro

tection, Tallman said. Parents tend to worry more that something will happen to the

only child, even though they want him or her to be independent. They often expect

too much of the only child because there is no basis for co~perioon.

Lack of companionship also is a negative factor--at least in monkeys. Monkeys

raised without other young monkeys alternate between being overly timid and overly

aggressive. They explore less, and their later mating and parental behavior is not

as successful. But, when given a monkey "therapist" as compensation--just a friend

to be alone with--the lonely monkeys adjust well, Moore said. __

Though monkeys and children are not the same, similar compensations can also be

made for only children, Moore said. Pre-school children need to associate with other

children. If there are none in the family, neighborhood friends, an informal play

group, or a pre-school should be provided often, especially by the time the child is

two-and-a-half or three years old.

"On balance, being an only child is probably not harmful, if compensations are

made, Ii Moore said.

The situation of the one-child family will probably become more common, if the

usual indicators are reliable, Tallman said. Birth rates usually go down as families

have more income and good access to information and products for birth control, and

as job opportunities for women improve. Birth rates also decline during slow econ

omic periods and times of war. In industrialized countries, where most of these

conditions are usually met, birth rates will probably continue to drop, Tallman said.

-UNS-
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U OF U HONORS FORNER
HORl1EL INSTITUTE DIRECTOR

(FOR U1t1EDIATE RELEASE)

Walter o. Lundberg, a University of ~1innesota professor of biochemistry and

director of the Hormel Institute from 1941 until his retirement in 1974, received

an Outstanding Achievement Award from the University today (Sept. 9) at a Board of

Regents meeting in Austin.

The award, presented by University President C. Peter Magrath at a 6:30 p.m.

dinner in the Elks Club, is in recognition of Lundberg's excellence as a scientist,

researcher and author.

Under his leadership, the Hormel Institute grew from a staff of two to a staff

of 115 and acquired a worldwide reputation as an outstanding lipid research center.

In 1947 he set up a lipid preparation laboratory at the institute to prepare and

supply highly purified lipids to researchers throughout the world. The institute

was the only source of these materials, which are needed by lipid scientists as

reliable reference standards for their studies.

Lundberg has published more than 160 scientific papers on such diverse topics

as deterioration and preservation of foods, the permeability of the cornea in re

lation to the development of contact lenses and the role of lipids in cardiovascular

disease.

He demonstrated the powerful antioxidant property of nordihydroguaiaretic acid,

used to prevent rancid deterioration of foods. It was the first effective anti

oxidant approved for use in edible products by the Food and Drug Administration and

the U.s. Department of Agriculture.

Born in Minneapolis, Lundberg attended the University of Minnesota for two

years and completed his studies on a fellowship at Johns Hopkins University. He

earned his doctorate there in 1934 without first having received a bachelor's or

master's degree.

A member of many professional and scientific organizations, Lundberg is the

past president of the Minnesota Academy of Science and the American Oil Chemists'

Society. He received the Distinguished Service Award in Scientific Research from the

Minnesota Academy of Science in 1974 and in 1975 received the Lipid Chemistry Award

of the American Oil Chemists' Society.

He was selected as Outstanding Senior Citizen of Austin, Minn., in 1962.

-li1JS-
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IHPROVED FINANCIAL AID
TO OFFSET 'u' TUITION RISE

(FOR Irll1EDIATE RELEASE)

Austin--Financial aid to students from middle-income families who may be hurt by

tuition increases will be given a high priority in the request the University of Minne

sota will take to the 1977 Legislature.

Without changing the amount of its $411 million request for the 1977-79 biennium,

the Board of Regents voted Friday to reorder its priorities and request an additional

$3.7 million in financial aid above the current biennial appropriation of about $4.3

million.

The regents' action increases by $2 million the amount of student aid in the re

quest by reducing the amount blie University will seek for increases in a number of

other areas, including equipment replacement and maintenance and administrative staff.

In a three-part resolution, the regents voted "to place a high priority on signif

icantly increased student financial aid, geared to the actual needs of middle-income

University students, by reordering the biennial request."

The resolution also endorsed efforts by the Minnesota Higher Education Coordinat

ing Board (HECB) to increase the amount of money HECB has available for state scholar

ship and grant-in-aid programs and the state work-study program.

In addition, the regents voted to support efforts under way 1n Congress to

broaden the definition of "need" to include more middle-income students.

Tuition increases of 25 per cent are projected for the University over the two

year period beginning in the fall of 1977, if the Legislature approves the regents'

request.

University President C. Peter 11agrath said students enrolled in the General

College and the College of Liberal Arts in the Twin Cities and at the Duluth and

Morris campuses, for example, would have to pay $35 more per quarter, beginning in

the fall of 1977, than the $221 they will pay this fall.

!)This would represent a 16 per cent increase in their tuition charges over the

current year," Magrath said. In the second year of the biennium, tuition for those

students would increase by about $20 per quarter, another 9 per cent.

Magrath said the University's student-aid program would be geared toward families

in the middle-income range who may be hurt by the tuition increases but who do not

technically qualify as needy under current state and federal formulas.

In other action, the regents' educational policy and long-range planning commit

tee supported Vice President Henry Koffler's policy changes to reduce the chances of

vandalism during rock concerts in Northrop Auditorium.
(MORE)
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A concert on Aug. 18, featuring Johnny and Edgar Winter, resulted in about $2,000

damage to the auditorium and an additional $3,000 in clean-up costs.

Koffler said the University would make several changes in its leasing policy for

outside promoters:

--only reserved seating will be allowed in the future to avoid early arrival of

large groups of people and disappointment when tickets sellout;

---adequate planning time will be required to allow coordination between private

security groups and the University police department, both to protect the premises and

to enforce rules against smoking and the drinking of alcoholic beverages;

--libetter intelligence" \-lill be collected on the kinds of audiences anticipated

for each rock group and the reaction to the group in other cities,

--attractions of interest primarily to the University community rather than to

outside groups will be given priority.

11No concert will be scheduled 1 " Koffler said, "for which there is a reasonable

likelihood that the crowd behavior will be unacceptable for Northrop Auditorium or

that acceptable crowd control cannot be achieved."

Koffler accepted the suggestion of Regent rlichael Unger to seek a student rate as

part of the contract with outside promoters to encourage greater attendance by Uni

versity students at these concerts.

"University of Hinnesota students have a keen appreciation for the University's

buildings and the aesthetics of the campus, ,: Unger said. The University will study

the concern of Regent Robert Latz that its liability insurance of $100 1 000 per in

dividual and $500,000 in the aggregate may not be enough for such concerts.

The physical plant and investments committee delayed action on a proposed reso

lution which would encourage the Public Service Commission to allow public utilities

to deduct charitable contributions from corporate expenses.

-UNS-
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NEW LIBRARIES DIRECTOR NAMED

(FOR n~1EDIATE RELEASE)

A new director of University Libraries for the Twin Cities campus has been

named by the University of Minnesota Board of Regents.

Eldred R. Smith, currently director of libraries at the State University of New

York at Buffalo, has been appointed to succeed Ralph H. Hopp, who resigned July 1.

Smith is expected to assume the post by Dec. 15 at an annual salary of $42,000.

"The University Libraries are one of the most important components of our aca-

danic programs," said University President C. Peter Magrath. liAs we move further

into a period of limited resources and expanding needs for knowledge and information,

it is essential that our libraries be managed well and humanely. We believe that

Mr. Smith will provide the University of Minnesota with effective leadership and

direction in resolving existing problems and moving into this future."

Smith, 45, has bachelor of arts and master of arts degrees from the University

of California, Berkeley, and a master of library science degree from the University

of Southern California.

Before joining the Buffalo faculty in 1973, he was on the staff of the libraries

of Long Beach State College, San Francisco State College and the University of

California, Berkeley. He has written numerous articles for scholarly publications

and has been an active member of several professional organizations. He is married

and has two children.

-UNS-
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UJIVERSITY N&1ES 1mB DIRECTOR
FOR STUDENT ACTIVITIES AJ.JD UHIOiJS

(FOR ll-JHEDIATE RELEASE)

Not all the time spent by the 47.300 University of 11innesota students on the

Twin Cities campus is spent in classrooms or libraries. A certain amount of their

time is also spent in the student unions and in the activities of various student

organizations.

The Board of Regents this week approved the appointment of Carl Nelson to over-

see the student activities program and student union operations on the ~vin Cities

campus.

;jThe unions and student organizations contribute to a student's overall growth

while at the University.:: said Nelson, who has been director of the University's

West Bank Union since 1967.

Student unions and organizations are also important for interaction between

staff. faculty and students. LJelson said.

Last year. operating costs for the St. Paul Student Union. Coffman Union and

the tJest Bank Union totaled $1.6 million and work was completed on a $7 million re-

modeling project at Coffman.

Each of the unions has its own activities, such as the St. Paul Union's outing

center. the extensive programming at Coffman and the forum and lecture series on the

West I>ank.

"\Je have found that students from the different campuses (St. Paul. l'Iinneapolis

and West Bank) do use the other unions. especially if they are in the area to attend

a class, ': Helson said.

The remodeling of Coffman. the object of controversy before it was done, con-

tinues to be a matter for discussion. The installation of glass above the lounge

(HaRE)
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areas increased the temperature within the building~ which is not air conditioned,

and resulted in many uncomfortable days for students and persons working in the

building.

liThe use of the building by students has declined because of the temperature, II

Nelson said. Discussions of proposals to air-condition the building are now under

way.

The next remodeling project is the St. Paul Student Center. Designs have been

drawn for a $3.1 million project to add an exhibition hall, more food-service and

lounge space and a tunnel to Coffey Hall.

IiWhen the St. Paul Student Center was built in 1957, it did not meet all the

needs of the enrollment on the St. Paul campus at that time and the enrollment has

increased along with the demands on the building," Nelson said.

Nelson joined the University staff in 1965. He earned his bachelor's degree

in speech at the University of South Dakota and his master's degree in international

affairs at George Washington University.

-UHS-
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DON'T BE BMiBOOZLED BY STATISTICS

by Jeannie Hanson
University News Service vlriter

"Three out of four doctors recommend •••• I~ "Statistics show that crime rates are

increasing. ;' "This detergent delivers 30 per cent more cleaning power. Ii All day

long, the American consumer is bombarded with statistics, and in many cases bam-

boozled by them.

I'There are three kinds of lies, ,. 3enj amin Disraeli once said. "Lies, damned

lies and statistics. II

But statistics don't lie by themselves. They are sometimes distorted, delib-

erately or out of ignorance, by advertisers, politicians, government agencies and

others. Sometimes they are also misunderstood by newspaper and broadcast reporters

and the public.

Consumers in our "numbers societyli need to understand statistics to avoid being

deceived by them, say two University of rlinnesota statisticians.

A typical statistical bamboozle: "People using this margarine had signifi-

cantly lower blood-cholesterol levels. II In this supposedly l'well-controlled clinical

study," the advertiser never mentions what the cholesterol levels are lower than or

what was fed to the other group of people. "Maybe it was lard,1I said Frank Martin,

statistician at the University's Twin Cities campus.

There are at least four ways to watch out for statistical bamboozling, according

to Martin and biostatistician James Boen:

--Check how the information was collected, including how the i1sampl e'J was chosen.

IIlf you can't tell how the data was collected, you can't evaluate, much less accept,

statistics drawn from it,ll Martin said. Reliable conclusions can never be drawn from

bad data.

Bad samples can distort results, too, Boen said, citing the Nielsen television

ratings as an example. "Only people who are willing to have their television habits

(MORE)
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monitored are included in the sample. Yet we know from other data that people who

consider themselves 'educated' are less willing to have their television habits

known. People in this group do not sign up to participate in studies such as this. 1I

With these people left out, the television ratings are biased. An accurate

sample would be a random sample: every person or household in the country would have

an equal chance of being included.

Randomness and representativeness are more important than the size of the sam

ple, Boen said. Gallup pollsters interview only a thousand or so people, yet they

can accurately generalize their findings to the whole country. It's the quality, not

the quantity, of the sample that is important.

--Make sure the statistic is put in perspective. Crime rates are a case in

point, Martin said. I'The number of crimes may very well be increasing, but not on a

per-person basis. The rates may be exactly in pace with the number of 12-25-year-old

males in the country, a group that perpetrates the most crimes." Stories on crime

statistics seldom include this fact and so can be misleading, he said.

Another possibly misleading statistic, Martin said, is the National Safety

Council's familiar statistic: "80 per cent of all car accidents occur within five

miles of home." People spend a disproportionate amount of their driving time and

mileage near their homes, inflating the number of accidents in that zone.

--Watch for the method of selection of statistics. Political incumbents choose

statistics that make the economy look as though it is improving, Boen said. But

because there are so many economic statistics to choose from, many also can look

discouraging. These are the ones usually used by those who are running against the

incumbents.

--Beware of statistical terms used loosely. If "the average American will get

a refund of so- and- so dollars as a result of the tax cut,H who is the Ilaverage"?

Statistically, it could be the "mean" (the arithmetical average), or the "median"

(the figure at which half the people are lower and half are higher) or the "mode"

(the figure that occurs most frequently). And people can't tell if any of these

(110RE)
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"averages" represent them. Because of all this confusion, lIthe average" is rarely

useful, Boen said.

I1Statistical significance" is another term often abused. A statement or a

study can be statistically significant without having any practical ioportance at

all, Boen said. "A relationship among numbers can be made statistically significant

just by using large samples," Hartin added.

Accurate statistics operations, such as the respected opinion polls, always give

their margins of error, too, Martin said.

Martin and Boen suggest consumer education in basic statistics survival at the

high school and college levels.

,tHigh schools should offer a course called 'The Hanly Art of Statistical Self

Defense, fl. Boen said. "A Hundred Horrible Examples" is the title offered by t1artin.

11artin also suggests courses for newspaper and broadcast reporters around the

country on understanding and accurately presenting statistics to the public. (One

such course is already offered to journalism students at the University of Minnesota.)

More government overhaul of statistics collection methods is also needed,

Martin said.

-UNS-
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NEW U OF M REGENTS' PROF
IS WORLD TRAVELER

(FOR ]}~mDIATE RELEASE)

Eighteen years ago he was sending columns to a Twin Cities newspaper describing

education in the Soviet Union. Twenty years ago he was in Amsterdam under a State

Department Fulbright award studying European educational systems. Last summer he

was in China. In between he studied and lectured in such diverse places as Israel

and Lake Crystal, Minn.

Robert Beck, professor of history and philosophy of education and specialist in

comparative education at the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, became the Uni-

versity's 29th regents' professor Sept. 10. The designation, by recommendation of

the University president and action of the Board of Regents, is the highest honor

the University can confer on a faculty member.

iiI was very surprised,i1 Beck said. iiI was very pleased, but it's a real jolt

to find yourself in this class. if

Other recipients of the high honor since its creation in 1965 have included

economist Walter Heller, poet John Berryman and cancer researcher Robert Good.

Regents' professors are awarded silver medallions to be worn with academic garb

and $5,000 grants annually for the balance of their tenure at the University. Upon

retirement, they assume the title of regents' professor emeritus.

In Beck's case, the award money will be applied to his extensive traveling. B~

the financial aspect of being a regents' professor is not as significant to him as

are the honorary and educational elements. i?This is really part of the University's

mission,i1 he said, "to support and encourage further scholarship."

(MORE)
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Beck insists that his efforts at scholarship "are not very impressive,li includ

ing only five books and a few-score essays and articles published in periodicals

ranging from Better Homes and Gardens to I Problemi Dellar Pedagogia. He served

as president of the Philosophy of Education Society and of the Society of Professors

of Education and in various editorial posts on professional journals.

Those who enjoy some of the greatest benefits of this body of research and

writing are Beck's students back at the University.

HScholarship and teaching are not separate activities, as far as I'm concerned-

one keeps the other alive,1I he says, ar.d his teaching is more authentic and lively

as a result.

Beck's travels began 58 years ago in New York City, whence he went to Harvard

College for a B.A. degree and to Yale for a Ph.D. In 1943, the year after he

received his doctorate, he began a four-year European visit with the Army. In 1946

he joined the faculty at the University of Kansas City, and the next year became

an assistant professor at the University of Minnesota.

He has held the rank of professor of history and philosophy of education since

1959, the year after his pioneering visit to the Soviet Union.

But for the time being, Beck is traveling via the University library, studying

ancient methods of education.

"I'm attacking Plato," he explained.

-UNS-
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FORMER RADIOLOGY HEAD HONORED BY U OF 11

NEWS PEOPLE: For further information
contact BOB LEE, 373-5830

Dr. Harold o. Peterson, University of Minnesota professor of radiology and

chairman of the department from 1957 to 1969, was honored during the annual Radiology

Conference sponsored Sept. 13 through 17 by the University Medical School~ Twin

Cities. Peterson will be retiring from the faculty at the end of this school year.

Conference faculty were selected from those whose careers were strongly influ-

enced by their past association as students, resident physicians or faculty with the

school.

Minnesota's radiology department is recognized as one of the leading academic

departments in the country, both in teaching and in scientific investigation. The

department's annual conference, the first of its kind in the United States, is now

in its 39th year.
flllli

REVISED HEALTH CAREERS MANUAL AVAILABLE FROM U OF H

The Health Sciences Student Personnel Office at the University of Minnesota,

Twin Cities, is publishing a revised edition of its health careers manual for coun-

selors.

Some 1,500 copies of the manual, funded by a $22,680 Northwest Area Foundation

grant, were distributed two years ago to educational institutions and hospitals

around the state.

The University has received a $7~OOO grant from the foundation to subsidize the

cost of revisions and reprinting. Eeginning in October, copies will be available at

$7 each from the Health Sciences Student Personnel Office, 175 Frontier Hall, Un1-

versity of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn. 55455.

-UNS-
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MINNEAPOLIS, LIKE
MOST TOt~S, STINKS

by Hike Finley
University Staff Writer

Harold Paulus awoke in the middle of the night in his Minneapolis home. Many

other people in Minneapolis also woke up. The smell of smoke was heavy in the air.

liMy wife and I both smelled it," said Paulus, professor of environmental health

at the University of Minnesota. "I got up and looked around the house, then I walked

around outside, just to be sure. But it turned out to be a false alann. if

Contrary to the adage there was smoke, all right, but no fire, not in Minneapolis

anyway. The fire was several hundred miles away and had already been extinguished.

An obliging wind from the northwest had brought the smoke from grassfires near

Brainerd, Minn.

iiThe smell of smoke can be quite pronounced, even hundreds of miles from its

source,1I said Paulus, who probably knew more about smells in the air than anyone else

who was up that night. "I remember one fire in the Mackenzie district of the North

west Territories in Canada, about 1,500 miles north of us. Even down in southern

Minnesota, a smoke haze lingered. 1i

Forest and grass fire smoke are often overlooked by air pollution checks, Paulus

said, but they can substantially alter atmospheric conditions, if only for a short

period of time. The same goes, he said, for fires occurring in town. The chemical

explosion on the Fourth of July last year in Shakopee, Minn., cast a dark pall over
•

the festivities. Paulus remembers it as a very black fire, and blackness is usually

a sign that not enough oxygen is combining in the combustion.

\-fuether smoke is dangerous or not depends on what's burning, he said. "Firemen

know they have to be aware of the fire source. Smoke in a concentrated area can be

very dangerous. In the open, it diffuses to safe levels. But with a chemical fire,

the danger has more to do with the chemicals volatilizing than with the smoke. 2l

Paulus, from his 11th-floor office on the Twin Cities campus,gets a pretty good

view of the local air. He also keeps tabs on the different smells in the University

campus area.

"The big grain elevators give off the most noticeable smell," he said. A while

ago several colleagues and I did a study on asthma. Every time the wind came in from

the northeast, asthma complaints on the University campus went way up."

(MORE)
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Twin Cities-dwellers also have to put up with the odors emanating from the

stockyards in South St. Paul. A pair of linseed oil refineries between the two

cities influence the air. And as in every city, large or small, the smell of ham

burgers frying wafts from avenue to boulevard. Hamburger-eaters may like it. Vege

tarians may feel abused by it. The aesthetics of smells causes experts problems.

For instance, Paulus once was consultant to a company that made spaghetti sauce.

Twenty-four hours a day, the plant gave off the odors of meat, garlic, and onions.

Paulus himself rather liked driving through the neighborhood. It always made him

hungry. "But, It he asked, :lwould you ~1ant to live with that smell all the time?i1 It

was like haVing spaghetti at every meal. Meanwhile, the sauce-makers were well with

in air-pollution limits.

'1With smells, it doesn't take much to be noticeable. Often one part of some

thing per billion parts of air is enough to smell. But how do you legislate odors?

Some people are very sensitive, others aren't sensitive at all about smells."

Paulus has lots of stories about smells that have had communities up in arms.

A potato chip factory in a residential area. A coffee company in a downtown area.

The campus of St. Cloud State University, situated squarely between a rendering plant

and a sewage facility. And his favorite: Cedar Rapids, Iowa, with a glue factory in

one corner of town, an oatmeal factory in another, and a sewage plant and starch

making factory in the remaining two. If you stood in the main intersection of town,

you could always tell which way the wind was blowing.

Wind is important in dispersing smells, Paulus said. And rain helps the

wandering particles settle on the ground. The trouble is, he said, we've had plenty

of wind this year and hardly any rain. He was worried that the soil would dry up

and take to the air this winter. Damage to farms would be great, and air quality

would share in the abuse.

Just then--believe it or not--it started to rain. Paulus looked out his window.

The air was so thick with water that the downtown skyline was invisible.

"Isn't that beaut!ful,'l he said.

-UNS-
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tVELCOr1E rffiEK PROGRAJ1S
SCHEDULED BY UNIVERSITY

(FOR U1HEDIATE RELEASE)

The role of the courts in environmental issues will be discussed by U.S. Dis-

trict Court Judge Miles Lord on Thursday, Sept. 23, at the University of 11innesota's

Twin Cities campus as part of Welcome Week activities.

Lord, who was the original judge in court hearings on Reserve Mining's disposal

of taconite tailings into Lake Superior, will speak at 10 a.m. in the theatre/lecture

hall of Coffman Union.

Welcome Week, a traditional series of programs preceding the beginning of fall

quarter classes, combines entertainment and information.

There will be study skill sessions, library tours, activity fairs featuring

student organizations, programs on campus services and academic departments and

organizations. Workshops on Sept. 22 and 23 have been designed especially for mi-

nority students.

William Boyd, president of the University of Iowa, will participate in a panel

discussion on the value of a college education on Wednesday, Sept. 22, at 1 p.m. in

the Great Hall of Coffman Union.

Hennepin County Attorney Gary Flakne and Deborah Anderson, director of Sexual

Assault Services, will take part in a program on sexual assault at 1 p.m. on Friday,

Sept. 24, in 210 Anderson Hall.

Other activities for the week will include book discussions, musical programs,

theatre presentations and dances with reduced admission for those with Welcome Week

buttons.

Approximately 47,300 students are expected to return to campus for the beginning

of class on Monday, ~~f~' 27.

-UNS-
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'u' OFFICIALS PRAISE
AGRICULTURE AT FAIDiFEST

(FOR ~1EDIATE RELEASE)

University of tlinnesota President C. Peter Magrath says that agricultural re

search has made possible the dramatic increases in the productivity of American ag

riculture over the past century.

Magrath made his comments in remarks prepared for delivery Wednesday (Sept. 15)

at Farmfest '76 near Lake Crystal, Hinn.

I:In looking at the enormous contributions made to American and world agriculture

by our land-grant colleges and universities in the past 100 years or so, it is diffi

cult to believe that proponents of agricultural education had to claw and fight for

acceptance of their ideas. But they did," Magrath said.

Agricultural education was slow to be accepted both by the farmers themselves

and by faculty members who feared that agricultural studies would convert Ilotherwise

noble universities into cow pastures," Uagrath said.

tlagrath cited research on wheat leaf and stem rusts in the 1920s as one example

of the ways in which University of Minnesota research supports the scientific base of

modern agriculture. He also pointed to ERA wheat, a hard, red spring variety devel

oped at the University a few years ago.

illfuile ERA cost $300,000 to develop, II Nagrath said, lIit is interesting to note

that the return from this variety since 1973 in Minnesota alone has been approximate

ly $120 million of additional income to farmers and others involved in related ser

vices and industries."

Magrath said America's agricultural systems, which include the land-grant univer

sities, are unmatched in the world in producing and distributing food and fiber

products.

t'These systems work so well, in fact, that even with a serious and terribly dis

heartening drought in this part of the country, there is no public concern whatsoever

that we will not have enough food to eat, II he said.

The land-grant universities have been successful because of the broad-based sup

port they receive from the American people and the talent of their faculty members,

researchers and extension agents, which are matched by the work of the people on the

land, Hagrath said.

"The American farmer and his colleagues in agribusiness, simply put, have been
central partners in the success of our land-grant universities," Magrath said. Ma
grath's epeech is part of Land-Grant Day at Farmfest '76. Other activities include a
bull-chip throwing contest and a news briefing hosted by President William E. Lavery
at the Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University and William F. Hueg, Jr.,
deputy vice president for agriculture, forestry and home economics at the University
of Minnesota. -UNS-
(AO.34;BljCO,18)
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BATTERED \-10MEN SUBJECT OF
i U' SOCIAL lVORK CONFERENCE

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The needs of battered women will be the topic of a two-day conference for the

people they turn to for help--social workers and other professionals--on Monday and

Tuesday, Sept. 27 and 28, at the Sheraton Motor Inn, Bloomington, Minn.

Opening speaker for the conference is advocate Sharon Vaughan of Women's Advo-

cates, St. Paul, an agency which provides emergency crisis intervention housing.

She will discuss the characteristics of battered women, the extent of the problem,

and society's response. Following her talk, three women will discuss their personal

experiences with battering.

Afternoon sessions are scheduled on the community response of professionals in

police departments, hospitals and the courts.

Carol Valenti, social worker at iiorth Memorial Hospital Family Practice Clinic,

will speak at the second day's morning session on ways to help battered women.

Legal protection for battered women will be the subject of a presentation by

Bertrand Poritsky, a St. Paul municipal court judge, and Richard Enga, assistant

city attorney for Minneapolis.

The conference is sponsored by the Consortium on Battered Women, the University

of Minnesota School of Social Work and Continuing Education and Extension.

Registration is $35 and may be made in advance to Program Assistant, Department

of Conferences, Nolte Center for Continuing Education, University of Minnesota,

Minneapolis, Minn., 55455 or on the first day of the conference at 8:15 a.m.

-UNS-
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NEW U OF M BAND DIRECTOR PLANS
Ol~Y INDOOR ACTIVITIES THIS WINTER

By Ronaele Sayre
University News Service Writer

O'Neill Sanford~ the new director of the University of Minnesota marching band,

plans to march right inside after football season and spend as little time as possi-

ble outside until spring.

The Louisiana native refused to listen a few months ago to a friend who encour-

aged him to apply for the band director's position at Minnesota. Sanford had spent

his entire life in the South, except for a period of time at school in Chicago, and

for the last three years has been at Virginia College in Petersburg, Va., where he

was assistant professor of music and director of bands.

liMy friend said it was a great opportunity for me and kept asking if I had

mailed a resume. I told him it was too cold in Minnesota and I was happy at Vir-

ginia,ii Sanford said.

In order to quiet the persistent friend, Sanford finally agreed to send his

resume to ~annesota. A short time later, back came one request for tapes of the

Virginia band and then another. He soon found himself flying to Minneapolis for an

interview.

Sanford feels a little different about things now. "It is an opportunity for

me to grow to my fullest potential and I am really excited about being here," he said.

Directing a Big Ten university band was not Sanford's goal when he received his

bachelor's degree in music education from Southern University in Baton Rouge, La.,

and later his master's from Vandercook College of Music in Chicago, Ill. "I figured

I would settle down as a high-school band director in Louisiana, get married and have

a family,li he said.

His high-school band directing duties lasted for one year in Ferriday, La.,

followed by a stint at Mississippi Valley State University.

(HORE)



SAiJ"FORD --z--
The netl band director met many of the returnine band members for the first time

the Saturday oorning of the first Gopher home game. Sept. 11. The traditional band

;:Spat Camp; tJas held the \-]eek of Sept. 13. vith freshmen and upperclassmen vying

for coveted band spots. From among those students, the nembers of the main marching

block of ZOO and 50 alternates \·!ere selected.

Sanford said he has already received phone calls from for~mer band members who

are concerned about what changcs he will make in the band programs. II understand

about traditions and we will continue to do many of the things that have been done,"

he said. but added that many of his o~m ideas for the marching band will be apparent

in drill marching.

As the first black band director in the Big Ten, Sanford said he realizes he

probably will be under careful scrutiny. lie also expects some reaction from return

ing band members who were unhappy about the departurc of their former director. Tom

Root, nO~7 at Sagina~l Valley State College in "llichiean. l.But ,.,hatever happens, I can

handle it)" he said.

Although not looldng forward to \·Jinter, Sanford said he enjoyed the hot Hinne

sota weather when he arrived.

~'I don I t knot·] ~lhy everybody ,vas complaining, r. he said.

lIe \las joined in late summer by his ,dfe, Rosa. and sons, Cedric, 12, and

infant son, Chris. The baby was born while Sanford was enroute to riinneapolis to

interview for the band director position.

-m~s-
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umVEi~SITY OF l:liliJES,jTA, : 1IiTilEApr)LlS Alf0 ST. PAL'L CA'1P"]S EVErrS
Se,.t. 19-25

3un., Sept. 19---Lxhi~ition: Field Sketc:1es by Francis Lee Jaques. Jaques Gallery,
duseum of ]atural :istory. ;; a.r::.-5 !l.~. ;lon.-Sat., ('I a.n.-0 ":l."'. Tred.,
2-5 'J.:'1. Sun. T;-lrOui.;;h Dec. S. Free.

l~on., Sept. 20---Coffnan Gallery·
and I:ixed ! leJia by Nancy' lonk
';on. -Fri. TI1rough Ser;t. 24.

Scul~ture by "ar~~ Stanley, r,allery I: Sculnture
and ;~en :':ennedy, Gallery II. 10 a.m.-2 1".:-''0

Free.

!Ted., Sept. 22---Jiscussion: Sherlock :to1mes by Eo"'. ':c:liarniCt and the j.jorl'.1edan
EX~1lorers. T:1e ','hole Coffee!lOllSe, Cof£:-:!an 'Jnion. 11:30 a.!"1. Free.

:led., Se)?t. 22---Discussion;' 'ho j feeds f::ollere l:y' Tillard Soyd, John '"llson,
Jafl.es Werntz and ;:aren "Ison. Gre::lt Fall, Coffl"'an i'nion. 1 p.r'1. Free.

"ed., Gept. 22---Discussion:
Lounpe, Cofnrran ~nion.

Life After )eath
3 D.n. Free.

hy Hulford .~!. Sibley.

'led., f,cpt. 22---Jazz Concert~ ~'niversity Jazz ~~intet. iTorthr011 Plaza. 3 D.T1.

Free.

Thurs., Sept. 23---1\ctivities Fair:
~:all, CoffYlan ::nion. 10 a.n.-10

;..'niversity student orrr,anizations.
p.rr... Pree.

Great

Thurs., Sept. 23---Jiscussion: The role of courts in environ1"\enta1 issues by
Judge iIiles Lord. T;~eatcr-1ecturehall, CoffTl1an Union. 10 a.fI. Free.

Fri., 8ept. 24---~ooI~ Jiscussion: ::odern JOfT:1a and the T),~1etoric of Ass~nt

:Jayne C. ~ooth, discussed by ~o~ert L. Scott. Anderson ;~a11. 10 a.T":.
by
Free.

Fri., Sept. 24---0-~Jera Perfornance:Opera "ithout E1enhants' by the 'linnesota
Orera. "est ;:anI~ aud. 10 a.m. Free.

Fri., Cept. 24---Dook Jiscussion:
discussed by Sanu~l Kris10v.

'T~1e Final:)ays' by "oOdl'lard and nernstein,
125 "est Ban;~ aud. 1 n .7'1. Free.

Fri., Sept. 24---'Jiscussion: -'Sexual Assault': by Gar~l F1aI~ne an~ 7Jeborah Anderson.
210 :\nderson Fall. 1 p.!'1.. Free.

-mTS-
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U OF M DENTAL SCHOOL
TO BE DEDICATED SEPT. 24

(FOR n~DLATE RELEASE)

The 88-year-old University of Minnesota School of Dentistry is dedicating its

new facilities in the Health Sciences Unit A building Friday, Sept. 24.

A symposium~ "A Perspective on Dental Health Care and Research,!' will begin

the day at 9:30 a.m. in Mayo Memorial Auditorium. Speakers will be Dr. Wallace D.

Armstrong, Regents' Professor and chairman emeritus of biochemistry; Dr. Jack H.

Pfister, trustee of the American Dental Association; and Dr. Erwin M. Schaffer,

dean of the School of Dentistry.

Luncheon for invited guests follows at 11:30 a.m. in Coffman's Great Hall.

Speakers will be Dr. C. Peter ~1agrath, University President; Dr. Roger J. Burke,

president of the Minnesota Dental Association, Dr. Ralph J. Werner, president of

the School of Dentistry Alumni Association, and Herbert W. Schulte, president of

the School of Dentistry Student Council.

A brief dedication ceremony will be held at 1:30 p.m. on the plaza of Unit A,

Washington Ave. and Union Street SEe Participants will be Neil C. Sherburne,

chairman of the Board of Regents» Magrath; Dr. Lyle A. French, vice president for

health sciences; Dr. Nancy Reynolds, president of the American Association of

Dental Schools; and Schaffer.

An open house will be held from 2 to 5 p.m. Displays, demonstrations, and

talks will be presented in the School of Dentistry's lecture rooms, laboratories,

clinics, and research facilities.

-UHS-
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U OF M PREPARES FOR
FIRST-DAY TRAFFIC

(FOR IMrIEDIATE RELEASE)

Traffic jams on the first day of fall-quarter classes at the University of

Minnesota are an annual occurrence.

This year will be no different, with 47.300 students heading for the Twin

Cities campus along with 13,000 faculty and staff members on Monday (Sept. 27).

But University traffic officials hope that advance planning by people coming

to campus can keep problems to a minimum.

Walter Johnson, manager of parking services, said that those who do come to

campus will have 1,500 fewer parking spaces to choose from due to construction in

the river flats area, on the West Bank near the new law school building and across

from the stadium, where a new Minneapolis fire station has been built. There will

be 5,900 spaces available on a daily basis out of a total of 12,000, Johnson said.

Ramp C, at Oak and Delaware Sts. SE., has 1,000 spaces available for the

public and did not fill up last year, Johnson said. Free parking lots are located

at 29th St. and Como Ave. SE., and motorists using those lots may take the inter-

campus bus to the Minneapolis or St. Paul campus for 20 cents. Parking spots are

also available in fairgrounds lots adjoining the St. Paul campus; commuters to the

Minneapolis campus can ride the intercampus bus from the St. Paul campus at no

charge.

Lot 90 on the West Bank and Lot 35 on the East Bank are reserved until noon

for cars with three or more persons.

Additional parking meters have been installed on Oak, Ontario and Delaware

Sts. SEe and along Cedar Ave. at Third St. S., according to Michael Monahan,

Minneapolis traffic operations engineer.

(MORE)
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A Critical Traffic and Parking Areas ordinance recently passed by the Minnea-

polis City Council is expected to eliminate much of the on-street parking in the

immediate vicinity of the campus that is frequently used by University students.

The ordinance, which would restrict parking to area residents who have obtained

a parking permit, was passed as a result of neighborhood pressure and a traffic

study. Monahan said the permit parking program might be in operation by the start

of winter quarter in January.

Commuter bus service to campus will be expanded this fall, according to Roger

Huss, transit coordinator, with nearly 80 trips on 10 bus routes. Last year more

than 460~000 rides were recorded on the #52 bus routes from 1linneapolis, St. Paul,

Robbinsdale, Columbia Heights, Edina~ Bloomington and Richfield.

The buses arrive on campus in the morning between 7:30 and 11 a.m. and leave

campus between I and 4:40 p.m.

Russ said he expects crowded conditions on some of these buses the first day

of school, but extra buses will be added if necessary.

Both Huss and Johnson said congestion in the campus area decreases rapidly

during the first week of school. ;lIt does not take long for people to discover the

best way to get to campus, and then traffic patterns become stabilized," Huss said.

flllil

SUPPLIDlliNTARY 1NFOm~T10N

Commuter bus schedules will be printed in the Minnesota Daily on the first day of
school and will be available at information centers in Coffman Union~ the St. Paul
Student Center, Morrill Hall and Coffey Hall.

A brief description of the routes follows:

Route A-Leaving 46th St. and Grand Ave. at 7:03, 7:37, 8:36 and 9:36 a.m. to the
University via Cedar Ave. Departs campus at 2:l0~ 3:10 and 4:39 p.m.

Route B-Leaving 66th St. and Barrie Rd. at 7:01, 7:35, 8:35 and 9:35 a.m. to the
University via France Ave., 50th St. and 1-35 W. Same departure schedule as A.

Route C-Leaving 42nd St. and Grand Ave. at 7:14, 7:42, 8:43. and 9:43 a.m. to the
University via Lyndale Ave. Departs campus at 2:10, 3:10,4:10 and 4:39 p.m.

(rl0RE)
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Route D-teaving 76th St. and Penn Ave. at 7:34 and 8:34 a.m. to the campus via
Penn Ave., 54th St. and I-35W. Departs campus at 3:10 and 4:39 p.m.

Route E-teaving 4th and Minnesota Sts. at 7:42 and 8:43 a.m. Departs campus at
3:09 and 4:39 p.m.

Route F-Leaving Edgecumbe Blvd. and Snelling Ave. at 7:11, 7:32, 8:38, 9:38 and
10:38 a.m. Departs campus at 1:09, 2:09, 3:09 and 4:39 p.m.

Route G-Leaving 83rd St. and Lynda1e Ave. at 7:03, 7:34, 8:34, 9:34 and 10:34 a.m.
to the University via Lynda1e Ave., 66th St., Portland Ave. and 1-35W. Departs
campus at 1:10, 2~10, 3:10 and 4:40 p.m.

Route J-Leaving 44th and University Aves. NE. at 7:07, 7:37, 8:37 and 9:37 a.m. to
the University via Silver Lake Rd. and Stinson Blvd. Departs campus at 2:09, 3:09
and 4:39 p.m.

Route K-Leaving 42nd Ave. and Douglas Drive at 7:30 and 8:30 a.m. to the University
via Douglas, 36th Ave., Broadway Ave. and Washington Ave. No afternoon trips.

Route L-Leaving Lagoon and Hennepin at 7:15, 7:41 and 8:48 a.m. Departs campus
at 4:40 p.m.

Additional commuter bus information is available from the Metropolitan Transit
Commission at 827-7733 or the University Transit Services Office, 373-0374.

-U1~S-
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'SI:lOKE-FILLED R00I1S' HAY BE DISAPPEARING

By Bill Hafling
University of Minnesota Science Writer

Smoke so thick "you could cut it with a knife ii once filled the "back room."

Here the "boys'; picked the candidate, who emerged, cigar in jowl, smiling broadly

and ready to run for election. At least this was the picture not long ago, if we

are to believe the hard-bitten reporter with the butt in his mouth, bent over his

battered black type~r.riter.

Smoke-filled rooms are disappearing today, however, and more will be going if

one effective political action group has its way. This group is the Association

for Non-Smokers Rights (ANSR), one of many such groups throughout the country dedi-

cated to cleaning up the indoor environment. Al~SR had a lot to do with the passage

of Minnesota's Clean Indoor Air Act in 1975.

"The more difficult task of actually promoting public awareness of and compli-

ance with this law is still going on," according to Susan Goodwin Gerberich, a regis-

tered nurse and graduate student in public health at the University of Minnesota.

Gerberich, who is also a volunteer member of Al~SR, recently completed a study of

public health measures that may be used to prevent adverse health effects. In terms

of reducing the hazards of tobacco smoke, she concluded that legislation "is the

only way that changes are going to be made.';

Gerberich's project focused primarily on the Twin Cities campus University

community, where smokers constitute about 28 per cent of the population. It may be

"puzzling on its facei> to find that nearly a third of the people in the intellectual

community are still smokers, she said, but "even though a person may understand the

facts about smoking, it may still be an ingrained habit. ~t

Widespread Ignorance

"In evaluating the total situation," Gerberich said, "it became apparent that

widespread ignorance of the law and noncompliance with it were all too common, not
(MORE)
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only at the University but throughout the state."

Her project included making a campus "dial information" tape recording explain

ing the law, providing literature throughout the community and meetings with public

officials and students.

One result of the Clean Indoor Air Act has been the designation of certain

public areas as IINo Smokingll and''Smoking Permitted" areas, using large signs with

international symbols. According to the act, unless an area is clearly designated

as a "Smoking Permitted;'area, it is illegal to smoke there.

University of Minnesota police, on complaint, have given tickets to people

smoking in areas not designated as nSmoking Permitted" areas. Fines of up to $100

may be assessed under provisions of the act, although most have been much lower thus

far.

Hazards from Two Sources

Non-smokers' rights and the social costs of smoking have not been the sole con

cern of groups such as A!~SR, according to Gerberich. There is still a good deal of

concern about the individual smoker, who, in addition to self-imposed hazards, is

also exposed to concentrations of smoke in smoking areas.

"Tobacco smoke is a very complex mixture of gases, liquids and particles. There

are hundreds of chemical compounds in tobacco and hundreds more created when tobacco

burns,1/ Gerberich said. "Some of the most hazardous compounds are tar, nicotine,

carbon monoxide, cadmium, nitrogen dioxide, ammonia, benzene, formaldehyde, hydrogen

sulfide and hydrogen cyanide.

"v1henever an individual is smoking, tobacco smoke enters the atmosphere from

two sources. Most important is the sidestream smoke that flows directly into the

air from the burning end of the cigarette. 1I

Gerberich said research findings show that sidestream smoke actually has higher

concentrations of noxious compounds than does mainstream smoke. which is exhaled by

the smoker. "Studies have shown twice as much tar and nicotine and three times as

much 3-4 benzpyrene--a suspected carcinogen--in sidestream smoke. Sidestream smoke

also contains five times as much carbon monoxide and 50 times as much ammonia as

(t10RE)
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mainstream smoke," she said.

Chemical plants, factories and freeways are often cited as major causes of res

piratory problems in urban areas (which. of course, they are). Yet, according to a

report by the National Advisory Cancer Council, the smoke from a cigarette contains

far more potentially :ilung-damagingTi particles than an equal amount of urban air.

A milliliter of cigarette smoke contains about 5 billion such particles, in contrast

to urban air, which contains, at most, about 100,000 lung-damaging particles per

milliliter.

Damage to Children and Infants

Researchers have found increased incidence of respiratory ailments among chil-

dren in homes where the parents smoke, in contrast to those living with non-smoking

parents, Gerberich reported. She said additional investigations found "increased

heart rates and blood pressure directly associated with passive exposure to cigarette

smoke among school-aged children. II

An English survey reports that as the level of family smoking increases, the

percentage of children with symptoms of respiratory infections increases. An Israeli

study found that maternal smoking may be damaging to a baby not only in the uterus,

but also in the cradle: an investigation of 10,000 families found that the infants

of mothers who smoked had a significantly higher rate of hospital admissions (13.1

vs. 9.5 per 100) for bronchitis and pneumonia during the first year of life.

Asked to comment on the increase in smoking among teen-aged women, Gerberich

said smoking is a visible way of telling people ilI'm grown up now. II She said that

she began smoking as a teen because of the influence of her friends and because of

her father's example. She was not able to quit smoking until she was working as a

of Hennepin and Ramsey
fllNI

Note: The AliSR is sponsored by the American Lung Association
Counties. It is not a University of 11innesota organization.

-UNS-

nurse on an intensive care ward in a hospital.

"I tried to work through my feelings about smoking as I walked through a whole
floor of patients. They'd have an intravenous tube containing chemotherapeutic
drugs for cancer going in one arm and a cigarette in the other hand. For all of us,
there's that denial process. We ignore the cough. We don't think this can happen
to us. 1t

(AO,18,22,28;BI,5;CO,5;DO,5;E3,18,23)
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mHVERSITY OF dINNESOTA, 111dNEAPOLIS AND ST. PAUL CAJ:1PUS EVEI'ITS
Sept. 26-0ct. 2

,
/

Sun., Sept. 26---Exhibition; Field Sketches by Francis Lee Jaques. Jaques Gallery,
duseum of Natural History. 9 a.m.-5 p.m. :ion.-Sat., 9 a.m.-9 p.m. Wed.,
2-5 p.m. Sun. Through Dec. 5. Free.

Mon., Sept. 27---l1est Dank Union Gallery: Work by Helen Sarkissian. Lower concourse,
lJest Bank aud. 3 a.m.-7 p.m. Mon.-Fri. Through Oct. 15. Free.

Mon., Sept. 27---Two-Bit Flick~ ;1Hhispering Shado~7,~ chapter 1, and 'lRoad Runner.~·

Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union. ILlS a.m. $.25.

Hon., Sept. 27---Punchinello Players. i-Jorth Ball aud. 1~15 and 4~15 p.m. Free.

Tues., Sept. 2G---Coffman Gallery: rITA Exhibit by Ilene t~ug, Gallery I; Painting
and Jrav7ing by iiarilyn Anderson. Opening 7··9 p.m. Regular hours 10 a.m.-
4 p.m. Hon.-Fri. Through Oct. 13. Free.

Fri., Oct. l---University Gallery: 'The Classical I'.eviva1. '/ Northrop Aud. 11 a.m.
4 p.m. don.-Frio, 2-5 p.m. Sun. Through Oct. 31. Free.

Fri., Oct. l---The VThole Coffeehouse: Peter Lang uith Ann Reed and Judy Foster.
Coffman Union. Doors open 0;30 p.m. $2.50 in advance at ~ISA Store, $3 at
the door.

Sat., Oct. 2---The ~fuole Coffeehouse: Peter Lang ~Jith Ann ~eed and Judy Foster.
Coffman Union. Doors open J;30 p.m. $2.50 in advance at liSA Store, $3 at
the door.

-Ui:!S-
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UiUVERSITY OF iIINNESOTA 9 l1IHHEAPOLIS AIID ST. PAUL CAlIPUS EVENTS ,-..-/
Oct. 3-9

Sun., Oct. 3---St. Paul Student Center: Oriental Paintings by Hun Chung Park,
North Star Gallery; "Uild Life of the Canoe Country'; by Lynn Rogers, Rouser
Room Gallery; itA Exhibit by Rick Skare~ Terrace Lounge Gallery: Baskets by
Jenny Yellowleaf, display cases. 8 a.m.-lO p.m. lfun.-Sat., noon-lO p.m. Sun.
Through Oct. 29. Free.

Sun., Oct. 3---Exhibition; Field Sketches by Francis Lee Jaques. Jaques Gallery,
iluseum of Natural History. 9 a.m.-5 p.m. ~lon.-Sat.~ 9 a.m.-9 p.m. Wed.,
2-5 p.m. Sun. Through Dec. 5. Free.

Sun., Oct. 3---University Gallery~ "The Classical Revival. ,; Northrop Aud. 11 a.m.
4 p.m. Mon.-Fri., 2-5 p.m. Sun. Through Oct. 31. Free.

Hon., Oct. 4---Uest Bank Union Gal1ery~ ~~rk by Helen Sarkissian. Lower concourse,
West Bank aud. 8 a.m.-7 p.m. llon.-Fri. Through Oct. 15. Free.

11on., Oct. 4---Coffman Gallery: NFA Exhibit by Ilene Krug, Gallery I; Painting
and Drauing by darilyn Anderson, Gallery II. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. lion.-Frio
Through Oct. 13. Free.

Mon., Oct. 4---'.i\10-Bit flick; il~rL1ispering Shadou--Chapter 2" and "Road Runner."
Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union. 11:15 a.m. and 12:10 p.m. $.25.

Tues., Oct. 5---Lecture~

1~11 aud. 3~15 p.m.
';India and the Classical ~1est~ by A. L. Basham.
Free.

Hurphy

Tues., Oct. 5---Film/Discussion: "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof." 175 Hest Bank aud.
7:30 p.m. Free.

Tues., Oct. 5---The tnlole Coffeehouse: Barb With. Coffman Union. Doors open
8:30 p.m. $1.50.

Wed., Oct. 6---Activities Fair~ Student organizations. North Star Ballroom, St.
Paul Student Center. 11;30 a.m.-3 p.m. Free.

Fri., Oct. 8---Concert:
Hall aud. 8 p.m.

Piano Improvisations by Reginald T. Buckner.
Free.

Scott

Fri., Oct. 8---The lfuole Coffeehouse: Eric Anderson and Bill Johnson. Coffman
Union. Doors open 8;30 p.m. $3.

Sat., Oct. 9---The Whole Coffeehouse: Eric Anderson and Bill Johnson. Coffman
Union. Doors open 8~30 p.m. $3.

-UNS-
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EARLY-WARNING SYSTEM
FOR LEAD POISONING

By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service Writer

Lead poisoning is no longer confined to the small number of inner-city children

who eat paint chips, according to Travis Thompson, psychologist at the University of

Minnesota.

New laboratory evidence indicates that lead in food, air, dirt, pipes and even

toys can poison children much more quickly than was preViously believed.

Lead poisoning causes a progression of symptoms: hyperactivity, chronic irrita-

bilitY2 aggression, learning difficulties~ poor appetite, headaches 2 lethargy2 stom-

ach disorders 2 unsteadiness in walking 2 convulsions 2 mental retardation and even

death. Although there are, of course, other possible causes of these symptoms, lead

poisoning should not be overlooked.

Research into rat behavior and investigations at the St. Paul Public Health De-

partment indicate that lead poisoning can occur in virtually any child and reach sig-

nificant levels even within the government's "safeH standards. The lead poisoning

causes changes in behavior before physical changes can be detected.

The U.S. Surgeon General's Esafe" level of five parts per million of lead in the

blood may well be the threshold for visible effects. But less than two parts per

million can cause behavioral changes, according to Debbie Slechta2 psychological re-

searcher at Minnesota.

Definite changes in behavior occur very quickly in rats given very small doses

of lead. They become hyperactive, pressing a food lever frantically. They become

jumpy and more aggressive. As the dose is increased, they become lethargic and have

trouble walking, Slechta said.

(HORE)
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Symptoms like these have already been associated with lead poisoning in people,

Thompson said. Workers in lead-acid battery factories sometimes have difficulty

walking. Children downwind from some factories can suffer learning difficulties from

airborne lead, and some mentally retarded children turn out to have high levels of

lead in their blood.

"We want to develop more refined screening methods to detect lead poisoning be

fore it gets as serious as this,ll Thompson said. Although high levels of lead

poisoning can cause irreversible brain damage in both rats and people, low levels

are reversible.

Detection of low levels is more difficult, though, and must be based on more

sophisticated tests of behavior. "This approach, called behavioral toxicology, is

still quite new/I Thompson said.

Health officials now usually have to wait until definite clinical symptoms are

evident, and by that time the problem is quite serious. With new and more sensitive

laboratory methods being developed, an early-warning system will emerge, Thompson

said.

If children could be identified early, as soon as their behavior began to

change, Slechta said, an effort could be made to locate the source of lead and to get

it out of the child's environment.

Lead comes from many sources; one of the major ones is car exhaust. "If bushes

die along freeways,1l Slechta said, "the exhaust isn't doing any good to children

playing a block from the freeway at rush hour. And the nearer they are to the free

way, the higher the lead levels. 1I

Lead from cars also settles on the ground, Thompson said. A child tasting a mud

pie may really be sampling a lead pie. Even dust near busy streets can contain lead

that can be carried from the child's fingers to the mouth.

Factories, especially smelting plants, foundries, and battery factories, are

another source of lead. The lead given off from their smokestacks can pervade the

air and then settle on the ground, Thompson said.

(HORE)
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As lead on the ground often means lead on garden fruits and vegetables, produce

should be washed carefully to remove surface lead. But if the soil in the growing

area is high in lead, the poison is inside the plant cells and cannot be washed away,

Slechta said.

Some crayons, newsprint, glazed wooden toys and foreign hand-made pottery also

contain lead. A marking of "non-toxicL should not be relied upon because a "non

toxic" level, by government standards, may still be high enough to cause behavior

changes. Other lead dangers are old batteries, shotgun shells and even the water

pipes in older cities.

Most children are not exposed to all of these sources of lead. Still, because

small effects add up, children's contacts with lead should be minimized. Researchers

still do not know if there is a safe level of lead exposure or what it might be.

"The important thing is to identify lead poisoning at its earliest point and to

eliminate the source. fie believe we have a method now that will allow us to do this,';

Thompson said.

If lead poisoning is suspected, the local public health departments should be

contacted. A simple blood test can establish or rule out lead poisoning.

-OOS-
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NEHS PEOPLE; For further infcrmltion
contact GAIL GErIDLER, 373-751~
BILL RICP~SON. 373-7517

TV 'MAGAZINE'
TO FEATURE 'u'

(FOR n·ll1EDIATE RELEASE)

A broadcast-magazine television program featuring a variety of topics related to

the University of Minnesota will premiere Wednesday (Sept. 29) at 7 p.m. on station

KTCA. Channel 2.

"Wednesday Edition;! will be aired the last Wednesday of every month and will

center on issues that are important to people today, focusing on subjects ranging

from physics to physical education.

The first program comprises three segments: "Disease Without a Cure li concerns

Dutch elm disease~ LAmniocentesis: A Test You Can Learn Fromil looks at this means of

discovering genetic disorders and determining of a fetus's sex;; and ilt-lomen Get Their

Chance" is about women's athletics and the after-effects of the federal Title IX re

quirements for equal opportunity. The three l'articles" will feature University and

Twin Cities specialists on the subjects.

In the first program, David French, University plant pathologist, and Lloyd

Burkholder of the St. Paul Parks Department provide insight into methods private

residents can use to retard the spread of Dutch elm disease.

Preston Williams, University physician and professor of obstetrics and gynecol

ogy, and Jorge Yunis, physician and head of the department of genetics, discuss how

a rather simple medical test, amniocentesis, is opening up new areas of prenatal in

formation and some new areas of controversy.

Vivian Barfield. director of women's athletics at the University, and women's

field hockey coach Ruth Christiansen explain how the legislation called Title IX is

changing the look of college sports for women.

Producers of the monthly specials are the University News Service and University

Media Resources. The broadcasts are a service of University Continuing Education

and Extension.

-U1'18-
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NEWS PEOPLE: For further information
contact BILL HUNTZICKER, 373-7512

'u' TO APPEAL NCAA DECISION

(FOR ~1EDIATE RELEASE)

The University of Minnesota will appeal the latest ruling of the National

I

i

Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Committee on Infractions regarding the fate

of three Gopher basketball players whom the University had refused to declare

ineligible.

The University's decision was announced today (Monday) by Vice President

Walter H. Bruning, who said he is not permitted to comment on the contents of the

NCAA report.

"According to NCAA rules,il Bruning said~ lithe University may not divulge any

details of the case. The NCAA reserves that right, upon final disposition of the

matter.

liThe appeal will be made to the NCAA Council at its next regular meeting

Oct. 12 in New Orleans, La., '" Bruning said. The NCAA Council consists of the

president, district vice presidents and other officers of the association.

The University's Assembly Committee on Intercollegiate Athletics (ACIA)

declined last May to declare players Philip Saunders, David Winey and Michael

Thompson ineligible for play.

-Ul'iS-
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NEWS PEOPLE: For further information
contact BILL RICHARDSON, 373-7517

FOID1ER MINNEAPOLIS r1AYOR
TO HOST 'u' TV snow

(FOR n~1EDIATE r~LEASE)

A former Minneapolis mayor who is now a University of Minnesota professor will

host a nine-month-long television series beginning Oct. 6 on public television

station KTCA, channel 2.

Arthur Naftalin, now a professor of public affairs, will serve as moderator

of npublic Affairs Forum, 1: a program intended to explore local and national issues

of major interest to Minnesota residents.

Each segment will be devoted to one issue and the show will cover such topics

as declining school enrollments, press coverage of the political campaigns, energy

policies and research in ~finnesota, government regulation of day-care facilities

and conservation of the lfississippi River as a multi-use resource.

Producer of the program, which will be broadcast at 7 p.m. Wednesdays, is

University Media Resources, Continuing Education and Extension.

-UNS-
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BUCKNER TO IMPROVISE
ON ELLINGTON WORKS

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Works by Duke Ellington will be featured in a program of piano improvisations

by Reginald T. Buckner Friday, Oct. 8, at 8 p.m. in Scott Hall auditorium at the

University of Minnesota.

The melodies of Ellington will be presented in the first half of the program

followed by improvisations on a brief Buckner composition titled "Peace."

The program is open to the public with no admission charge. Buckner is an

assistant professor of music education and Afro-American studies at the University

of H1nnesota.

-Ul~S-
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NEWS PEOPLE: For further information
contact JUDY VICR, 373-7515

INDlA TOPIC OF LECTURE SERIES

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

India is the topic of a series of five free public lectures to be presented

at the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, Tuesday (Oct. 5) through Tuesday,

Nov. 30.

A. L. Basham, noted historian on ancient India and author of "The Wonder That

Was India," will present the lectures sponsored by the University's department of

South Asian Studies. Basham is currently a visiting professor at the University.

The schedule for the lectures is as follows: "India and the Classical West, ,.

Oct. 5,3:15 p.m., Hurphy Hall auditorium; "India, Islam and Medieval Europe,"

Oct. 19, 3:15 p.m., Murphy Hall auditorium; "India and Southeast Asia," Nov. 2,

3:15 p.m., l1urphy Hall auditorium; ilIndia, Central Asia and China,' Nov. 16,

3:15 p.m., 4 Mechanical Engineering; and IlIndia and the Modern West," Nov. 30,

3:15 p.m., Murphy Hall auditorium.

Basham is head of the departuent of Asian Civilizations at Australian

National University and a past president of the International Congress of Oriental-

iats.

India.

He is the author of many articles and books on the history and culture of

-008-
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yomrG FAHILI:cS UORE
VUL8EP~.BLE TO CRISES

By l1aureen Smith
University of lIinnesota l1riter

,ll····,i,'
\ L.

It's the American dream~ "Things vlill be easier for my children than they were

for me. \1 And over the years; more often than not, it i S been true.

In a three-generation study back in the late 195Gs, University of Hinnesota pro

fessor ::'.euben Hill found the younS"married-child generation "enormously advantaged"

and their grandparents financially insecure.

Theodor Litman~ University of 11innesota professor of hospital and health care

administration~ found some dramatic changes when he conducted a follow-up study 10

years later.

The grandparent generation had made substantial gains~ thanks in part to such

programs as lIedicare and in part to the greater affluence \vith \lhich they entered

their senior years.

In Litman's study~ it was the young-married-child generation that appeared to be

the most vulnerable. ilToo many things are happening to them," he said. "Costs are

high. and their income is at its 10Y7est or at the beginning of the upward curve.;:

Litman, whose study focuses on families and health care~ wasn't surprised by

the precarious financial position of the young-married-child generation. Hospital

credit managers have knovffi about it for a lon[; tine, he said. lIe cited the research

of his colleague~ Vernon lleckwerth; vh10se analysis of unpaid bills at Twin Cities

hospitals showed that the lareest percentage of those accounts were young families

paying for the birth of a first child.

To some extent~ Litman said, the gains of the older generation have been at the

expense of the young married generation, as improved Social Security benefits have

cut into take-home pay. But Litman cautioned that the security of the senior genera

tion may already have been eroded since the time of his recently published study.

The grandparents interviewed for Litman's study said they felt more secure be

cause of Hedicare, he said, but since that time ;'ue have learned that Hedicare pays

only about 40 per cent of medical costs and that the percentage is getting smaller.>!

Litman said, too, that since the interviews \-lere conducted in 1968, "the older

generation has been really clobbered by the inflation of the 1970s. 11

The middle generation is the most secure financially, Litman said--and it's a

good thing for many of the families that one generation is in good shape~ because

(HORE)
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both the grandparents and the young married children turn to the parents for help.

The parental family "becomes pivotal when it comes to assistance,H Litman said.

"They're better insured, and they are the beneficiaries of the economic advancement

since Horld lvar II. 1I

All three generations in Litman's study were asked whether they believe people

have a moral obligation to care for family members who are ill. Most members of the

younger two generations said yes, but the grandparents--who were most likely to be

in need of such care--more frequently said no."They thought the younger generation

had enough burdens already,:! Litman said.

One of the major findings in Litman's study was "the critical role of the wife

mother as the agent of cure and carel; in the family. "That just keeps coming up

over and over and over again, Ii he said.

Health statistics show that females are high users of health services. Litman

said this generalization is true not of all women but only of wife-mothers.

Litman thinks he knows why a wife-mother is so careful about her own health.

ilShe knows that she can't afford to be sick. When other family members are sick,

she has to take care of them. fllien she's sick, she still has to take care of her

family. The wife-mother really hasn't been given credit for what she's doing."

The role of the husband-father in maintaining the health of his family is pri

marily as "a negotiator for the financing,:' Litman said. And if the husband-father

is sick himself, most families can get along pretty well except for the financial

problems.

The middle-generation mother is "the center focus of health;! for all three gen

erations, Litman said. ffuen her daughter has a baby, or when her own mother is ill,

she's there to help. The question, Litman said, is ,1'At what cost to herself does

she do all of this?:'

Twenty years ago, in what Litman called "a very pessimistic article on the con

temporary American family,il Talcott Parsons and Renee Fox said that families were no

longer equipped to provide health care and were all too willing to turn family mem

bers over to hospitals and nursing homes. The Parsons-Fox indictment has become a

classic statement in the field.

"I'll make my mark by showing that it doesn't fit," Litman thought as he began

his study. It didn't work out that way. Almost half (43 per cent) of the families

in Litman's study said they would find it difficult to care for a sick member at

home for any prolonged period of time, and a majority (59 per cent) said they would

be willing to relinquish responsibility for the care of the sick to a hospital.

But Litman doesn't put the same dark interpretation on these findings as Parsons

and Fox did. For one thing, he said, families are realistic in their belief that

patients will get better care in a hospital.

(HORE)
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As a result of recent illnesses in his ovm family~ Litman has been struck by

something else that Parsons and Fox didn't acknowledge·--the amount of care the fami

ly gives to a sick family member in a hospital or nursing home.

!'You realize how dependent that person is on the care. We talk about tender

loving care, and I'm convinced that most of it is given by family members. I would

hate to be a patient without having my family to watch over me.;1

tVhen it comes to medical knowledge, Litman said, there is lIa knowledge base that

physicians assumell and are wrong in assuming. Litman remembers how his physician

father used to say to parents of sick children, "You know how to give an enema, don't

you?" tiore than a fourth of the people in Litman's study did not know how to give

an enema, 34 per cent did not know how to stop bleeding, 48 per cent did not know

how to take a pulse.

One thing Litman wanted to find out was what kind of families were best able

to cope with the serious illness of a family member. He used some of Reuben Hill's

measures for assessing families under stress.

The findings were i1kind of dismaying for a family sociologist/1 Litman said.

IIFamilies that are close are no better protected against falling apart than families

that are all screwed up. We don't know why some families fall apart and others

don't. 'I

If anything, Litman said, the results were the opposite of what he would have

expected. "Sickness tends to have a solidifying effect on families ~hat have

troubles. 1I

Litman suspects that the effect may be only temporary--,llve don't have good data

on that'I--but when illness strikes a troubled family, he said, ;lthere' s a tendency

to rally round the flag. 21
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JEFFREY VAN TO PERFORl1
FETtER WORK PREMIERE

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
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{,} I

liEWS PEOPLE: For further information
contact JUDy VICK. 373-7515

Guitarist Jeffrey Van will premiere the Paul Fet1er composition "Six Pastoral

Sketches,ll in a free public concert Sunday, Oct. 10, at 8 p.m. in Scott Hall audi-

torium at the University of Hinnesota, Twin Cities.

The concert also will include several other works by Fet1er, a professor of

music at the University, and works by the late Spanish composer Manuel de Falla.

Assisting Van in the performance will be flutist Adele Zeitlin and guitarist

James UcGuire.

The event is sponsored by the departments of music and music education.

Van and McGuire both teach guitar at the University.
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PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF KIDNEY TR&~SPL&~TS

FOUND GOOD FOR PATIEnTS. FA.1I1ILIES. DONORS

By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service Writer

If you needed a kidney transplant, would a close relative offer to donate a

kidney? If your brother, sister, parent or child needed a kidney~ would you donate

one of yours?

More than 200 families were confronted with decisions like these over a three-

year period at University of Minnesota Hospitals. Research on the psychological

and family effects of kidney transplants, conducted by sociologist Roberta Simmons,

revealed some surprising results.

liTo begin with, untreated kidney disease is fatal," Simmons said. "A kidney

transplant operation to cure it is often medically successful, especially if the

transplanted organ is from a close relative. tIe wanted to take the situation one

step further~ to find out whether the operation is psychologically successful for

the patient and family.1!

In a life or death situation, the pressures are enormous. Suppose no one in

your family offers you a kidney, yet everyone thinks everyone else should. Or, you

donate a kidney to your sister, and your husband asks for a divorce as a result.

Or, your brother dies after receiving your kidney. Or, the kidney transplant is a

success, but your donor mother constantly reminds you how careful and grateful you

should be.

All are examples of real situations, but, according to Simmons' research,

things like this happen infrequently. Kidney transplants created severe stress in

only about one fourth of the 208 cases examined. No kidney was offered at all in

only eight per cent of the families studied and only one divorce occurred as a

direct result of the transplant situation. Likewise, in the families studied,

there was seldom a demand made for extre~e gratitude.

Favorable psychological effects were experienced in the other three fourths of

the transplant cases examined by Simmons. Comparing the patients before, just after,

and one year after the operation, she found that the former kidney patients felt

better physically and psychologically after the transplant.

(HORE)
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ilThey are very happy and often contrast their present to their past. The pa

tients say they now see what's important in life and have a better sense of their

own values,ii Simmons said. I1A feeling of exhilaration, even a year after the oper

ation, is not unusuaL 11

Patients who do not react as well psychologically include those with other

health problems, such as advanced diabetes; patients whose appearance is affected by

necessary drug therapy; patients who don't feel supported by their families, and men,

HGenerally women respond better psychologically to the transplant and return to nor

mal life a bit easier,n Simmons said.

The patients who respond most successfully may be children from one-and-a-half

to three years old. \'Children who could hardly walk can now run down the halls

laughing. It's like a miracle," Simmons observed.

The psychological reaction of donors to the transplant situation is usually

good, she said. C1The feeling most donors have is 'It's not every day that you can

save someone's life, H; Simmons said. The donors feel happy and altruistic and feel

an intense tie to the recipient. They say their values have become stronger and the:

feel they are better people for having donated a kidney, she said.

A kidney is not a small gift. The donor must undergo a major operation, which,

with tests and hospital stay, averages about a week in time spent. Full recovery

generally takes at least three weeks more.

When a kidney transplant is advised, several relatives usually volunteer their

own kidneys. On an average, about 60 per cent of the eligible relatives in the

family will volunteer, a percentage which increases the likelihood that the best

IImatchl1 will be found for the patient.

All volunteers are given blood tests and are then ranked according to the

similarity with the proposed kidney recipient. Because brothers and sisters are

likely to be better matches, kidney transplants from siblings are most likely to be

successful. But a kidney from any close relative is likely to be better than one

from an unrelated donor.

Although the gift of a kidney is a significant action to take, it seems well

worth it to both patient and donor~ according to Simmons' findings.

-UNS-
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ALUMNI LECTURER TO URGE
MIXING BUSI~mSS Al~D SCIENCE

(FOR I}frlEDIATE RELEASE)

Success and failure in mathematics, statistics and computer science in business

will be the topics of the University of rfinnesota College of Business Administration

Quarterly Alumni Lecture Wednesday (Oct. 6).

Prof. Norman L. Chervany of the department of management sciences will discuss

the role his speciality should play in modern business during the luncheon meeting

at the St. Paul Radisson Hotel.

Chervany earned his graduate degrees in quantitative analysis and is the

College of Business Administration senior faculty adviser for the "Quantitative

Analysis Approaches to Administrative Problems" course.

The lecture is sponsored by the college's alumni association t although it is

open to the public. Reservations may be made with Richard Thorsen, telephone

338-4214. Price of the luncheon is $6.50.
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'U' THEATRE TO PRESENT 'BITS OF THE BARD'

(FOR OOIEDIATE RELEASE)

Two New York actresses will present "Bits of the Bard" (A Unique Look at

Shakespeare's Ladies) in a free public program Wednesday (Oct. 6) at 12:15 p.m.

in the Stoll thrust theater of Rarig Center at the University of Minnesota.

Mary Krause and Susan Sneider, whose two-year-old company has been featured

in an article in Newsweek Magazine (l-iay 12, 1975), will perform. The program is

sponsored by the University Theatre, the University committee on convocations and

the Arts and the English department.
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'u' RETAINS ACCREDITATION

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

lw~ ~robably didn't notice it, but a team that studies such things visited the

University of Minnesota last summer to decide whether the Twin Cities campus should

continue granting accredited master's and doctoral degrees.

To almost no one's surprise, the result of the visit was the announcement re

cently that the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools will continue to

accredit the University's graduate programs as meeting their standards.

The 13-member accrediting review team (TART), which visited the campus for three

days, cited a number of areas that they feel need improvement, including the librar

ies, senior faculty salaries, some facilities and a "ponderous" committee complex.

"University libraries, fI the TART report said, iiappear to be in a critical sit

uation in which acquisition, facilities, and accessibility seem not to be commen

surate with instructional and research needs of the university."

The team said the University has "not been overly lavishH in support of the

library, ~lhich Iiranks thirteenth among universities in the nation in holdings behind

a small private institution like the University of Chicago."

The report suggested that the University undertake a cost-benefit analysis to

determine whether the libraries should be as decentralized as they are with some de

partments holding specialized collections.

The report said that libraries are "rather heavy on staff and light on books"

and criticized the University's "short hours" and "modest holdings'l for such a large

enrollment.

Responding to the report, Albert J. Linck, associate vice president for academic

affairs, said the University has recently named a new library director who will have

to deal with the challenges mentioned in the report.

Linck said the University will not have any direct reaction to the comments in

the TART report, but that the administrators of the colleges criticized will have to

deal with the issues raised. I'Most of the questions were raised at the collegiate

level and we would rely on the collegiate level to take it from there," Linck said.

Linck said the University will seek legislative help to deal with a number of

issues, such as staffing the College of Business Administration and facilities for

the General College and nursing.

(110RE)
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HWe have in the proposed legislative request some renovation for Nicholson Hall,

which is where most of General College is located,1I Linck said. rlThat's about the

best response we could make. lI

The report was also critical of the nursing and pharmacy facilities, which the

University is still seeking to improve. "The Nursing School particularly ~dll not

be able to recruit the faculty it needs for a modern research-oriented graduate pro

gram without additional facilities, ~I the group said.

Faculty salaries were mentioned several times in the report. In some colleges,

the group found salaries to be inadequate at the higher ranks. "At the upper levels

they do not seem to be competitive with many of the institutions they would like to

compete with for top-notch faculty candidates. II

The report was sharply critical of the College of Business Administration (CBA),

which was alleged to have made a "modest ll impact on its community, inadequate library

facilities, poor graduate placement, and what some faculty saw as lia paralysis of

decision-making."

lithe dean and faculty see a current severe strain created by an upsurge of de

mand for business courses without anywhere near a corresponding infusion of new re

sources for meeting this demand ll
ll the report said.

In his response to the report, University President C. Peter Magrath said the

College of Business Administration held its own while all other university colleges

unde~lent cutbacks a few years ago.

IIBeoveen 1974 and 1977 (three years) the budget of CBA has increased from $1.86

to $2.59 million~ this includes over $300,000 in incremental funding, in addition to

money for raises," Magrath said.

The TART report made a pitch for the continuation of the University's charter

autonomy because they said "most respected authorities maintain that a definite

relationship exists between academic autonomy and quality in higher education.

"Also, a university which has had constitutional autonomy and lost it might be

in a much weaker position than a university which had never had constitutional pro

tection and had developed its autonomy through other channels.

tlThe public understanding of the social necessity of academic freedom might be

enhanced by a vigorous public defense of university autonomy," TART said.

There were some complaints to TART from faculty members who said they spent an

enormous amount of time on committees.

"A number of the faculty mentioned that they did not feel involved in the govern

ance of the institution even though there is a plethora of committees and an unusual

amount of collective activities of task forces, committees, etc.," the report said.

The group said, on the other hand, that the faculty praised the Magrath admin

istration.

(HORE)
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"Students, faculty, and staff remarked on the leadership and tone of the new

administration, its vigor and imagination, its atmosphere of openness, of accessi

bility; they also speak of a new confidence in the possibilities of the university,"

the report said.

It indicated, however, that there were problems of enrollment increases and

restricted resources. lIEnro11ment pressures have undesirable or even threatening

conditions in which academic program sequences for some students have been forced to

accept rearrangement ''1ithout pertinent academic justification, II TART said.

The response to this problem has been the proposed enrollment limitations in

corporated into the 1977 legislative request. University officials say they are

already accommodating about 4,000 more students than they are budgeted for.

The review team said "it extends its compliments on the good works of the Uni

versity which seem generally, but not without exception, to improve in a season of

financial difficulties and concomitant dislocations which it suffers in common with

most educational institutions.

"It would seem that the resilience of this University and the quality of edu

cational experiences it is providing for its students, along with the other services

it renders to the people inside the state and outside as well, collectively constitute

one of the many bright reasons why our society supports higher education. lJ

The TART review was a regular process which occurs every ten years to make sure

that the University is up to par. Linck said the University administration ,-ras aware

of the issues raised in the report and has been working on them.
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WISCONSIN POLITICAL SCIENTIST
TO RECEIVE m~IVERSITY AWARD

(FOR ~1EDIATE RELEASE)

Clara Penniman received her doctorate in political science from the University

of Minnesota in 1954. At 1 p.m. on Saturday (Oct. 2) in the Campus Club at Coffman

Union she will receive the University's Outstanding Achievement Award during the

annual meeting of the University of Minnesota Alumnae Club.

The Outstanding Achievement Award is the University 1 s recognition of former

students who have attained distinction and honor in their respective fields.

For Penniman, undergraduate and graduate studies at the University of Wisconsin

followed a brief career as a legal secretary and administrative assistant to the

tJisconsin Employment Service. She has been a member of the University of Wisconsin,

Madison, faculty since 1953.

She was named chairman of the political science department in 1961 and later

served as director of the Center for Study of Public Policy and Administration. In

1974 she was named the first Oscar Rennebohm professor of public administration, a

post she still holds.

Penniman is considered an authority on state government, public administration

and public finance and has written several books and articles on those subjects.

In 1972, she was elected to the presidency of the Midwest Political Science

Association and the vice presidency of the American Political Science Association.

She has also served as a member of the Wisconsin Governor 1 s Higher Education Study

Commission, which played a part in the merger of tJisconsin's systems of higher

education.
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